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Foreword

This description of Navajo weaving aims to ptesent the attitude of

the weaver toward her work. It is based upon the experience of four

summers (1930—1933) during which time I lived with Red Point’s

family and learned, among many other things, the principles ofweav-

ing. I myself tried all the processes described, with the constant,

kindly, and patient critical accompaniment of my Navajo friends, and

accomplished them with varying degrees of success.

Since the learning was empirical and as nearly like that of a Navajo

as possible, it is to be expected that it was detailed. The only thing

I knew when I started was that I was to transform wool into aNavajo

blanket, and the theoretical principles of that transformation. The

Navajo method of teaching is “showing”; never is there an explan-

ation or a generalization. Most weavers do not analyze their problems,

although a few can formulate their difficulties. They do, however,

work out solutions which are sometimes novel and clever.

There is a great difference between experience with carding, spin-

ning,weaving and just knowing about them or watching someone else

do them. Experience points out the problems, suggests the motives,

accepts or discards the procedures. All these depend upon knowledge

and feeling for the smallest details and coordination of that inform-

ation into a unit of action. Practise accomplishes this better than any-

thing else.

Although the method may at first seem time-consuming, its rewards

are of such a different nature from those obtained by any other method

that they are well worth the time required. Besides showing up every

weakness, it also furnished examples of individual cases, for every

teacher has her peculiarities, and every weaver has her short-cuts. If

one learns eachmove himself, he becomes aware of all departures from



what he tnight define as the norm. At the same time he learns a

great many things not directly connected -with the weaving itselfbut

quite as important to the ethnologist. Especially is this true of a

group of people as isolated and scattered as any particular Navajo

family.

On the other hand, it would be iaefficient and foolish to rely on

“showing” exclusively. It would mean that too much is left to chance.

At Red Point’s I learned the common type ofweaving. Had I depend-

ed upon his women only, I should have remained ignorant of the

saddleblanket weaves which ate the most interesting forms of Na-

vajo weaving, and which furnish as well the clues to its history.

Here, as for other information, literature and generalization were

valuable. Matthews^ had recorded the fact of some of the saddle-

blanket weaves.

In recent years, the traders, LloydAmbrose and Horace Boardman,

have been instrumental not only in revi-ving these complicated weaves,

but also in disseminating an understanding of them with its attendant

cultivation of taste in a discriminating buying pubUc. They had col-

lected and summarized theseweaves ;
they had a collection ofthemon

unfinished looms. They put their facilities at my disposal, and some

hours of study in the blanket-room were supplemented by lessons with

weavers who specialize in the particular types. Among them were the

wife of Kinni’s-Son, Juan’s Wife and Della’s Grandmother. After I

had learned to make aU these blankets in the vicinity of Thoreau, New
Mexico, I returned to Red Point’s to be told that Maria Antonia knew
all but one kind. They are not popular where she lived but she had

learned how to make them.

A second time my efficiency was increased when I learned that

Mrs. LauraArmer hadworked on the natural dyes. She did not know

^ Matthe?!jrs, W. Navajo Weavers. Report Bureau of American Ethnology, j
:
jyi—351,A two-feced Navajo Blanket. Anerican Anthropologist, n. s., 2 (1900) : 638—642.
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all the formulas herself but she knew an Indianwho did, and he saved

me a great deal of time. The process of making natural dyes is simple

enough and is known to most Navajo in a generalway, but the specific

products needed to concoct the dyes are scarce and difficult to find.

My interpreter and I spent several weeks and covered many miles of

the Reservation in procuring them; we were able to make all the dyes

I learned in only a few days.

Besides the advantage of unstinted aid and interest from the Navajo

and many of the Whites of the Southwest, I have had the privilege of

examining many Navajo blankets in museums and private collections.

Although the present study is more concerned with the weaver and

the way she makes her blanket than in the product of her loom, it is

impossible to consider one without the other. Museums and blanket-

rooms of traders have been invaluable in furnishing generalizations on

the Navajo rug and blanket; they provide the initial clue to the why
and wherefore.

With all this material at my disposal I have used also all the extant

literature on Navajo weaving. I refer to it only sparingly in this work

because I checked every statement at first hand. After I had beenwork-

ing at Red Point’s for three summers, I learned that Mr. Charles

Amsden was also making a study of Navajo weaving.

Fortunately he was interested in the subject from that point of

view in which my interest was weakest. He writes of ihe blanket for

its own sake and particularly for the history, not onlyof Navajo weav-

ing, but of all weaving in America. His account^ appeared at the

end of 1933 when the results of my own study had been written but

not published. Since Mr. Amsden’s report is complementary to this

one, and since the point ofview is so different, I am indicating with

brackets and notes such remarks as I added after reading his book.

Few enough, they are by way of discussion, in several cases, of dis-

^ Amsden, Charles Avety. Na^vaho Weaving. The Fine Arts Press, Santa Ana, California,

1934.
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agreementwith his conclusions, andofanswer to some of the questions

he leaves open.

My purpose in discussing the technique of Navajo weaving in this

form has been twofold: first, to present the weaver’s viewpoint; and

second, to enable anyone with the wiH, to learn to weave a Navajo

blanket. A friend of mine made a much more presentable rug than

my first attempt from the description before photographs and draw-

ings were available.

[xviii
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I The Weaver

I learned to weave blankets while living with a Navajo family at a

place on the Reservation called White Sands. The head of the family

is Red Point. This old patriarch, with his wife Maria Antonia, occu-

pied the central hogan (house) of his little settlement. Each of their

three daughters had theic own hogans nearby. One daughter, Marie,

and her husband, Tom Curley, were my interpreters and teachers

when they were home. I lived in one of the houses at Red Point’s for

four summers, during the second of which Marie and Tom were in

Los Angeles. By this time I was able to speak enough Navajo to get

along and Red Point’s older daughter, Atlnaba, was my teacher.

I wanted to know how the Navajowomen feel about their craft, how

they themselves learn, how they teach and criticise. I have described

their attitudes toward theirwork and toward me in an informal person-

al account, entided Spider WomaiP. It is a tale of digressions. Pre-

paration of yam and the weaving itself are activities always on hand;

only rarely, in the summer at least, do the women make a business

of them. If the family needs the money secured for the rugs, if one

of thewomen is a recognized artist, if circumstances are such that her

labor may be spared from othermecessary pursuits, she may be given

the leisure to weave and is required to do littie else. AU these con-

ditions are filled in only a few cases.

Most commonly all stages of the process from carding to weaving

are in progress. A woman may have two, or even three rugs started.

She win stop weaviag to cook or superintend the flock, sometimes

even to herd, if no young or old people are available. It is not the

province of a successful Navajo matron to herd, but if necessity de-

mands she will do it. She can take her spinning, especially of warp,

with her if she must tend the sheep all day.

1 The Macmillan Co,, 1934*



Even the home-maker is often interrupted. In the early summer

she spends a part of each day in the corn-patch carefully coaxing the

crops to withstand the drywinds and the cutting sands. Later, if her

efforts have been successful, she works for days preserving the corn

for winter by roasting and d^ing. Some days shewiU have visitors. At

such times all may card or spin, or the hostess may quietly twist her

own yarn as she sits and talks. Her weaving may be further hindered

by her attendance at the ever-present “sings”, religious rituals which

vary all thewayfrom an apparent social diversionwith hundreds, even

thousands, of guests to the most serious of emergency measures wit-

nessed only by the members of the immediate family.

The purpose of a “sing” is curative or prophylactic, to cure an

ailment or to prevent one. One may be held if a person suddenly

becomes HI, or an individualwho is slightly ailing may joinwith others

who plan to hold a rite in order to procure for himself a blessing and

protection from future evil. In either case the weaver may be present,

in the capacity of patient, cook, or guest.

Once or twice a year the entire family moves for some days for the

sheep dipping, a job which requires the efforts of old and young. It

means that our weaver must remain away from home at least two or

three days at the dipping, not counting the time it takes her to go

and come. There is never any hurry about all this. Although the

work is hard, it is done in a lively holiday spirit, as is most Navajo

work. The dippers see acquaintances they have not seen for a long

time, they meet new ones, they gossip and laugh. On the way home

the weaver may stop at the store and trade for an afternoon, or she

may visit one of her friends for several days.

The story of “my family” is one which records the responsibility

Red Point’s wonien took for me from the moment I arrived until the

present time. A Navajo rarely commits himself to responsibility for

a white man but once he does, it is as binding as his duty to his own,

or so at least I found it. Maria Antonia and her daughters undertook



to teach me to weave. Never once in the four summers I spent with

them was their duty forsworn. Every sign of progress I made was a

source of pride as great to them as to me. At the end of the fourth

summer I learned that at first they had been as worried that they might

not be able to teach me, as I was that I might not be able to learn.

Since, however, they were not as much in a hurry as I was, and since

my progress was immediate and steady, their apprehensionwas short-

lived.

The Navajo word for “teach” is to “show”, and that is exactly what

they do. These women, “my grandmother and sisters”, showed me,

widi unfailing patience and persistent good humor, each step in the

long process oftransforming wool from a sheep’s back to the rug with

complicated design accepted by the trader. At first I had to learn a

dozen things at once, for tapestry weaving is a matter of coordination.

My instructors laughed at my awkwardness, sympathized with my

injuries, correctedmy mistakes, criticisedmy results. Theywere never

harsh in their criticism but they never allowed an error to pass un-

noticed. They always kept me up to the highest standards.

During the period ofmy apprenticeship Iwas taught specific things.

I mastered a great many details, no one of which may be omitted in

the experience of a good weaver. With a few exceptions I learned as

a Navajo girl learns to weave. My teaching differedfrom hers in inten-

sity and concentration, and possibly in materials. Children learning

to weave may be given scraps for their materials. I always had the

best.

I have already told the story of the way Atlnaba and Marie learned

to weave.^ Atlnabawanted to weavewhen shewas less than four years

old. An older sister, Adjiba, allowed her towork a little on the blankets

she was weaving and by the time Atlnaba was five (PI. I, of she was

weaving blankets accepted by the trader. She followed a course (juite

^ Spider Woinan, Chap. VI.
* 'nie caption used by James “Tuli, the Child Weaver” is a mistake.



usual with Navajo childten. She began with the last process, that of

weaving, and gradually picked up expertness in the preparation of her

materials and in making her loom after she had mastered the weaving

itseE Her sister had given her good materials and at first she had no

need to construct her loom.

By the time Marie, who was three years younger than Atlnaba,

wanted to weave, Adjiba had died. Maria Antonia did not want the

child to spoil her blanket by experimentation, she was not patient

enough to teach her little daughter j
furthermore, she wanted Marie

to herd and the two activities are incompatible. Marie’s desire was so

strong, however, that she made her own loom and implements from

such materials as she could procure, and bit by bit filched enough yarn

from her mother to enable her to set up a tiny loom which she took

with her each time she drove the sheep off to graze.

These two children exemplify the two extremes of training girls

to weave. Atlnaba with all materials of the best, no loom to construct,

and the gentle guidance of her older sister, learned quickly. At five

her success was spectacular; it took many more years for her to become

expert at the fundamental, but more prosaic, tasks which white men

scarcely notice. Marie learned to weave in spite of her environment

rather than because of it. She had to make her comb, batten and loom.

Because she could take only a small quantity of her mother’s yarn at

a time, she had to learn from the very beginning to splice the separate

pieces. Her achievement was accomplished to the accompaniment of

tears, undaunted perseverance, and wrathful fits of discouragement.

When complete, there was for her no glory, no approval, no praise,

for she hung her first three blankets on a tree, where they could be

seen only by the birds which pulled at their loose strings and by the

sheep which shied at their flapping in the wind.

Many women are proud when there little daughters start to weave

and encourage them by giving them good yam and by “showing”

them how to go about it. Usually the children make their own looms

[4]



instead of working on those of thek mothers. A small blanket, far

better than my fkst one, brought to a trader, was said to have been

made by a child three and one-half years old. She must have had

much help, but even so I cannot conceive how her tiny hands had the

strength to manage the healds even though they had the coordination.

I beheve the statement, even though I do not comprehend it, for I

once saw Djiba,when shewas only two andone-half— she has always

beensmall for her age— fillabowl six inches in diameter andfour deep

with water from a coffee pot twice as heavy. Three times she raised

the full bowl from the ground to her lips without spilling a drop. Skill

like this is possible although it seems incredible.

My learning was like Atlnaba’s. I had good materials and imple-

ments, willing .and patient teachers, and I started at the final process

so that results were not too far distant. I have learned all the other

steps necessary to preparation of the yarn and to the setting up ofthe

loom, but I am far from expert at some of them, in none have I

attained the expertness of any one of my teachers. This is not

surprising when I consider that Marie spun for nine years before she

could pronounce her yam “real good”.

[J]



The Navajo, particulatly the women, ate “sheep-minded”. From

the first white crack of dawn to the time when the curtain of darkness

descends they must consider the sheep. Yes, and even beyond. For

it is not unusual to wake at night to find the flock munching and

belching just outside the hogan. Aventuresome goat has nosed down

a weak log of the corral, or has beaten a trail over the confines. The

sheep, not original in blazing the trail, but gifted in imitating, have

followed and made their way hoganwards. It is not necessary to get

up and drive them back, but the owner sleeps with one ear open, and

if they nibble their way out of hearing, it will save time and anxiety

to drive them back.

What is this animal the thought ofwhich occupies their waking and

even sleeping moments ? The origin of the Navajo sheep, Uke that

ofmost ofoutvalued domesticated animals, is really unknown. There

is much speculation about it, but after all is said and done, the actual

facts which survive a careful sifting are few. Two periodsofinfluence

must be recognized. The firstmay be calledthe pre-Ft. Sumnerperiod

during which the Navajo herded sheep on a comparatively small scale

for tlidr own use. It is possible that the breed of this period was

related to the type described for the early French in Louisiana and

Texas. It is, however, of little significance as far as the present-day

sheep are concerned, for the imprisonment oftheNavajo at Ft. Sumner

for four years marked a dividing line at which some phases of Navajo

life ended and others began. Such few sheep as- may have survived

firom that early period would probably have had so little effect on the

huge flocks of the present day as to be negligible.

The term “sheep” as used by the Navajo indudes a great many

features. We might perhaps spekk of “sheep which the Navajo have”

and “the Navajo sheep”. The types belonging to the first category
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are practically limitless because they are constantly changing. There

are white sheep with long hair, white sheep with wavy hair, black

sheep, brown sheep, brownwith black spots, blackwith brown spots,

grayish brown sheep and brownish gray. As is true for the Navajo

dogs, no combination seems impossible. The flocks will difier, too,

according to the part of the Reservation where they roam, for the

various districtshave been influencedby as many theories of“improve-

ment” as there are white men interested in them.

By “Navajo sheep” is meant a peculiar breed, the origin of which

is mixed, but which is the favorite of the Navajo, especially of the

weaver. It owes its survival to its smallness, and its resistance to

hunger, thirst and sudden changes in weather, particularly temper-

ature. Its smallness is no drawback in theNavajo mind and the tough-

ness of the meat is, in his opinion, an advantage. He believes that

tough meat is more sustaining than tender. So fern is this conviction

that, not only is meat used shortly after killing, but it is intentionally

prevented from long boiling. The Navajo say, “It seems like you are

getting more to eat if the meat is tough.”

The fleece of the Navajo sheep is Hght, averaging only about two

and a half to four pounds as compared to an average of six to sixteen

pounds of other sheep and even twenty-five to thirty of the Ram-

bouillet. Its lightness is,however,ofsmallmoment to theweaverwhen

she considers its other qualities, the character of the staple, and the

relative freedom from grease. The staple is long andwavy in contrast

to the merino and RambouiUet strains which have been introduced

into the Navajo flocks, at first accidentally, later with the idea of con-

sciously improving the wool and meat standards. The merino wool

derives its popularity from its crimpiness, a quality which permits a

heavier fleece than a straight or merely wavy hair. For marketing pur-

poses a heavy fleece is desirable, for hand-carding and spinning, ex-

treme crimpiness may be a severe handicap, for the craftsman must

achieve wi& primitive implements and hand power that which our
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own wool manufacturers attain by means of complicated machinery

run by electricity.

The black sheep of Navajo flocks has the crimpiness of the merino

and no amount of carding, or skill in hand-spinning will create a

smooth yarn comparable to that which is easily achieved from the

white Navajo fleece. Thewool from the Navajo sheep is relatively free

from grease, a desirable quality in wool which is to be hand-carded.

In the old literature it is said that the Navajo used to take special pains

to keep their sheep from acquiring merino blood so as to prevent the

wool from becoming oily and crimpy.

A white friend of mine who has been weaving for many years, who

has learned many weaves of our white civilization, and who has ex-

perimented widely with different kinds ofwool, avers that the Navajo

wool I have, with all its burrs and sand, is freer from oil before it is

carded than the English wools she has used after they have been hand-

washed five times.

For many years numerous movements have been aimed at the im-

provement of Navajo herds. They have been disinterested to only a

limited extent, but the general theory is that what will benefit the

white tnan will help the Indian too. Even the worthiest motives have

been based upon misunderstandings and ignorance,or perhaps ignor-

ing, of actual conditions, which ate primarily geographic. Since the

merino and the French merino or Rambouillet were good types for

Europeans and for us, the Navajo were urged to breed for the qual-

ities these sheep possessed — qualities, of course, in a white man’s

market.

Besides the disadvantages of the wool for weaving, the sheep bred

from these parents have an additional handicap in their struggle for

survival. Tlie very weight of the much-folded fleece and its oiliness

combine to hinder its wearer. Such a fleece, heavy enough in itself,

gathers up all sorts of impedimenta present on a desert range. The

herbs of lie mesas, concerned with the same contest with drought as



the sheep, have many prickles, briars, burrs and such excrescences

which stick to the fleece and cannot be rubbed or shaken free easily.

The oil of the pelt causes sand and dust to adhere for a long time.

Consequently, the animal with the “desirable” fleece is carrying about

with it much greater weight than is necessary. The result is that it

is slower than its less highly pedigreed mates and must take the left-

overs in pasturage when it at last reaches them.

It would be difflcult, if not impossible, for a Navajo to sum up the

disadvantages of the “better” breeds in this way, so for many years

he said nothing, but quietly though firmly resisted the “improving”

of his flocks. On the eastern side of the Lukachukai Mountains, how-

ever, sheep have been highly bred for weight of flesh and wool, the

aim being to sell in the world market. Indeed, the policy has been so

thoroughly followed in one locality that now very little, if any, Navajo

wool is woven. For suchweaving as is done, cardedwool bought from

the trader is used. The Navajo at this place have reached such “an

end to a circle” as we ourselves are capable of.

But in the more “backward” regions of the Reservation where Na-

vajo still live by their own efforts, the women have something to say

about sheep breeding. Theywantwool, good wool, for weaving. They

therefore select for their own work that from the “oldtime Navajo”

sheep. I have seen wool of this kind so clean and long that it could

be spun without carding. This is not a common occurrence, however.

A real improvement in Navajo flocks must be based upon an intel-

ligent survey of what the breeding is done for. Let us assume, as

some estimate, that ten percent of the wool is woven at home by the

Navajo women. That is an important ten percent because it furnishes

not only the cash resources of the family, but it is also the satisfaction

of their creative ability. Twenty percent of the flocks is sold for meat,

and twenty percent more is depended on for wool to sell; and at the

same time that dealers demand flesh, they demand good pelts, and the

qualifications for both go hand in hand. The problem thus becomes



the age-old one of a dose-to-the-soil, handcraft type ofmind strug-

gling to compete with modem business and manufacturing methods.

From our point ofview forty percent of the number of sheep is an

overwhelming argument in favor ofimprovement of flesh and fleece,

but we are not Navajo who like tough meat andwho weave. Further-

more, we have never driven a flock through the sagebrush of the

Navajo country. Sheep herding is sufficientiy trying without having

to drive hundreds of extra pounds of countryside clinging to heavy,

folded pelts. In the Navajo’s place I believe I should choose to cul-

tivate flocks of “good mstlers” rather than flocks of money-getters.

I can eat them andmywife canweave thewool even ifthere is less of it.

More recently there are new elements in breeding. Experimentation

is going on in a limited way with Corriedale rams introduced into

flocks ofthe old Navajo sheep. The Corriedale is aNew Zealand breed

of sheep which produces good mutton and wool. Besides, the animals

are hardy and good foragers . Thewool contains litde oil and is longer

than that of the Navajo sheep, having a looser crimp than the Ram-

bouiUet. The results at crossing so far obtained seem to be desirable.

It is possible that the introduction ofthe Corriedale strain might solve

the major difficulties of the Navajo problem.^

In considering such unsatisfactory statistics as we have for Navajo

enterprise one is tempted to offer the following solution: Since the

the Navajo weave only ten percent of theirwoolwhy do they not breed

a certain number of animals for their own weaving supply, the old

type if need be, and improve the rest of theic flocks ? The question

leaves out the Navajo personal equation. He does not keep his flocks

^ This study ofweaving was made before the numerous investigations of the Department
of Indian Affairs began in 1933. At that time almost complete control of Navajo range
conditions was placed in the hands of the Soil Erosion Control division of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture working with the Department of the Interior, and conditions have
changed so rapidly and so fiequently that it would be much beyond the scope of this

study to evaluate this movement, even if the writer felt any assurance of her ability to

do so, which she does not. It will suffice to say that the changes wrought by these agencies
have become nothing short of cataclysmic.
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separate. He may try to breed for wool, but if he does his whole flock

whl be bred that way. He does not, perhaps cannot, keep flocks sep-

arate. The solution of his problem must be a compromise between

the ten percent and the forty percent; it cannot be a good resolving

of ten percent and forty percent as such.

The increase in the goat population in recent years is an outgrowth

ofNavajo reasoning. Goats were at first introduced because they have

more sense than sheep and therefore are easier to herd. They lead

and the sheep follow. They are hardy, too, able to exist on forage too

high, too rough or too acrid for sheep. The Navajo like goat meat

as well as mutton. The so-called “mohait” sometimes brings a better

price than wool. The women have learned to make excellent yarn of

mohair and the rugs they weave from it are beyond criticism technic-

ally and artistically. Mohair is more difficult to spin but rugs woven

of it bring higher prices and outwear wool ones.

The one argument against goat raising concerns the long-view of

the Navajo future. The country has already changed its aspect con-

siderably within thememoryofman. The explanation givenby rangers

and water men is that it is over-grazed. The sheep eat off the grass

to a low level, but not so low that the roots cannot survive. The goats

eat it so close that it never recovers. Moreover, they eat offthe leafage

of the higher herbs, and even the low branches of trees, so dose and

so frequently that much of the vegetation is utterly destroyed. The

ranger argues that the devastation caused by tunning washes and the

cutting up of the country is due to the denudation of the soil. There

are no roots to hold the sandwhen it is attacked by the heavy sudden

showers of the rainy season. TheNavajo doesnotunderstand this. CaU

his attention to the fact that there was, evenwithin his memory, plenty

of grass where now there is none and he answers, ‘Tt is because the

Navajo do not live as they used to. They do not follow the teaching of

the gods. Girls marry men of their own clan, people go to doctors

instead of having sings. We ought to live like we did in old times.”



Dipping the Sheep

Dipping the hetds to prevent and cure scabies and other pests with

which the animals may become infected is an annual occurrence. When

I first went into the Navajo country in flocks were badly

affected. Besides, the Navajo did not understand that one scraggly

sheep could infect the whole flock. During my short visit I saw at

two places portions of the flock which their owners ‘‘held out on the

sheep dippers”. They had sent the large majority to the dip, but these

dozen or so had been near where lightning struck and could not go

until they were ceremonially released from the contamination due to

the elements. That would not be until the men came back from the

dipping, which meant these animals were not dipped at all.

By dint of much education and some coercion the “sheep men”

now succeed in getting most of the sheep dipped. Their improved

methods are more convincing to the Navajo. Formerly they used only

a nicotine solution. It was found to be effective in some regions and

useless in others. Experiment showed that the difference was due to

the water. Where it is soft the nicotine reacts favorably, where hard,

there is no result. The rangers then tried out a sulphur solution

which is useful in all kinds ofwater. The sulphur is not as dangerous

to the sheep. Dipping is a task demanding skill. The sheep must be

thoroughly immersed for the head is a seat of infection, but if the

medicine gets in the eyes or throat of the animal it may become ill or

die according to the amount it imbibes. The loss entailed in sulphur

dipping is greatly lessened as compared with nicotine.

It was found that scabies could be more thoroughly eradicated if

treatment were repeated within a ten-day period. In 193 5 the Navajo

were required to dip the sheep twicewithin that period of time. There

was considerable grumbling about this, but no active opposition. As

a result the flodrs in many districts are now almost free of the pest.

They were dipped in 1934 only once as a preventive measure.
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The attitude at Ganado (and I suppose in other districts also) is

one ofpride, satisfaction at having eradicated the pest, and complacen-

cy at having mastered a new skill. Very few sheep are lost through

the dipping. Red Point’s family lost none in two summers. The
mortality depends almost entirely upon the dippers. Some are

“rough”, that is, inhumane or careless. The women particularly are

influential in curbing the men at work. They choose those for their

own flockswhom theyknow to be trustworthy ; they watch the dipping

carefully; they do not hesitate to help in the hard work it involves.

Shearing

The first step in the conversion ofwool is shearing, which is done

in the early spring. The wool is then thick because it is a winter

fleece. The natives wait until the weather is warm enough so that

the sheep will not suffer. The wool crop, like all others, depends upon

the season. If the season is early, it may be sheared before it has

become thin and uneven. If the season is late, as it was in 1933, the

crop is poor. The sheep run about rubbing against brush and rocks;

it is the natural time for moulting and the delay, while helpful to the

sheep, spells heavy loss for its owner.

The shearer ties the legs of each animal together, places it before

her and with ordinary hand-shears proceeds systematically to dip the

fleece from neck to tail. The Navajo makes no effort to keep the fleece

in one piece although a skilful worker may do so. There is no parti-

ciflar selection ofwool as in our own elaborate process of mechanical

manufacture, but the weaver chooses her weavingwool from the back

of the Navajo sheep, never from the neck or the belly. The wool is

best at the shoulders and side of the animal. The quality becomes

coarser toward the tail. The wool on the belly and front of the throat
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is short, worn and dirty, and that on the head and shins is short, stiff

and straight, more like hair.

According to all the published accounts this would be the place to

give directions for washing the wool. The descriptions are given on

the basis of the way our grandmothers and the Europeans fromwhom

they learned treated their wool. On only one occasion, when Atlnaba

was experimenting with dyes, have I seen wool washed before it was

spun. I have asked every woman I have seen about the matter. All

agree that washing wool is to be avoided if possible because it be-

comes tightly matted and lumpy, thus making it difficult to card. In

rare cases it is too dirty to card, then it may be washed. More com-

monly, however, it is laid on a rock in the sxm and vigorously beaten.

Most weavers save themselves this trouble by carefully selecting clean,

suitable wool before they send their surplus to market.

Carding

QtHifig is a process not generally understood by the layman. The

end desired in making any kind of cordage is to secure a strong slender

filament. Its achievement depends upon the regular and shapely com-

bination of the fibers ofwhich it is composed. Whatever the material

composing the necessary yarn may be, it must assume its final form

by passing through a series of processes each of which arranges the

fibers in some order more nearly approaching the end product. Wool

as it comes from the sheep’s back is a matted, dirty, irregular mass.

Automatically as she works, the weaver puUs the mat apart as she

chooses the small bits for her towcards. She fluffs it slightly with her

fingers and at the same time picks out the most noticeable foreign

materials. She then lays the fluff upon one of her towcards.

There is some evidence, though very slight, which hints that the

Navajo may haveknownweaving in prehistoric times. There is none.



Carding

Position of spindle and splicing of laps





however, that they had everworked out the idea ofthetowcards. They
are a strong arrangement whereby teeth ofsome sort may be attached.

In Europe teazels were used for the sharp teeth. There were plants

in the Navajo territory which would have served the purpose nicely.

The Spanish who first came into the Southwest used a towcardofthis

sort [illustrated by Amsden, PL lo. It is impossible to tell from the

illustration whether or not iron nails were used. They would not be

absolutelynecessary. At best the device is of such a complicated nature

that the Navajo without fine tools and with no development of the art

of wood carving would not have had the facilities to make it].

The carding implements used by the Navajo were doubtless all of

Spanish provenience. Those used today have metal teeth set into an

elastic foundation. They are sold by all traders on the Reservation.

Traders and weavers alike complain about their flimsiness. Thework
ofcarding is simple but it requires great muscular strength and endur-

ance. The pressure applied by strong arms must be resisted firmly

by the cards. The towcards sold today do not stand the strain long

and soon the teeth bend or come out altogether.

The main object of carding is to arrange the wool fibers evenly so

that they may be spun. Since European hand-weavers wash tiheir

wool first, this is their only purpose. The Navajo weaver uses her

cards for an additional effect. Water is almost non-existent in her graz-

ing lands ; such as there is must be kept almost exclusively for internal

use. Her sheep are consequently notwashed before shearing, but since

the wool is not oily, beating, pulling or pressure will cause the sand

and other undesirable objects to fall out. The regular persistent

friction of the towcards, together with some aid from the fingers,

leaves the wool several hundred times as dean as it was originally.

Carding is a task which is hard on the hands especially if the wool

filaments are crimpy. It takes strength and the position of the hands

is an unusual, cramped one. Besides, the work is dirty. I know of

nowomanwho fancies carding as a pastime. Often a group ofwomen



get together aad card a large amount ofwool at one time so that they

wiU not have to do it again for some time.

Mohair is advantageous at this stage, for the fibers are so straight

that little carding suffices to bring them into order. The idealcombin-

ation is that of mohair and wool. The mohair adds to the ease of

carding; the wool supplies the friction necessary to make the desirable

felt.

The wool of the Navajo black sheep is never as fine or regular as

that of the white. Often it is very crimpy indeed. It takes longer to

card black and the resulting laps have small crimpy tufts which no

amount of carding can eliminate.

"Sheep gray”, which is more nearly tan, is selected from the back

of the yellowish brown sheep. Since it is a natural color, the carding

is the same as for white or black. A real gray is used much more

extensively than “sheep gray”. Its shade is secured by carding. The

worker lays a portion ofwhite and a wad of black between her cards

and tides to mix them evenly. She uses more ofone color or the other

according as she wants the shade dark or light. As she proceeds she

matches, as nearly as her judgment allows, the lap she is carding to

those she has just finished.

The weaving of sandpainting tapestries demands unusual shades

such as pink or light green. Some careful weavers, instead of dyeing

white in a dilute red dye-bath, dye white uncarded wool red, then

mis it with white in carding. Although this requires more labor, the

result has a softness which could not otherwise be obtained. Colors

like pink and light green are used only sparingly, and if a weaver is

going to the trouble ofweaving a sandpainting at all, she is not likely

to mind a little additional effort.



Ill Yarn

After the wool is carded, the spinner begins her work. She takes

half of the rectangular pad which has left the towcards, moistens one

end and causes it to adhere loosely to the end of her spindle. This

she can do at once if she has the knack, otherwise the wool will slip

off the spinning stick several times before she has it under control.

The skill consists in securing an exact relationship between the tension

at which the wool is held in the left hand, the twirl of the stick (rea-

sonably fast), and the angle the wool makes with the stick. After

it has been made to cling, a nice balance must be kept between the

twirling stick and the drawing wool.

The base of the spindle whirs on the ground at the right of the

spinner, if she is right-handed (PL II, c). The upper end ofthe stick

rests lightly on the inside of her right thumb with aU four fingers over

it. As she twirls it toward her with a rhythmic alternation of thumb

and first and second fingers it slides freely back and forth from the

end of her thumb to its base.

The wool is regulated by the spinner’s left hand. It is held between

her thumb and first finger, the palm of the hand turned up. She

presses her thumb firmly against her index finger in order to pull the

staple as tight as it needs to be held. The drawing resolves itself into

a contest between a slightly jerking pull combined with the turn of

the spindle downward and a firm stretch, as evenly distributed as

possible, of the wool upward. The ideal is a loose twist of yarn about

the thickness of a middle finger, an even twist as tight and as loose

here as there.

When the first half of the pad is in this shape the second half must

be spliced to it. There is a trick to this also, based on securing the

twist at the end of the spindle stick, a twist which involves a smooth

union of the end staples of each half pad. By the time these two pro-
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cesses which aie nearly alike—one involves keeping the wool on the

spindle, the other wool adhering to wool— are mastered, the spinning

lesson is nearly learned. There is awhorl, usuallywooden, a fewinches

from the base of the spindle. It serves to weight the stick so as to

give it momentum and keeps the twisted wool from sliding o£F. The

aim of the first spinning is to get the wool into a continuous strand

which is like a thick flufiy rope with a loose twist (PI ll,d).As thewool

on its roll-like shape it is wound about the lower part of the

spindle.

Spinning, like a few other things, cannot be taught. A woman can

“show” me how to do it; I must learn the cobrdination through prac-

tise. The perfection of the art is onewhich depends largely on feeling,

a niceness of balance and judgment between implement, material, and

the spinner’s hands. The first wool will come off lumpy, thick and

loose at one place, thin and tight at another. There will be difficulty

in splicing and often the strand will tear. It is more difficult to splice

where the wool has tom thanwhere two raw ends are placed together.

The beginnerwillholdherwooldose to her spindle. Shelearnsthrough

observation and experimentation that the farther away from the stick

she is able to hold it, the greater will be the distance throughwhich the

stretch can operate. She will know then that a little stretch over a

long distancewiU result in greater uniformity than if that same stretch

were taken up within a short space.

She will find also after more experience that the fibers of her wool

are susceptible to an almost infinite amount of stretch and that they

will withstand an extraordinary amount of strain. She will be sur-

prised to find that, after what seems to be an incredible amount of

abuse, they still hold together and firmly too. She also discovers that

the resistance will be great only if the fibers are stretched and twisted

at the proper angle. They must be pulled lengthwise, never sidewise.

Practise and experience-^ overcome aU her difficulties, but nothing

else will. The learner -will at first have to give her entire concentration
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to her task, perhaps biting her tongue the while. Soon she will be

talking and joking as her spinning continues. She will find now that

her splices are spliced, and that her wool does not tear, but the result

is lumpy and uneven. She will soon notice that each time she picks

up her work the spun wool will be more uniform.

The spinner has a number of balls of bulky, fuzsy, lightly twisted

wool wound in the loosest fashion, and begins her second spinning.

She is preparing her ordinary weft yarn. She fastens the end of

her loosely spun roll to her spindle stick and in exacdy the same

way as before, twirls it holding the thick soft roU in her left hand.

She now has a great advantage, for unless she tears her fibers she

does not need to splice often. Her spinning will progress smoothly

and rapidly.

It is not difficult to understand why spinning has become famed in

song and-Story, why poets extol the nobility of the spinner, why the

art has even become symbolic of“goodness”. Navajo spinning, at least,

requires the simplest of materials. A spindle can always be carried

with the little light wool necessary, even when a woman goes riding,

or herding on foot. The simplicity ofthe art, combinedwith the grace

necessary for skill, are sufficient to account for the sentimentality

arising in the soul of him who does not spin, even ifwe leave out the

admiration arising from the fact that he has tried and failed, or knows

he would fail if he did try.

There are only slight differences in the manner of spinning kinds

of yarn other than the ordinary w^ yam. The variation is in the

tightness of the twist and the number of times a strand is spun. The

most commonly used weft is spun only twice. The yam used in

“vegetable dye” blankets is much coarser and softer than that cus-

tomarily used, but it is made in the same way with a looser twist. I

have seen spinners match up theit results with the thickness of yam

being used by the weaver for whom they are spinning. Because of



the inequalities of fleece, gray and black yams are al^israys ruder than

thewhite or bright colored ones, even though much effort is expended

in their preparation. There are cases, not rare, where these irregular-

ities make for considerable charm.

Mohair yarn, which is encouragedwhen goats are plentiful, is made

in the same way but with greater difficulty. It is smooth, wiry, and

straight as comparedwith wool. Although a crimpy wool is not desir-

able, a wave in the staple makes it easier to splice because it furnishes

more of the necessary friction. It is only an expert spinner who has

the patience and ability to spin the mohair. She must be willing also,

like Maria Antonia, to make a physical sacrifice, forwomen who spin

fnnhdf say it wears their fingers almost “down to the bone”.

The results, however, are the most satisfactory achievement of the

modem blanket maker. Theyarn is fine and even, as good as that in the

best of the old mgs, and it takes on color readily and uniformly when

dyed. Besides its excellent texture it has an artistic quality that cannot

be overestimated. Even after spinning has twisted in the required

fibers, there remain a number oflong hairs along the edge of the yarn.

When woven iuto a pattern these hairs serve to blend the contrasting

colors softiy, giving the design the same effect as is secured by print-

ing photographs slightly out of focus.

When the spindle is full ofweftyam, the spinner winds it into a skein

by passing it under the sole of her shoe ormoccasinand over her bent

knee, this distance fixing its length. When it iswound shemakes a turn

about the thickness of the skein and fastens it with a double strand

loop by means of which it will hang until wound into a ball for use.

Warp made of mohair is smooth and practically indestmctible. It

is used only by the best craftsmen. Warp, whether of mohair or wool,

may be spun as often as five times. Ordinarily it is spun only twice.

It is always spun tighter and finer thanweft so that its essential features

are hardness and strength (P1.III, b). There is nothing the spinner is

more conscious of than the tremendous strain her warp will have to



bear. She aims to make it tesistant by the regularity and tightness of

her spinning.

A combination of wool and mohair is now becoming popular for

warp . Thewool makes it easier to spin, themohair furnishes additional

strength and excellent texture.

The warp spinner can wind a large amount of the fine yarn on her

spindle, ^en it is full she winds it off into a hard ball, carefully

watching that the curls due to the tight twist do not become knotted.

She does not wash her warp. She perhaps has made it ofwhite which

left something to be desired for purity, or even of a mixture of colors.

The color does not matter. It is strong and even. The warp of a well

woven rug does not show.

There is a great contrast between the old Navajo blankets and their

modern counterparts. The difference is due to many factors, not the

least ofwhich is the yarn. One often remarks the softness ofold rugs

as compared with new ones. The cause of this softness is often just

age, or better, wear. A modern rug which has been walked on for two

or three years is fat superior to a brand new one or to one that has

never been used. Multiply the age by ten or fifteen and one under-

stands easily the superiority, other factors being equal, of the older

blankets.

Another element which added fineness to the earlier blankets was

the additional care taken in smoothing the yam. It was drawn, in

some instances, across a corncob, in others over a piece of sandstone,

to take off the fuzz and lumps which made it uneven. This process is

still used by the Hopi and must be an old one, for even in prehistoric

ruins sandstones grooved in the same way as a few modem ones are

found in considerable numbers. Nowadays only the oldest and most

careful workers smooth their yarn, except as it becomes smooth by

careful selection of wool and expert spinning. Only twenty or thirty

years ago all good weavers in the Ganado region used the smoothing

process, today few indeed ever heard of it and practically none use it.



One of the secrets of the exquisite texture of Peruvian threads was

the use of the principle of doubling, tripling, or quadrupling the ply.

If an uneven thread is doubled and retwisted, the chances that a thick

portion ofone thread will come at a thin part of the other are good, the

retwist will cause them to fit so snugly that a much smoother yarn

results. The Navajo make two-, three-, and four-ply yarn but never

use it for weaving, only for edges, bindings, or ropes.

Those blankets which catch at once the eye of the collector or con-

noisseur, those which are dated as fifty to two hundred years old, are

really made of materials entirely different from those in use today.

The blankets, numerous in collections— I do notwish at this point

to discuss their age— are frankly made of non-Navajo wefts. They

belong to that periodofourown historywhenthe Whites had standards

of qudity. Beauty and durability of fabric were appreciated, in fact

demanded, by the frontier residents who came from Spain which was

at that time the foremost wool-producing country of the world. This

was the period during which many Navajo women were slaves (or

servants) of the Whites of the Southwest and of northern Mexico.

Strangely enough we have no examples of traditional stages in the

rug making of ^e Navajo. Those examples which purport to be the

oldest represent- a fully developed technique. /
'

The warp of some of the old blankets is the same as that of the

modem ones. Some others have an excellent quality of four-ply wool

warp. In others four-ply cotton warp, far superior to the cotton warp

sometimes used today in inferior blankets, is used. These more-than-

one-ply yams were certainly importations for there is no evidence

that the Navajo ever used the principle of doubling or tripling the

weight of their spinnings for smoothness of texture.

The weft is often vari-colored and many-shaded of fine German-

towns and Saxonys. The color and texture of these were better than

those of the same yams used at the present time. There is no doubt

that the Navajo accepted these yams, then, as they dowith everything.







adapted them to theit own use by tespinning and sometimes by re-

coloidng. Particularly was that tme ofthe famous “bayetas”, the most

valuable of the old Navajo blankets. Since there is no general agree-

ment as to the exact origin of these blankets, since most accounts of

the Navajo blanket have lengthy discussions on bayeta, and since this

is an accoimt of the modern Navajo weaver, a mere reference to them

will be adequate.

“Bayeta” was a woolen material imported by the Spanish and

Mexicans of this country from Spain, which region imported it in

turn from Englandwhere it is called “baize”. It was sold by the yard

directly to the Indians as late as 1920 at thej. LorenzoHubbell Trading

Post at Ganado. Up to 1900 it was used quite extensively. The last

bayeta blanket was brought into this post, unfinished, in 1912. The

Navajowomen ravelled the material secured by trade, and respun it. It

seems more reasonable to suppose they did this to get a long contin-

uous strand rather than because theywere not satisfiedwiththe texture.

Bayeta yarn thus respun is fine and even in twist. It has a long nap,

is waterproof, and durable. It is almost impossible to wear it out. It

was used in the days when the Navajo used the blankets themselves.

The man who has a feeling for texture, and judgment based on ex-

perience in handling fabrics, will be able to distinguish bayeta yam
from other kinds. It has a sheen different from all other yams and a

peculiar wiciness which can be felt quite easily. Frequently a small

quantity was used with other yarns. Not seldom an old blanket was

woven with several inches of red bayeta and the rest of the weaving,

even though the same color, of some other yam. In the face of the

exaggeration, especially ofvalue, which is put on bayeta by collectors,

it should not be forgotten that the contemporary Germantowns and

Saxonys were yarns qrdteworthyofcombinationwith the muchlauded

bayeta. If the Navajo weaver is left to her own devices, her mohair

may become an acceptable substitutefor bayeta, especially if age gives

it an opportunity to “ripen”.



IV Color

The yam, in a family like Red Point’s, hangs in many skeins from

loomframes and protuberances of the hogan. A foresighted and en-

thusiasticweaver will be at least one ball ofwarp ahead ofher weaving.

Maria Antonia could always produce one from the innumerable sacks

hanging from her shapeless shade. Atlnaba will have one hidden

under a bag of wool or on a crosslog of her roof.

As soon as the size and design of the blanket have been determined

the final preparation of the yarn is undertaken. The weaver, makes a

mental estimate of the amount of each color necessary. She will need

more of the background color than of any other shade. Suppose her

background is gray and she is going to introduce a black, white and

red design. Atlnaba, expert that she is, will have matched her gray

carefully when she carded it so that she will have only to reckon on

having enough. She will keep separate her ^‘sheep gray” and her

“carded gray”. One of her specialties is a tan gray, “sheep gray”,

which she uses for sandpainting backgrounds. She does not have

enough of the natural wool, but supplements her yarn by carding

black and white together.

She estimates that she needs for this ordinary blariket, let us say,

four skeins of gray and two of white, these she has. AH she need do

is to wash them to make them ready for use. She will need also two

skeins of red. She uses two white skeins for this purpose. She has no

black. We might expect her to use two more white skeins but to do so

is wasteful and inefficient, forwhite cannot easily be dyed a pure black.

Wool or mohairwhen given a full dyebath of black are Ukdy to come
out gray-blue. They must be dyed several times to make them true

black, a necessity prodigal of time and of dye which is costly. She has

a large quantity of odds and ends, some black, soine indefinite and

mixed gray, red and brown leftovers, doubtful white, and even some



xmcafded lumpy greens and yellows. She has been experimenting in

her dyeing for her sandpaintings, dyeing thewool even before carding,

and much of it does not satisfy her. All this miscellany she puts

away for “black”.

She now cards it all, lays aside her feeling for color and gets a

variegated lot of yam. When she has two skeins of this she is pre-

pared to go to the well to give the yam the final cleansing. She will

choose a day when her husband, Cudey’s-Son, is driving the wagon

to fill the water barrels. Her daughter, Ninaba, will go with her.

Curley’s-Son will water the sheep while she attends to her yam, and

Ninaba, in her scarlet shirt,will dart here and there helping them both.

Since she needs two colors Atlnaba will set two buckets full of

water on the brisk fire she makes near the well. While she waits for

it to boil she washes the gray and the white skeins in cold water. One
soapy wash water and one cold rinse and they are ready to hang up

to dry. In the “good old days”, that is, before they had soap, the

Navajo washed the yarn in yucca suds than which there is no more

efficient cleanser. But yucca toot, like many other vegetable products,

is now much too scarce for that, so ordinary laundry soap is used. In

the warm Southwest sun and ever-present wind the white and gray

will be nearly dry by the time the other skeins ate dyed.

The dyeing is almost as simple as the washing. Those skeins which

are dyed are not washed. Atlnaba shakes the dye into the boiling

water, stirs it with a stick, lets it come once to a boil, then puts

her white wool into the red, her mixed woc^|Bkhe black. She boils

them until she judges them to be sufficientf^lHII, approximately half

an hour. My own experience shows that thewool takes the dye easily,

the mohair even more evenly and readily, although the Navajo say

mohair is “hard to dye”. Then she squeezes surplus moisture out

of the skeins. By this time Curley’s-Son has filled the water barrel,

and if he and Ninaba have not finished with the sheep, Atinaba will

help them. Because they are almost through she will lay her skeins



in the buckets and take them home to dry. As soon as they have

dried she may begin her rug.

I have chosen for example the coloring of yarn for a typical modern

medium-sized blanket. My supposition has been a modest one, name-

ly, that an old-fashioned color combination is to be used. Accord-

ingly black must be dyed as always. Even if the yarn were spun from

the blackest appearingwool, itwould become brown or reddish brown

within afew years ifnot dyed. For many years, including those during

which I took my lessons, red was the most common of all the colors

used. During this time the Navajo used primarily Diamond Dyes

which were cheap and easily procured.

Even the more discriminating buyer considers that rug more truly

“Navajo” which has the colors white, black, gray and red. He often

says, “I like ted in my blankets.” The red used almost exclusively

until very recently was a crimson, which if combined with the more

quiet colors: tan, gray, white or black, was effective. However, all

colors which dye man^acturers see fit to distribute are used. Yellows

and oranges, with some greens and purples predominate. Often they

are hard and garish, and they seldom combine well with the red.

It is in the use of color secured by aniline dyes that the Navajo rug

loses its artistic value. The white tourist is the ultimate consumer.

His standards ate lax and he knows nothing about Navajo rugs. He

sees them hanging from the framework of a roadside shade. They

look to him romantic, barbaric. He will take one home for his room.

One remark I have often heard made by the more sensitive of his ilk

is, “Oh, they are not nearly so nice when you get close to them, are

they?”

One reason those he sees are not, is to be laid at the door of his

brethrenwho drive in haste and buy in ignorance. They want some-

thing gaudy; they would like it to be large; it must be cheap. Since

Navajo rugs are usually sold by weight, large ones, no matter how

hideous, are expensive. The jarring color combinations are due more
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acutely to the buyer’s taste than to cheapness. It is true that the

Navajo, now that so many things are furnished her, must buy such

dyes as are available. If left: to herself she would, more often than not,

use the more quiet colors, ofwhich she has a good variety. Occasion-

ally she would, as she has in the past, come forth with a daring essay

at brilliancy which might turn out to be a stroke of genius.

The history of native handicrafts justifies this assumption. When
left to themselves, natives who use colors at all may use brilliant ones,

but all natural dyes have a softness rarely secured by our synthetic

dyes. Although we have some of the loveliest colors and shades that

have ever been achieved in the course of civilization, they are attained

by dint of complicated processes, involved chemical and physical for-

mulas whichwe cannot expect to be successful with the casual methods

necessary to the Navajo. These colors are, even in our most sophisti-

cated style centers, rarely seen on cheap articles.

Among the thousands of craftswomen in the tribe there is a gener-

ous proportion of real artists. These, I am convinced, would weave

if they were never paid a cent for their work. Atlnaba is an example.

She spends hours experimenting with the colors at her command.

This work is strictly empirical. She may discard a dozen greens and

yellows before she accepts one. She may get a satisfactory green today

which she will never be able to duplicate if she lives to be a hundred;

furthermore, she will not tty to.

With all the perfection of modem science and technology, true art

remains an intangible dependent upon individual inspiration which

has never been defined. It is a combination of factors, some ofwhidh

are so subtle that they defy analysis. The result of inspiration must

so far be laid to chance.

There are, nevertheless, factors which may be controlled; if they

are good, the combination of necessary circumstances is more likely

to yield pleasing results. The tangible elements which enter into the

Navajo mg are materials, craftsmanship and remuneration. The in-
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tangibles are the weaver’s interest, her experience, and finally, her

interpretation of her experience in terms of her materials.

Ifwe grant our artist, not necessarily our mere weaver, the intang-

ibles with that tangible common to even ordinary weavers, virtuosity,

and leave for a moment the matter of remuneration, we have left for

consideration materials. Those naturally available to our weaver are

satisfactory in form and color (see chapters on Wool and Natural

Colors). If, however, at one inevitable step in the process, that of

dyeing, she is handicapped, it is not likely that the final effect will be

laudable even though all other factors are equal.

It is of course true that a real genius can attain even with poor

materials. I have seen a few blankets woven from yarn dyed with a

mixture of aniline dyes, the resulting shades of which were deep soft

browns, warm dark reds and creamy yellows. This is an unusual

occurrence because the dyes themselves are complex and recombine

in unusual proportions. It is not so rare to find a blanket whose

keynote is an unusually soft or delicate shade of the color sought. The

green in Atlnaba’s sandpainting tapestry is such an example. A yellow

combined with a dull dark red—usually I think the worst of color

combinations for blankets—^used in a mohair web is another. These

are exceptions, however, and we are considering the weaver of more

ordinary ability.

If she has more acceptable materials the proportion of good blan-

kets will necessarily increase. The proof of this opinion is in such old

Navajo blankets as have survived. Many of the early weavers had

good materials and the majority oftheir blankets were good. In prim-

itive society where colors are native and natural andwhere the striv-

ing for aesthetic effects is unaffected, the number of good results is

out of all proportion to the number made. Introduce our colors and

our rnethods without the accompanying complicated technique or

with no understanding of it and the expectation of real art must be

greatly lessened, even abandoned.
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For half a century the color in the rugs was left to the Navajo and

the manufacturers of dyes.

Since 1931 there have been several movements which aimed to

improve the colors of the Navajo blankets. These efforts are based

on the supposition that old blankets are the best and that the modern

ones should be a throwback to the ancient types. Many of the traders

are doubtful as to the value of the movement on the grounds that it

is artificial and that at the present time the market for the old-type

blanket is small, for it is known primarily as a museum specimen. The

Navajo weavers have come so far from this type that almost as much

education is required to make it popular with them as for a new

article.

The first of these efforts was the attempt to introduce what are

called Dupont dyes. These are beautiful in shade and tint and so

simple that no end of subtle combinations may be made for other than

the primary colors. The Indianwomen I know like them as a finished

product but not enough to use them. The reason is that it requires

great care and a long period of time to foUow the intricate instructions.

Life in a Navajo camp does not warrant fine chemical adjustments.

Furthermore, these dyes are initially expensive although they are so

potent that a small amount lasts almost indefinitely. Last but not

least, they require acetic acid, aharmful product, as amordant. Anyone

who is familiar with the interior of a Navajo hogan knows well that

there is no comer or crevice sacred from the ptying eyes and hands

of the children. This in itself is an overwhelming reason against an

enthusiastic adoption of these colors. In two years the attempt to get

the Navajo to use these dyes died a natural death which had little to

do with the Navajo themselves but rather with the manufacturers of

dyes who were restricted by litigation or patent rights.

Wells and Richardson, the makers of Diamond Dyes, who have

been selling dyes to the Navajo for many years, then compromised by

putting out a series of colors called “Old Navajo Dyes” which are



said to be matched to the colors in the old blankets. They are used

almost exactly as the regular Diamond dyes and the colors are ex-

cellent. I have experimented with them from time to time. The

Navajo women like them and of course can use them as well as the

others. They have now been used for nearly two years and there is a

m^rlrpd improvement in the blankets I have seen made with them.

The original color list supplied bright and dull red, antique scarlet,

ond dotk red, a soft dull yellow and one called canary, a blue which

many possibilities for variation, a dark green which when less

intense is soft in effect, orange, a very dark brown, and black.

To these they added in 1934 a rust which is dull reddish brown,

a dose match to the color I have described in Natural Dyes, Red 12

(p. 42) ; a tan which is calculated to match the “sand’’ color of Na-

tural Dyes, Brown 9 (p. 41) and a light green.

These “Old Navajo Dyes” are initially slightly more expensive than

the ordinary Diamond Dyes so long in use, but two factors offset this

drawback. The Navajo have learned by experience that the same

amount as formerly used will dye more wool to a given intensity, and

some of the traders who are interested in the improvement of their

rugs sell them for the old price and “take their loss”, which means

really “take a smaller profit”.

The Diamond Dyes could be combined in various ways, but the

results of combination were usually muddy, and the effects of using

diluted dyes as hard as the heavy colors. The improvements of the

“Old Navajo Dyes” are beyond estimation, for combinations and

shades are usudly soft and nearer to “natural” colors. . The “hard”

ones on the color card are “canary” and “orange” but Navajo wool I

have seen dyed with them is usually quite satisfactory. This whole

development seems to me to be a step in the right direction.

I have tried the simple device of dyeing carded gray instead of

white yam with pleasing results. The lighter colors are more interest-

ing since the gray is darker to begin with. My favorite color is gray
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dyed -with dull yellow. The result is indescribable, a yarnwith a subtle

greenish shade. The Navajo women appeared to like my samples.

Not enough time has elapsed to show whether or not my friends will

take up the idea.

Two major improvements can be made which will vastly improve

the quality of the blanket. Such progress is dependent however upon

the most fundamental basis of Navajo life, the water supply. Except

for the white and gray, Navajo yarn is not washed before dyeing and

rarely is it rinsed after the dye-bath. The impurities in the wool must

necessarily make the colors dull and cloudy. I made my own experi-

ments where there was plenty of water. I therefore rinsed my yam
two or three times. The first rinse naturally contained a great deal

of color, each succeeding one less and less, so that the third had

practically none. Although the Diamond dyes are said to be fast one

can easily understand that if the yarn is not rinsed after dyeing the

dark superfluity of my first rinse must wash out as “run” into the

white and gray when the rug undergoes its first bath in the hands of

its user.

If each weaver washed her colored yam in yucca (soapweed) suds,

as does her sister who uses vegetable dyes, this difficulty would be

overcome. The Navajo woman is not unmindful of this necessity but

she is handicapped by circumstances. The truth is, not that she does

not want to use water, but rather that she does not have it to use.

Hastin Gani’s Wife was dyeing yam for a sandpainting blanket

fourteen feet by fourteen. It was to have a red background and I

watched her, with her simple facilities, dye thirty-six double skeius

of white wool red. She is too good a workman to leave her yam
unrinsed but most of the time she was rinsing it in water only a

shade paler than the dye-bath itself. At that it took two barrels of

water hauled for several miles by wagon before her task was finished.

I learned afterward that shehad to do it all overagainbecausethe skeins

of the first batch did not match! This incident is by way of e3j)lan-



atiofl. as to wliy peihaps the Navajo do not do quite aswe do. I should

add that it occutied during a so-called “dry season . It had not

rained for two summers and although there had been plenty of snow

in the winter it had evaporated or melted so as to leave no surplus

overflow. Seasons like this are not rare in the experience of out

desert weavers.

It is not difficult to introducenew ideas to theNavajowomen. There

are, however, certain necessities fundamental to the success of such

a procedure. The idea must beonewhich is practicable in the environ-

ment. Furthermore, it should be thoroughly worked out in all its

details and in the utmost simplicity before it is shown to her. The

method of teaching is also of greatest importance. It should come

about in a natural matter-of-fact way . A woman is not interested in

dyeing when she is herding sheep or attending a feast. She cards,

spins and dyes when her household tasks are serenely accomplished

and there is a lull in her social obligations.

A whitewomanwho is willing to learn what the Navajo woman has

to teach her will be the greatest success as a demonstrator. The Indian

has much to “show” ;
she will be glad to “show” her friend. After

she has been “shown”, the white demonstrator will feel the need of

reconsidering her own purpose. If then she finds she has anything

Irft to teach this woman of quiet poise she will know how to teach it

and the task will be pleasant and easy.

There is one matter about which the trader should remain firm in

encouraging his weavers. He must guard against mis-matching. Care-

lessness is the only excusewhich can be given for using “sheep gray”

and “carded gray” in the same design, unless of course as in Atlnaba’s

case, they have been matched. A particular rug is an unfortunate

example. It is large, perhaps four by six feet, the weaving is beyond

criticism and the design, which is a combination of Shrinet’s symbols,

is well placed and spaced on a dark gray background. The rug has

a black border. It is not a beautiful piece, but more than one Shriner



would like it enough to pay the father large sum it costs. However,

there is a portion of the background, a short distance from the center

which looks as though grease had been spilled on it. It is the first

thing one notices in looking at the blanket and it causes immediate

condemnation. The reason for it is that the carder did not match her

gray and a goodly portion of it became much darker than the rest.

She told the trader that she did not notice it until she had the entire

space woven. I can easily believe it because closeness to the loom

makes one lose perspective. Nevertheless, she should have ravelled

it after she did see it. The work would have been tedious but nothing

compared with its present finished uselessness, and the woman’s dis-

appointment at the lower price she received for it.

Many blankets have the same fault which, in these days when ma-

terials are plentiful can, and should, be overcome (see PI. XIV, i).

Traders who, when all is said and done, have more influence than

anyone in preserving and developing the style and standards of the

Navajo blankets, are for the most part, critical of mis-matching and

do not pay as much for a rug having it. They should continue their

custom insisting ever on greater perfection.

There is, on the other hand, dangerofoverdoingthe matter although

I do not think it is yet irorninent. If the insistence on matching were

carried too far, some of the best effects might be missed. The largest

element of beauty in the background tan ofAtlnaba’s sandpaintings is

the subtle irregularity of it. It varies from darkish tan to tannish

white. I have a bedcover whose background is the lovely rose-tan or

sand ofthe vegetable dye, the most exquisite color the Navajo achieve.

There are many shades of it indeed, but the effect is perfect. The

design is carried out in black, white and vegetable yellow. For the

edge bindings on one side the weaver used a strand of sand and one

of vegetable yellow and for the pair on the opposite side one of sand

and one composed of a twist of white and one of gray mohair to

form its double-ply strand. The effect of such slight irregularities

3
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is subtle aad better far than exactness. Such inspirations should not

be checked.

Perhaps then the emphasis should be laid not so much on matching

primarily but rather on the way a wide expanse of self-color iswoven.

If the darker or lighter shade be carried over a wide part of the web

it will blend rf-ith the other shades with which it is mingled, but if,

as so often happens, theweaver carries her weft only liirough a narrow

part of her warp and fimshes several inches, then comes back and

fills in the remainder, the rug is almost certain to have the spotted

appearance. And what is more, it may not be noticeable until the

whole background has been finished.

I have roundly criticised the dyes which the Navajo must use and

I think with justification. There is, however, strong hope for at least

some of the rugs of the present day based on what has happened to

those which are aged in. A great many old rugs are beautiful just

because they are old. A few persons agree with me that some of the

most attractive old pieces were doubtless hideous when they were

made. This statement has no reference to those made of bayeta and

indigo-dyedyams, but many blankets were made, even in the old days

ofmore inferior materials. Especially were there colors, then as now,

whichwere anything but fast. There are two thingswhichmay happen

to dyes. They may fade and when they do usually become soft and

beautiful, especially if they fade evenly.

There has always been a tradition that Navajo rugs wash well. In

fact washing in suds is the recognized way of cleaning them. Truth

is however that not only do they fade but what isworse—and better !

—

they run. Anold blanketwhich I have coveted for some time has almost

every conceivable shade of pink and rose in perfect combination. I

do not believe for a moment that one pink strand was woven into it.

It was originally red, perhaps even a garish red, white and gray. It

was not a red that merely faded but one that ran. In the course of



years the fading and running reached their limit and left colors the

most expert dyer could not achieve. I have two rugs in my possession

which are going through this change. The stage is such an early

one that it is not to be admired. It seems to me that the same process

is in action, time only will teU whether it will become completely

successful.

There is in the blanket collecting avocation the same exaggeration

one finds in every similar vogue. Age is of itself a virtue in the minds

of thosewho have lost their perspective, and because a rug is old they

refuse to see its faults. The Navajo have a strong veneration for old

things. They are fond ofold tools, old jewels, old silver, even worn-in

garments. They appreciate and admire the beauty of well-made old

blankets, but at the same time they see the faults of those which are

ill-matched, poorly designed or badly executed. I must needs blush

did I feel any responsibility for the remarks my family made about

the treasure of a famous coUector. And they were right, the color

was bad, there was no designing, it was a hit or miss arrangement,

and there was no control of the technique.

I think it not impossible that the saddleblanket now used as the

floor covering of Old-Mexican’s-Son’s automobile, or the vegetable

dye blanket he uses instead of a tarpaulin when he camps may some

day be choice museum exhibits. It is even likely my ordinary mgs,

now having a pink instead of a white background, may hang beside

them, or that there may be someone who wUl say they should!



V Natural Colors

Vegetable dyes, fixed with the aid of mineral products, represent a

Navajo resource which has not entirely lapsed since the earliest days

when they were first adopted. The last ten years, however, have seen

a revival ofwork in vegetable dyes and, I am convinced, experimental

additions to ancient practices. Most of the natural colors are good, but

I have seen combinations of them which are as ugly as the aniline

compositions. They are, however, never gaudy or cheap-looking. The

movement for revival has been artistically, and to some extent eco-

nomically, successful. The majority ofthe blankets are good in design

and color; the small portion oftheAmerican publicwhich knows them

is willing to pay more for them than for the aniline-dyed ones, thus

enabling the traders to pay the Navajo women higher prices.

There is, however, a grave practical drawback. The natural pro-

ducts, vegetable and mineral, are available in quantities too small to

be at all adequate for the demands of the numerous good weavers.

Some plants which furnish the lovely rose colors have become extinct

in parts of the Reservation where they used to grow, because of over-

grazing. In those localities where the plants still exist they ate becom-

ing scarcer and scarcer. Besides, the process involved in brewing

these dyes, though in principle simple enough, is nevertheless so

tedious that the average Navajo weaver has no patience for it. There

is, therefore, a definite limit to the expansion of this interesting field

of color.

Rare pleasure and many surprises are in store for one who has the

opportunity of trying the natural dyes. If I were a Navajo woman, I

think I should make my blankets ofthe store dyes as most ofthem do.

But on the days when my imagination soared I should try the various

brews generally known but rarely tried; and on the days when my
ambition was at its peak I should try out all the plants in my territory



adding this and that as occasion should suggest. Just as "weaving

suggests new patterns so dyeing suggests new formulas.

The rule for making the dyes is quite general. If the part of the

plant used is hard, it should be pounded or ground so as to break up
the fibers. If it is soft, like petals, bruising is not necessary. The
vegetable product thus prepared is boiled in a non-metaUic vessel for

a longer or shorter time dependingon the amount of coloring material,

the amount ofwool to be dyed, and the shade desired. The concoction

is then strained, and the clear liqxiid boiledwith “rock-salt”, a mineral

which contains aluminum. There are several ways to prepare “rock-

salt”. Many women lieat it in a frying-pan to just the proper consist-

ency. They call it “melting”. The melting point is very high. Red
Point prefers to “burn” it on hot coals. Naturally it takes skill and

care to transfer it from the coals to the dye-bath at exactly the right

moment. Ifone has no “rock-salt”, salt and baking soda may be used

as a substitute.

After about fifteen minutes the dean dampened wool is immersed

in the dye-bath, as always in dyeing, so that it is uniformly wet. The

skein ofyarn is boiled until the desired shade is attained and is allowed

to cool immersed in the dye-bath. When cold, it is washed in suds of

the soapweed, thoroughly rinsed and dried.

There are variations on this procedure. Some plants do not require

a mordant; some must not be boiled very long; wool should some-

times be dried without rinsing so as to allow for oxidation. I shall

indicate the exceptions to the rule with the particular formulas.

Of all the colors extant, the easiest to achieve is yellow. Almost any

plant with yeUow flowers will yield it, and many -will furnish it ftom

a brew of leaves, stems; or both. The yellow is, in almost every case,

far better than that of any aniline dye I know. It is "with one exception

soft and delicate, although the shade depends upon the amount of

vegetable product used, the amount ofwater, and the length of time it

is boiled.
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I r»^ 1rp- no pretense of exhausting the possibilities for native dyes.

I am recording all I know about them, new ones will continue to be

added to our knowledge because of the revival of interest in this

subject and because of increasing experimentation.

Yellow

Yellow I. The foremost of the yellows is that made from the dock

or sorrel. The root of this plant consists of many tubers closely resem-

bling sweet potatoes. Each plant furnishes a large amount ofthe dye-

substance so that once the habitat is found an adequate quantity is

quickly and easily secured.

The fresh root may be pounded and boiled, or it may be dried and

stored indefinitely. The dried root should be ground. Several hand-

fuls ofthe fresh root boiled in about ten quarts ofwater yields a lemon

yellow, a clear definite color, the hardest of any I tried out.

If more of the root is used and it is boiled longer, the result is a

riarhj soft otangc ot orange-brown, an entirely satisfactory color. An

infinite number of gradations may be secured by varying the con-

ditions.

Since this is one of the best-known tannin-producing plants (Can-

aigre), it needs no mordant. Some Navajo are empirically aware of

the f^innin content and do notusethe “rock-salt” ; others, following the

usual rule of thumb, use it. For the same reason also, the iron of a

metallicvessdreacts tofotmared-brownormahogany color (seep. 42).

The Franciscan Fathers^ describe a process by which old gold is

obtained by crushing the fleshy root of the dock with “rock-salt” on

a metate and mbbing the resulting paste into the wool. The Hopi use

this process without the mordant, but add a little water to it and soak

^ Aa Ethnologic Dictionaty of the Navaho Language, p. ^31.



basket reeds in it to obtain a lemon yellow. At first sight it seems a

Hopi technique, but the manwho told me about it added that a Hopi

living at Leupp had married a Navajo woman who showed the in-

formant’s family how to use this plant.

Yeilow 2. A beautiful, soft yellow may be secured by treating the

flowers ofone ofthe goldenrods (Bigelovia)^ exactly as I outlined for

the most general rule. At Black Mountain it is made without a

mordant.

A weaver told me that if one uses only the stems and leaves of this

plant in large quantity and bods the concoction a long time, “all day”,

a dark green will result. I did this, but obtained a dark, pleasing

yeUow. I tried my experiment late in August, and I believe her in-

structions might result as she predicted if the plant were taken earlier

in the season, when it is more succulent. 2

Another explanation may be that green to my Navajo fdend is not

green to me. In my experience all the colors which the Navajo call

green, except those made of indigo, are more yellow, verging only

slightly toward green. However, the color I obtained by this method

did not even “verge”

!

Yellow 3 . The “owl’s-daw” is a plant which would be more useful

if it were not such a pest. It is sometimes called “South American

rubberweed” or “sneezeweed”, and it finds itselfmuch at home in the

Navajo desert. It is poisonous to sheep and goats. It rapidly sup-

plants useful vegetation in the regions where it becomes established.

No amount of digging will discourage it. Digging it out seems to

have the effect of cultivating it. The Navajo name it from the root,

which has the shape of an owl’s foot. The rootlets are incredibly

tenacious, the most hair-like having the ability to survive. Rain,

I suspect those of any of the native goldenrods will do.

® The reader can readily understand my pleasure, after having written this sentence, to

find in Amsden “. .

.

.if the dyer is careftd to include only the mature blossoms of the

shrub, a dear yello^w will result, but ifimmature flowers, leaves or green bark ate used,

a green tint. . . .will appear”. (Navaho Weaving, p. 8j.)
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which is scarce, is the only thing which kills it. It has one use, how-

ever, for its flowers treated according to the general rule make a

splendid soft yellow dye.

Yellow 4. A yellow much like that of yellow 3 (in fact, I can hardly

tell the difference without consulting my labels) I secured from

treating the leaves of sage according to the general rule. Where we

live this is easy to procure, and it is the simplest of the dyes to concoct.

Yellow 5. A yellow can be made from mistletoe, a parasite on

juniper. This is a bright, clear, almost lemon yellow.

Brown

Under “brown” I am including, besides the real brown, some

colors difficult to describe and impossible to reproduce by printing

processes. They include the “sand” color or pinkish tan, which is,

in my opinion, the best color the Navajo make. The regular browns

vary, of course, from light tan to dark, rich browns; some are nearer

to yellow, others approach red. Some are muddy, others are clear,

depending upon the plant used, its concentration and the time of

boiling. They, like the yellows, may be obtained from many products.

Brown 6. (a)A clear, dark, rich brown is obtained from boiling the

shells ofwalnuts. Since no mordant is used in this dye, it is likely that

the Navajo are aware of the tannic acid content, (b)A lighter brown

but different ftom (a), not just a shade, is made from the young twigs

of the walnut.

Brown 7. The brown secured ftom this formula is really a tan.

We pounded about a quart of the leaves and stems of the cliffrose and

added to them about two handfuls of pounded juniper branches. We
followed the usual procedure and secured two colors. That secured

by boiling the mixture in an enamel kettle was a dear tan, but toward
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yellow. The wool dyed in the aluminum bucket has the pinkish cast

I so admite. Ptesumably the tannic acid of the juniper caused hydro-

lysis of the aluminum salt to form a lake. It is even possible that the

cliffrose contains tannin. I have never had the opportunity to try

these plants separately.

Brown 8. From the stems of the plant called “Navajo tea” the

pinkish tan may be obtained. The plant is not plentiful everywhere.

The Hastin Gani’s always have a good supply. We drank it at their

place and also at the home of their daughter. It is thought to be good

for indigestion. It has a pleasantly mild, aromatic taste. The Navajo

always add a great deal of sugar to the brew, which makes it sicken-

ingly sweet, somewhat like licorice water.

The process for making this dye is probably the general one. We
never had enough of this plant to try the dye.

Brown 9. The color made by this formula is, inmy opinion, the best

which the Navajo make. It is neither brown, tan, nor red, but has

elements of all three. Although a neutral color, it is lively and is much

like the pink of the sandstone cMs in the light of late afternoon.

It is made by boding the bark of the root ofmountain mahogany,

adding a small quantity of juniper or spruce branches, and fixing with

“rock-salt”. The dyeing is easy. The preparation of a suflEident

quantity of the root is at best a back-breaking job. The shrub is not

plentiful; when found, the roots must be dug out with a grubbing

hoe, and later pounded thoroughly. It is possible to use the entire

root but only the bark contains color, and a satisfactory quantity of

the root is likely to be too bulky for an ordinary vessel used in dyeing.

It took us a whole day to collect the amount we used, anodier day to

grind the bark and dye the yarn. When we had finished, we had

enough for two large skeins ofthe lightest shade. Ihad always admired

this color ofthe Navajo dyes, but after this experience a large blanket

with background of this color, well matched, seems tome superiorin

craftsmanship and effort to all the other blankets the Navajo make.



Ked

Red lo, A variation on the theme of the mountain mahogany, and

that a complicated one, makes the brightest of the native colors. To

the dye-bath obtained by boihng the roots ofthe mountain mahogany,

ashes obtained from burning juniper twigs and the powdered bark of

black alder are added, and to this mixture some of the ground lichen.

The color will depend upon the proportion of the ingredients, but

the amount of juniper ash and oflichen is relatively small as compared

with the quantity of mountain mahogany root bark and of alder. It

win vary from soft pink to a dark magenta, passing through many

brilliant shades of rose. The brightness and richness of the colors

obtained in this process depend upon boiling and concentration. One

woman who had brought in a blanket containing red which was

exactly like dye said she had boiled the yam five times, allow-

ing it to dry after each bath.

Red 1 1 . The fruit of the prickly pear is the source of cardinal which

cannot be differentiated from that of commercial dyes. To about two

quarts of the fmit which must be dead ripe, about a cupful of “rock-

salt” and a handful of the bark or roots of Colorado blue spruce are

added, and thewhole is steeped in about two gallons or more of water.

Red 12. I tbifik it best to include the dark, rich mahogany color

we obtained from dock under “red”. It could be classed as accurately

under “brown”. We used dock root as I described for Yellow i.

But we boiled it in an aluminum pail, and when we added salt and

soda the deep orange solution became bright red. The wool after

boiling and rinsing was a most desirable, dark, brownish red. It is

likely that the tannic add ofthe dock root causes the same change with

aluminum as that described for Brown 7.

Red 13. I have heard of another red which a woman near Ganado

made by mixing several products she used for other colors. I was not

able to get the names of the items.

M



Red 14. The same material which furnishes the red for the sand-

paintings (red ochre) is the basis of one of the brilliant rose dyes. I

was not able to learn any more about this.

^Im and Green

Blue 1 5 . The deep tones of blue and its derivatives are to a great

extent made of indigo. In the early days indigo was secured by the

Indians of the Southwest from Mexico; since trade with the Whites

has been lively, it is all obtained from them. Dyeing with indigo was

a simple but long drawn-out process. The necessary amount of

indigo was dissolved in urine, the yarnwas immersed in it and allowed

to soak for a long period; fifteen days was long enough for a dark

navy. When the proper shade had been obtained, thewoolwas rinsed,

‘‘often” said Red Point, “sometimes as many as fifteen times.”

Urinewas collected in special pots kept in the house for the purpose.

Only that of young children was used. The Navajo believed that if

the urine of persons no longer virgin were used the dye would streak

the wool, and the color would not be fast.

At the present time wool is still dyed blue by the same process, but

the pressure ofwhite prudery has made it a seaet. Several oldwomen,

on being consulted, evaded the answer, “But”, volunteered each

hopefully, “if you give me the yarn I will dye it blue (or green) for

you”. Then I, being not unwilling to mention “the word” asked

bluntly, “Do you use urine ?” Whereupon the informant, surprised

at my knowledge but pleased that there was no longer need for

dissimulation, advanced in every case the same information.^

Although the process of dyeing with indigo is simple, its success

is based upon somewhat complicated chemical facts. Indigo, which

is insoluble in water, is reduced by fermentatiofi caused by micro-

^ Amsd'en’s discussion 8S) corroborates my results.
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Afgani R-ms and the anmaonifl. futnishes the necessary alkaline solution.

The result of the reduction is called “indigo white”, a substance

soluble in water, which enters the wool and turns to a blue when

exposed to the air. The blue is a result of oxidation and, being in-

soluble in water, is a fast color.

I have previously noted the fact that all greens I have seen done

with Navajo vegetable products are more yellow than green. I have,

however, a few formulas I have not tried myself which are said to

make green. True green is a combination of indigo combined with

yellow. Indigo should not be excluded from the vegetable dyes. The

only objection to it is the fact that it is not native, but has always been

secured by trade.

Blue i6. It is said that a blue dye is secured from the petals of the

larkspur. Since this grows in restricted localities and since the amount

of blue the petals contain is small, it must be a tremendous task to

secure enough to dye even a small amount ofyarn. I have never been

in the Navajo country in the season when larkspur blooms, so have

not seen dye made of the petals. They should be boiled only fifteen

minutes or less. “Rock-salt” is used for the mordant. (Mrs. Nanaba

Bryan, instructorofNavajo weaving, has made all kinds ofexperiments

with native products. She tells me she has had no success with this

formula). Any blue flower may be used in the same way; nowadays,

alfalfa is a favorite.

Blue 17. Long ago the Navajo traded a mineral, “one of the moly-

bdenum compounds closely allied to ilsemamnite. It has never been

reported from the molybdenum deposits at Questa, New Mexico, but

might possibly have occurred there in the past. There is an apparently

rather large deposit of it nearOuray, in northeastern Utah, which may

possibly have been the source of these dyes”. This quotation is from

a report made by Mr. Edwin Eckel of the U. S. Geological Survey,

for Mr. Lorenzo Hubbell. He adds that the black sandstones there

yield a blue solutionwhich is a good dye for silk, poor for cotton. Mr.
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Eckel has no information on wool, but since the dye is good for silk,

also an animal fiber, it is doubtless satisfactory for wool as well.

He adds that dye manufacturers previously used a molybdenum

compound which has been supplanted by synthetic indigo. The

ancient process used by the Navajo was perhaps the same as that used

with indigo. It is possible that they traded with the Indians living

between tiiem and Ouray. The distance is not so great, nor is the

trading so indirect as from Mexican sources.^

Given a dependable source of blue, the derivatives are not difficult

to make.

Green i8. Of aU the many yellows, dock is the richest in color and

supply, and the simplest to use. Yarn is dyed green by first putting it

through the indigo bath of Blue i. Then the blue yarn is dyed

“yellow” exactly as I have described it for Yellow i. The result is

green.

Green 19. A yellow-green commonly seen is made by brewing the

leaves and stems of one of the goldenrods (Bigelovia) called by some

Whites ‘‘tall rattlesnakeweed”, by others “sneezeweed” (seeYellow z).

'Purple

The weavers in the vicinity of Black Mountain have developed a

new style of native-dye blarlcet which consists of combinations of

dull gold, rose, and dark purple. Black and the gray-blue, an in-

complete color, secured by dyeing white yarn black, may also be used.

The result is good indeed, but with only ordinary knowledge of

Navajo blankets, a person might well consider them as non-Navajo.

The purple is deep, dark, and soft. I suppose it is made by combining

indigo and red.

1 It is possible that the blue of the “patch-work cloak” described by Wyman and Amsden

(The Masterkey, VoLVIII [1934]: 136) was from the molybdenum compound.
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Pufple 20. The petals of the fout-o’ clock are boiled for fifteen

minutes or less, and “rock-salt” is used as a mordant. A large amount

of the coloring material is needed and it should be boded for only a

short time.

Black

Black. Of all the dyes used by the Navajo, black is the mosttrying

to make. It is really a tannin ink, the chief ingredient ofwhich, lamp-

black, must be made by the natives. The tannin-yielding body is

secured by boding twigs, leaves and berries of the aromatic sumac for

a long time. The second requirement is an iron salt. For this the

Navajo use yedow ochre, which they bum untd a different iron oxide

is formed (red ochre). Finally, a mucdaginous agent is necessary to

keep the insoluble matter in suspension. Gum from the pine or pinon

famishes this element.

Skill is required to heat the combination of powdered ochre and

gum,which is highly inflammable, sufficiently to allow carbonization

to take place without igniting the mixture. By the exertion of the

proper skid and sufficient patience the sticky mass becomes graduady

drier, untd lampblack is formed. The iron salt, combined with the

tannins obtained by boding the sumac, makes a satisfactory ink which

“takes”wedonwool. It is intensified by the lampblackwhich remains

finely suspended in the solution, acting as a sort of fider to give body

to the mixture. The resulting substance is intense and fast.

Red Point was wed aware of the fact that his daughters and I had

ho knowledge of the technique of heating the ingredients properly,

and no knowledge of the principles involved. He told us that a

menstruating woman should never expect to have success at making

this black dye. It would not be fast. He derives his own experience

from burning plants for medicinal purposes. Illness and the need for

“sings” interfered with his plan of showing us the process.
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In contrast to the dyes the weavers sometimes use a whitener. Or-

dinarily the natural color of wool, a soft creamy white, is considered

satisfactory. Occasionally a pure dead white is desirable, as, for

example, in making contrasts in sandpainting blankets. The white

wool is rinsed after washing in water to which a white day, finely

ground, has been added. When used in this way, it acts as a filler, and

falls out of the woven yarn as fine dust. This substance is called

montmoriUonite and is highly adsorptive.^

The materials and processes discussed in this chapter and the re-

sulting knowledge doubtless represent an old fond of primitive attain-

ment. Many of the weavers are empirically aware of the chemical

changes which take place. Certain of the dyestuffs contain tannin and

the observant weavers use no mordant with them. The more ordin-^

ary, unamenable to the results of experiment, proceed by rule of

thumb and add the mordant even when it is unnecessary, thereby

causing no hafm, but adding nothing to the tribal knowledge.

It is to be noted as a matter typically Navajo that in all the formulas

I have given I have not referred to the exact amount of the items used,

but have said rather “a little”, “about”, “a handful”. Never is any-

thing measured exactly, but the weaver uses her judgment or accedes

to her ckcumstances. The reason for this is the casual life the Navajo

leads, taking advantage of the means at his disposal—all ofwhich are

of necessity variable and uncertain. One day the weaver has much

water, next week she has not even enough for cooking purposes. She

may wish to use a dye which requires awhole day’s boiling and have

everything she needs but wood. She may have much yarn and little

dyestuff, or much dye and little yam. She may lack only the handful

of lichen or Colorado spruce she needs.

In some cases she puts off the work until she has everything she

needs, but more frequently she uses makeshifts. If she has no Colo-

rado blue spruce, she uses juniper; lacking dock for yellow, she resorts

^ Personal inforroation from Mr. Edwin Ecfcel.
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to sage Of “owl’s claw”. Wishing to make a design which requires an

equal amount ofdye for two colors, she has an abundance ofonly one,

a litde of the other. She therefore changes the design she had in

mind. Sometimes she is not satisfied with the new solution of her

problem, sometimes she likes it better than her original idea, and

often she has learned much. Variety, subtlety, originality and inimit-

ability are frequent and pleasing results of her conditions and the

resourcefulness with which she meets them.



VI Implements

Just as the cook takes for granted her need ofpots, pans, and kettles,

so the weaver casually supplies herself with the implements of her

craft. Theyare simple enough,made of “hardwood”, butnevertheless

indispensable. I have already noted the need for a pair of towcards

for carding; these must be secured from the trader since the Navajo

have no way of making them. The spindle has also been mentioned

as a necessity. It consists of a stick, slightly tapered at the end, near

the butt end ofwhich a whorl ofwood or stone is fastened.

A set of battens or broad sticks is needed. When the weaver begins

to weave she uses a batten perhaps three inches wide (PI. V, d) to run

through the shed made by separating alternate warps. For about the

first quarter of the weaving, if the rug is two or more feet long, the

warps are loose and it is easy to insert the wide batten. The wider it

is, the more space the fingers have through which to carry the weft.

As the weaving progresses, the warp becomes tighter and tighter and

the use of a narrower batten facilitates the throwing of the sheds.

When the weaver is within a few inches of the top she will be using

the narrowest stick in her set, a reed not more than a quarter of an

inch wide which has been flattened at one end. She has, therefore, a

whole set of battens which vary from three inches wide and two and

one-half feet long, to only one-quarter inch in width and about nine

inches in length.

The batten is broader at the top than at the bottom, its ends being

slightly cut away at one side. It has a slight bend which shape makes

it easier to pick up the individual warps. The curve of the batten

IS secured partially by shaping when the wood is green and partially

by subsequent use.

Weavers of other tribes, especially if they use a shuttle so that the

design extends across the entire width of the blanket, use the battea
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to drive home the weft. It is inserted into the shed vetticaUy, turned

to horizontal in which position it remains while the weft is inserted,

then turned to vertical again and pressed down with considerable

force. Some Navajo weavers, making a stripe or self-design,^ do^ this

too ;
but none depends upon it exclusively for making her fabric tight,

and it would not be adequate for that weaving which covers only a

part of the warp. The women of Red Point’s family never use the

batten at all to pound the weft because it weakens the warp. They

depend entirely on the use of the comb for this purpose.

Everyweaver has a set ofcombs varying in size. Red Point’swomen

prefer broad, heavy, short ones for ordinary use, but they have all

sizes. The weight of Maria Antonia’s favorite comb recompenses her

for not using the batten for pounding. A slim slight comb with only

a few long teeth is just right for combing weftwhere it fits into an

angle already formed. Very small ones serve for pushing, rather than

pounding, when the weaving is within two inches of the end. There

is no space throughwhich to pound and the comb pushes weft up and

down between the warps. One large and one small comb are enough

for ordinary purposes. Most weavers have at least four and many have

more.

Although the weft of Navajo blankets is most frequently manip-

ulated by the fingers, the simplest mechanical device aids them when

weaving a large expanse of self-color. It is merely a reed about an

eighth of an inch in diameter with broken ends. The weaver catches

the yam over the roughness of the end of the reed, then winds it

diagonally from end to end of the reed, taking care not to wind too

much yarn on it, for that makes it bulge in the middle, and it will

catch on the warps as it is pushed through the shed. This cmde reed

is the only approach to a shuttle in the Navajo weaver’s kit. Three or

four of them will do; most weavers have a large supply which they

gather for themselves if the reeds grow in their vicinity, or trade from

thosewomenwho can secure them easily.



No batten is small enough to use at the very end of the weaving,

when only half an inch remains to be filled in. The weft may then

be carried by a sacking-needle. If the weaver has only one, it should

be a fine one or at least not more than medium-sized. Maria Antonia

used the end ofan umbrella rib with an eye in it for the same purpose.

Its end is flat like that of the narrow batten, and, since it is flatter

than the sacking-needle, it is more efficient.

Just as every needle-woman prefers a particular thimble or pair of

scissors, so every weaver has her favorite batten and comb. New
implements are not very good; they are rough and thick. The Navajo

weaver insists that battens and combs be made ofwood which is hard,

tough, and easily polished. The reason those of an experienced

weaver look admirably smooth and dark in color, like old furniture

long used, is that they have been worn by repeated journeys through

the woolen warp which is a perfect polisher. Besides, the weaver has

trimmed them to her comfort. A new comb, occasionally even a very

old one, may splinter or split. The weaver takes out her knife (more

frequendy a paring- than a pen-knife) and shaves it off until it is again

suitable. She will whitde down the pointed end also, if it is too blunt

for her purposes.

The Navajo weaver, like any highly skilled workman, can mend her

tools; ifoccasion demands, she can even make them. If, however, she

has a husband, a brother, or a father, she is not likely to do so. Even

as she shows her pride in her menfolk by weaving them choice

saddleblankets, so they express their affection and interest in herwork

by fashioning her tools and setting up her loom.

One of the battens we used at Red Point’s must have been at least

forty years old. It belonged to Maria Antonia, and her daughters had

the same fondness for it that I had. It had tradition behind it; by its

smoothness and the perfect adaptation of its form it enkindled a

lively emotion of respect in her who was allowed to use it or even to

handle it. The end of the spindle used by Left-K^ded Singer was



Szt on oflc side so fl.s to fit exactly into the shape of his thutub

where it rested. MariaAntonia used on her favorite spindle a whorl of

sandstone which one of her grandsons had picked up near a ruin. It

was old, smooth and unique. All the women were proud of it. One

day Yikadezba, with the genius of a two-year-old, broke it, and there

was universal regret, although destruction on the part of children

ordinarily evokes only a tolerant smile and a shrug of the shoulder.

Sometimes old implements can be bought from their owners easily

enough. Without coaxing I bought from Juan’s wife a comb whose

texture is like that ofold silver. I doubt if I could have bought Maria

Antonia’s favorite batten or Left-Handed Singer’s spindle.

I r^ifne by a complete set ofweaving tools quite fortunately. While

at Red Point’s the first summer I used the tools belonging to my

grandmother and sisters. Toward the end of my stay a trader friend

offered me a complete kit. Years before, a woman had gone to Albu-

querque to serve as an exhibit weaver. She had sent back for her kit;

die trader had sent it. It missed its destination—thewoman doubtless

went by a different name in Albuquerque from the one by which she

was known on the Reservation—and it was returned to him. He had

it for years, for no Navajo would think of buying such things. He

very kindly gave it to me. I have added to it from time to time and the

set is quite satisfactory for medium-sized blankets.



VII Warp Stringing

Unlike the European, weaver who has her loom made for her, the

Navajo makes hers as she goes. The setting up of the warp involves

at the same time the manufacture of the loom. It is literally a device

of sticks and strings, in its parts and even in its entirety, the simplest

of machines which, in all its simplicity, lacks none of the essentials of

that colossus of the weaving industry, the Jacquard loom.

There are three phases ofwarp stringing, each involving a different

part of the loom, all interrelated. The frame upon which the warp is

strung is temporary; the sticks to which the warp is fastened after

being strung, together with the warp secured to them, constitute the

moveable part ofthe loom ; the loomframe is the permanent part ofthe

device to which the moveable parts must be fastened before weaving

can be undertaken.

Warpjrame

It is of primary importance that the warp be carefully strung. Any

mismeasurement, crossing of threads, or irregularity will fijllow the

weaver from the first essential motion until she sets in the last weft

thread. It is far better to guard against mistakes than to correct them,

for although correction is possible, a mistake, like a ghost, is rarely

entirely laid.

Warp is often strung outside the hogan or at a place where there

is no loomframe towhich thewarp stringing has no necessary relation.

The warpframe, like all other parts of the loom, is constructed cas-

ually as thewomanworks . Two long poles form its sides ;
they should

be slightly elevated from the ground. In PI. IV, ci Adnaba laid them



on rocks. Maria Antonia, in stringing my first tliree blankets, used

short beams about six inches square in cross-section. The distance

between the edge poles need not be nearly as great as the width of the

blanket, for the warp is never spread to its full width while on the

warpframe.

The crosspieces are laid on top of the side poles and fastened

securely. The distance between them is about two inches less than

the length of the rug; the two inches allow for the stretching of the

warp. The photograph shows that Atlnaba fastened her crosspieces

(which are broomsticks) by intertwining strong three-ply cord about

them and the edge poles so that they could not slip. However, since

her poles had no crotches or convenient protuberances, she drove a

strong nail in front of each crosspiece on either side so that it could

not move. She then used the nail so that it would keep cord as well

as crosspiece firom slipping.

When the warpframe, lying horizontally on the ground, is complete

and every piece of it has been made rigid, the warp-stringer takes up

her position as in PI. IV, d and fastens the endbytying aloop around the

upper stick. She then carries the ball back and forth always over each

stick. As the ball leaves her right hand to fall down and under the

stick, her left hand holds the warp firmly at the top of the stick. If

thewarp is always carried in the same direction, namely over the sticks,

there will be no confusion and the sheds will be regularly formed at

the center. The woman pushes the loops at each end close together,

but tries to keep those at one end nearly opposite those at the other.

When she has what she considers enough loops to furnish the width

of her blanket, she ties the warp at the end opposite the first loop she

made, but does not tear the warp, for the tie is only temporary. She

next measures off two lengths of edge cord, which she has carefully

selected for color and tightness of twist. She doubles it and ties a

loop knot at the folded end leaving the two ends free, as she prepares

to make the twined edge of the blanket.



To do this she changes her position. Instead of sitting inside the

watpframe (PL IV, a) she sits outside it at one end (PL TV, b) and dex-

terously twines the two loose ends of her end cords so as to form a

neat binding (see Lesson 6). This twining determines the space be-

tween the warps. If the cord is thick, the warps will stand far apart

(perhaps one-quarter to three-eighths of an inch) as they do in the

“vegetable dye” blankets. If the binding thread is slender, the space

between the warps is small (not more than one-eighth of an inch).

The distance between the warps depends not only on the thickness

of the binding strands, but also on how tight the weaver pulls them.

A good weaver always avoids tightness in any operation. The test

of her craftsmanship is to get tension just right. She must take care

also not to give the warps too much leeway. This she does by com-
plete coordination of her fingers and the cords and by the exercise of

good judgment which comes with practice.

When Marie was stringing my second blanket, I asked her to let

me bind one end while she did the other. When we were finished,

the warp at my end was half a hand narrower^ than that at her end.

We were then obliged to push the warp, strand by strand, along the

binding cords until they were spread evenly over the same width at

one end as at the other.

If, when she has bound the required width which she measures off

hand by hand, the worker finds that the warp has been carried over

the stick too many times, she unwinds the surplus from thewarpframe

onto her warp ball. If there are not enough loops she supplies the

required number. Strangely, it is not often necessary to do much in

the way of adding or subtracting. The expert, although she does not

count, judges the measurements remarkably well with her eye. Whefl

she has wound the last warp loop she needs, she fastens the end by

the same kiad ofknot she used at the diagonally opposite comerwhen

^A hand is the distance from the end of the thumb to the end of the middle finger^ in

other words, a span.



she began the stringing. She finishes off her twining strands by-

tying them in a loop knot. At this stage the length and the width

of the blanket are fixed and sheds for the ordinary weave are made.

Theworker preserves the sheds by placing a reed on each side of the

middle where the crossing of the strands forms them (Fig. i). She

is now finishedwith the warpframe. She unties thetop sticks andwith-

draws them. She has before her a mass ofwarp curls which, however,

has unity and form. The twining controls the size and position of the

Pol. Na2 PoUlMo,/

Fig* I. Sheds

ends, the reeds hold in place the threads which form the respective

sheds. The long side poles and the shorter thick ones which support

them may now be removed. The warpframe is large and awkward,

even when set up for only a small rug.

When Maria Antonia and Marie strung the warp for my second

rug, they used as supports for the warpframe the lower crosspiece of

the permanent looirframe and only one of their other knotty long

poles which they placed parallel with the crosspiece.

If the rug to be strung is to be unusually long, the side poles of the

loomframe must be somewhat longer. It is not easy to get poles even

fifteen feet long, such as Hastin Gani’s Wife needed for her sand-

painting blanket, but it is possible. There are many rugs muchlonger

than this. When a blanket longer than a woman’s convenient reach

in each direction, let us say six feet at the greatest, is to be strung

she will have help. Each woman will take up her position within the

frame near the crosspole over which the warp is to pass. After one

woman has fastened the end she -will roll the ball to her helper who

will pass it over the pole at hei end and roll it back. They will thus

continue until the warp is strung.



Although the-weaving oflarge rugs entails complications notpresent

in weaving small ones, there is no difference in the method or the

principles involved. The complexities are merely additional ones

having to do with the awkwardness of size which, of course, require

extra care.

I have worked out no sophisticated substitute for the warpframe.

I string my warp in this primitive fashion.



VIII Setting up the Loom

The watp-setter has stretched her warp to the desired length, has

strung enough of it to furnish the width, and has bound both ends

so that they match. Except for the reeds which separate her sheds all

parts of the loomframe which have supported the threads and made

them shapely have been removed. She next begins to construct that

part of her loom which may be called

The Moveable Loom

She takes one of the smooth and usually, but not necessarily, round

sticks, which she has ready. The sticks she uses for this part of her

loom may be the same as those used for the crosspieces of her warp-

frame. Usually, however, a weaver is more particular about having

smoother, more shapely sticks for the loom proper than for the warp-

frame.

She lays before her the amorphous-looking, but actually orderly,

massofwarp,withthe center rods horizontal. Shethen holds the smooth

stick firmlyin her lefthandand laysonetwined end of thewarp along it.

She ties the end of thewarp near the end of the stick by winding some

strong, medium-weight string around it. She allows the loopknot to

project at the right of the wound string to prevent the warp binding

from slipping out ofplace, and may even cut a groove near the end of

the stick so that the binding cord can settle into it firmly. She stretches

the bidding edge to the width desired for the tug and fastens it in the

sameway at the opposite end. When she is sure both ends are secure,

shewinds the string about stick andwarp twining, at regular intervals,

until she comes to the endwhere she carefully fastens the bindingcord.
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Fot ordinaty sized rugs, up to six feet wide let us say, the cord is

carried between every two warp loops, but for the larger ones, the

weaver may make the intervals longer. Hastin Gani’s Wife wound
hers between every three warp loops. Here, as in every other process

involved, firmness is the consideration. Thewarp will remain in place

better if it is tightly bound to the beams; it will be more tightly bound
if it is wound closely.

Rugs are sometimes seen which have ascalloped insteadofa straight

edge. The reason for this is that the weaver bound the warp to the

beams too loosely, she carried the binding cords through the waip at

intervals too wide, so that the warp loops between the binding were

pulled out of line by the tightening cord of the loom proper.

The warp is now loosely controlled by the rods at the center and

firmly bound by a loomstick at one end. Theweaver repeats the oper-

ation for the other end. Before binding it tightly to the second loom-

stick she measures to be sure the width is exactly the same at one end

as the other. If it is not, she can easily pull the warp loops in thek

loosely twined binding closer or space them farther apart. If there is

much of a discrepancy, as there was when Marie twined one end and

I the other, she divides the difference carefully along the entkewidth.

If the difference is small, as it is if Marie twines both ends herself, it

may be taken up by adjusting only two or three warp loops.

At this point theworker is ready to combine the moveableloomwith

the loomframe, the permanent part of the loom which stands in some

convenient spot of every weaver’s home.

Tbe Loomframe

The loomframe consists simply oftwo uprights and two crosspieces

of heavy wood (Fig. 2). The Navajo cut the uprights from pinon.

Naturally they trim off the branches but they do not smooth down





too much the poftions fromwhich they are cut. They skinoffthe bark,

but somewhat carelessly. They may leave a fork at the top of the

two uprights, so that the upper crosspiece may be laid in the crotches.

The pieces are cut according to the placewhere the loomframe is to be

set up. The tapering tops ofmy uprights could easily be fitted between

the rafters, since my loom was to be set up in a house with a log roof.

The lower crosspiece must be quite heavy, and fastened firmly be-

low. Mine was made rigid by driving two wedges into the earth floor

on opposite sides of it at each end. Sometimes there is an arrangement

consisting of a buried stringer to which the lower crosspiece may be

securely fastened. It is of prime importance that the two uprights

and lower crosspiece of the frame be absolutely rigid.

The uprights, as well as the lower crosspiece, must be firm. The

thick upper crosspiece must be moveable so that it can be raised or

lowered according to the size of the blanket and of the rope which

regulates the warp tension. Its ends rest, however, when adjusted, iu

a sort of network of balewire or strong cord bound around each of

the uprights at the proper level. The network,which is quite shapeless,

is so arranged that the more heavily the beam settles with the down-

ward pull exerted by theweight ofthe beam and the greater the down-

ward strain on it, the firmer it becomes.

Navajo loomframes are not by any means all in houses. Outside,

they may be fastened in the earth below and to trees at the top, or

other devices may be resorted to. Each household always has one,

but very often two or three in various places, both outdoors and in.

We who live in houses and apartments cannot depend upon the

earth in which to fasten our looms. I have had a loomframe construct-

ed which is quite satisfactory, at least for such small and medium-

sized blankets as I am likdy to weave at home. It is the result of a

number of suggestions. At the Navajo vocational school at Fort

Wingate weaving is taught. The Navajo instmctor needed many

looms to accommodate large dasses and they had to be installed in-
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dcx)rs. She designed a loomframe which is much like mine but much

larger and so deep that two women can weave at the same time, one

on each side of the loom. The difference is only of degree, not of

principle.

A loom is bulky and awkward and one may not wish to have it

about all the time. A cabinet-maker made one for me with the two

uprights fastened to the crosspieces with mortise and tenon. The

arrangement left much to be desired, however, in firmness, so we

added braces which are fastened with screws. A friend of mine uses

dowelswhich are even more convenient. The upper crosspiece should

correspond to the upper crosspiece of the Navajo loom, but with

us it is an additional element which holds the frame together. To

take the place of the Navajo element, I have used a curtain pole

which fits into holes made in the uprights at different levels thus allow-

ing for differences in the length of the blankets. This difference may

also be regulated by using a longer or shorter tightening cordwithin

certain limits.

An additional element is the presence of legs or supports placed at

right angles to the uprights. They serve to preserve the balance of

the looroframe, and take the place of the Navajo buried beam orwedg-

ing into the earth. Forwe must guard against having the loom falling

forward when the strong pressure necessary to throwing the sheds is

brought to bear upon it. The loomframe may be assembled easily

and when I am finished with my weaving I can easily take it down.

Since I am quite comfortable in the Navajo sitting position, I am
satisfied to have my frame at floor height. There is no reasonwhy it

should not be fastened to a platform so that the weaver who must sit

on a chair can weave at ordinary sitting-height. Adjustments of this

kind can always be made; no one is freer to make them than the Na-
vajo weaver. So far the most necessary principles are strength and

rigidity. If all elements are firmly fastened to allow for great resistance

against a downward and forward pull, there will be no trouble.
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The loomframe is always ready for our weaver. She has her warp

ready to fasten to the loomframe. The combination ofthese two parts

may now be properly called a “loom”, or, “the loom proper”.

The hoom Proper

After both ends of the warp are firmly bound to sticks, it is a matter

of chance, not of calculation, as to which end becomes the web- and

which the warp-beam for up to this point they are the same. The

worker fastens lengths of string loosely over a stick considerablylonger

than the warp width, sothatif they are stretched, the stick, Fig. 2, e,

will lie parallel to the stick, Fig. 2, holding the warp at a distance

of from four to six inches. Each length is about ten to twelve inches

from the next, the first being tied near the end but between two warp

strands. By tying the extra stick e to this end the weaver decrees that

it shall be the upper or warp-beam.

The stick 0 which she fastens to thelower beam, b, ofthe loomframe

is theweb-beam. It is fastened with balewire or strong cord (Fig. 2,/)

to the lower crosspiece of the loomframe. The number of ties will

depend on the widtib ofthe blanket. Three are sufficient for a narrow

blanket; five or more must be used for a wider one. The web-beam

should be tied at intervals of about ten or twelve inches. It is better

to have too many than not enough, for these fastenings will have to

bear the maximum strain. The warp-beam is usually tied to stick e

above as many times as theweb-beam is bound below and the fasten-

ings are neatly opposite.

One end ofwire is carried under the beam of the loomframe from

back to front, up and over both the permanent beam and the web-

beam, between the warps to the back of the loom. There it meets the

other end of the wire, is given several deft twists to make it incapable

of giving or slipping, and the ends are turned down so that the materi-



als will not catch into them subsequently. I foigot to list a pair of

pliers among the implements. They are convenient but not necessary,

for strong cord may be used instead of balewire in every case. The

fact is that wire is more commonly used nowadays for most purposes

where it is adequate. Most Navajo have pliers.

As soon as the web-beam is firmly in place the weaver adjusts the

thick rope (Fig. 2, h') to the upper (and moveable) .crosspiece of the

loomframe. This involves experimentation with the height of the

crossbeam (Fig. 2, £). It starts at the back and is carried over from^

back to front and under agaia toward the back. One end of the rope

hangs down for three to eight inches of its length and is made firm

merely by being caught under the firstwind, as in Fig. 2,2. After being

wound around the crossbeam several times the rope is carried under

the stick (Fig. 2, e) near the end. The wrapping is continued over

the crossbeams from back forward and under stick e from front to

back at reasonably short intervals (from four to twelve inches), tmtil

the whole stick has been included. The rope is carried about the

crossbeam several times more after leaving stick e and is casually

fastened by allowing the end to drop under the last wind of rope, as

in Fig. 2, y.

The arrangement of this rope and its even relationship to stick e is

of the utmost importance because it regulates the warp tension. This

arrangement is the most usual and convenient for a right-handed

person. With the tope in this position it may be tightened easily by

pressing on the back parts of it with the right hand and taking up the

slackwith the left, holding it firmly at the crossbeam. The left hand

will hold the rope tight until the right is placed on the next back

strand and so on, advancing from right to left. The entire slack

will be taken up at the end by advancing it until the last round is

loosened. The end of the rope will thus be free. A final pullwith the

left hand on the end of the rope while the right holds the last wind

firm wiU complete the operation.



The distance between stick e and upper crossbeam g must be suf-

ficient to give free play for the hands in tightening. Less than four

inches is too short. From twelve to fifteen inches is more usual, but

the distance depends somewhat upon the length of the rope. If it is

relatively short the sticks will be closer together, if long, they may be

Fig. 3. Variation of rope tieup

far apart. If it is too short, the rope, like many of the other cords,

may be pieced.

The tie-up of Fig. 3 is sometimes used. If so, it is more efficient

to tighten from left to right or from the back of the loom. The first

arrangement is more common. The second does not seem to be dosdy

correlated with left-handedness. For, although left-handed weavers

use it, right-handed ones do also. Warp tightening is not a difficult

trick to learn, but the Navajo women perform it with such ease and

casualncss that an outsider merely watching it gets no useful impres-

sion ofthe importance of the whole manoeuver. Only by making and

correcting mistakes is the true significance comprehended.

Probably the greatest difficulty in manipulating large rugs occurs



at this point. It is met by sevetal devices, two ofwhich may be called

mechanical, the other structural. The one chosen will depend upon

the time ofyear, the sort ofhouse awoman lives in, and other consid-

erations. The mechanical adjustments may be used under any cir-

cumstances. If the blanket is to be longer than the height ofthe loom-

frame permits, the warp may be rolled carefully around the warp-

beam. The stick e will be tied at the back of it (PI.VI, <2), instead of a

few inches above it. As the weaving progresses and the web is laid

behind sewed down to the web-beam, the additional length of

warp is unrolled until it is allwoven. This arrangement involves care-

ful h^nrlhng and is at the present day most common.

Rarely used now but common in early days, was the fastening of the

warp as in PL IV, This arrangement utilized twice the length of a

high loom without the necessary rolling of the extra warp and made

warp and web continuous along the front and back of the loom. The

warp- and web-beams are close together and the beams at top and

bottom, which are our warp- and web-beams, are merely supports to

keep the warp stretched, and over which it may move when a change

is necessary.

The device I have called structural requires a change in the house

or the habitation of the weaver. It means the extension of the loom-

frame to such a height as the rug length requires.

This statement means either that the roof must be knocked out of

the house or that it must be raised. Actually Navajo houses are not

more than ten to twelve feet high, and since many of them are dome-

shaped, a maxitnum of seven or eight feet is all that can be depended

on at the side of the house where the loom is placed. Consequently,

the weaver who plans to make a large fabric and who wishes to have

the entire length of herwarp visible will have a loom built in a rect-

angular shade from which the loom poles may project indefimtely, as

did Hastin Gani’s Wife (Pl.VI,^).

It was necessary to have a ladder outside by means of which the
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tension-rope could be tightened. A man of the family set up the tall,

heavy side posts and laid the bulky crossbeam in place under the

direction of Hastin Gani’s Wife. After she had woven a portion large

enough to take down, it required more than one person to lower the

beam. The women can do it if no man happens to be at home, but

they look to the men for help if they are available.

It is possible to use the vertically extended loomframe which pro-

jects far out of the house or shade only in the summer months when

the weather is not too cold. This means at most between May and

November first. The period includes the season during which the

most rain may be expected. Heavy rains not only interrupt the work

but also cause the weaver to see to it that her weaving is protected.

The number of those who weave such large blankets as those de-

scribed is relatively small and they provide the means, casual though

they may be, for their own comfort and efficiency and for the pro-

tection of their handiwork. It may seem curious to us to rebuild a

house or to build a special one for the loom, but the advantages

to the designer m judging her space far outweigh the additional

labor entailed.

At this point the weaver has all the essential parts of her loom, ex-

cept one. The warp is strung between the web-beam at the bottom,

which furnishes also a simple device for carrying offthe finishedweb,

the warp-beam at the top. The topmost cord or rope furnishes

the means oftightening the warp when necessary. The sheds are kept

separate by the two reeds which the weaver inserted as soon as they

were formed, but as yet there is no means bywhich they can be thrown

or changed. With every part of the loom in place, but with warp not

very tight, the worker now proceeds to make a device to regulate the

sheds during the weaving process. Where formerly two reeds sepa-

rated the sheds, she must now supply a harness to make one of the

sheds, for if the two stiff elements remained there would be no way

for the warps which are pushed back to pass those which have been
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pulled forward. By dexterously looping the string over the reed the

weaver makes the necessary harness (see Lesson 7).

Most hand-woven blankets have no edge binding, but it is a char-

acteristic feature of Navajo rugs. A few only are made without the

edgewhich lends not only finish, but also a decorative valuewhen well

done. The edge strands are no real part of the loom. After it is in

readiness, the weaver takes the two- or three-ply string which she has

ready—it is often the same kind as she used for the edge twining

—

measures off about six inches more than the length of the blanket,

doubles it, and ties one end of the now double cord to the web-beam,

twists it by rolling between her palms and ties it firmly to the warp-

beam. It is strung from one-half to one inch from the outside warp

at each side. All that is necessary now is to tighten the warp with the

upper rope and the mechanism is ready for work.
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IX Manipulation

Although the -weaver has arranged the tension rope of the loom

(Fig. 2) she has done so only casually, her purpose being merely to

attach the moveable part of the loom to the loomframe. Now that she

has strung the edge cords and completed the harness, the tension-rope

occupies her attention more fully. She makes it tight, watching at

the same time the warp-beam to see that it remains parallel to the

web-beam at the bottom throughout its length. This may mean that

she pulls the rope somewhat tighter at certain points than at others.

There is a definite limit to the amount of straightening she can do by

this means; that limit is soon reached.

She takes a string and measures the distance between warp- and

web-beams at both sides. If there is not more than one-half to one

inch difference she -will be able to correct it by regulating the rope.

It is not likely to be more than halfan inch iftheweaver is a good one.

More tbafi that she detects without measuring. In case the warp is

loneven, as it was in my first rug, the worker takes her place before

the loom and patiently pulls each warp through its end-twining until

no evidence of unevenness in length is -nsible.

When Marie and her mother strung my first rug, one of the cross-

pieces of the warpframe must have moved after the length was mea-

sured and before itwas fastened. Consequently, it was at least an inch

and a Half longer at the right than at the left. Marie began a little to

the right of the center and pulled each warp carefully until she

reached the left edge. After this the measurements at right and left

corresponded fairly well. She tightened the rope once more, pull-

ing it somewhat tighter at the left than at the right.

AU is now in readiness for the weaving which is accomplished by

of the greatest coordination. Holding her batten as in PL V, a

but nearer the left end, the weaver catches up two warps at a time
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on it Before anyweft has been laid in, thewarps stand in pairs (Fig. 4.)

The weaver wants to break up this pairing so she picks up with her

batten Nos. 2, 3, drops 4, 5, picks up 6, 7, and so on across. She then

turns the batten to horizontal and carries the weft yarn through the

shed thus made. With the comb in the position of PI. V, i>, she pounds

down the weft firmly to the braided edge. She withdraws the batten

and takes up on it the warps she previously left behind it, that is.

Nos. I ; 4, 5

;

8, 9 ; etc., and repeats the process of laying in weft yarn.

Four times across the web, she carries her weft through sheds made

by alternate pairs of warp. She will not forget to do this also when
she puts in the last four rows at the top of her rug. If she does, her

rug when finished will show short portions of the warp which will

not be noticeable if the weaver breaks up the warp pairing.

From now on the weaving becomes regular. One shed is made by

pulling the rod over which the weaver caught the loops, which I shall

hereafter call the heald. Pulling this heald PI. V, d causes every other

warp to come forward. When this is done, the rod (heald rod) which

forms the other shed must be pushed up to a position nine to twelve

inches above the heald. The weaver, holding her batten as before,

slips it behind the warps thus pulled toward her. At the beginning,

before the warp has been stretched much, some of the fibers of those

strands which are to move forward will stick to those which ought to

remain bacL The weaver must always watch that she does not get

thewrong strands in front ofher batten, but at first it is more diEficult

to separate the threads than it is later when the fibers have worn off.
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The easiest way to do this is to draw the back of the tips of the fin-

gers ofthe right hand lightly across the warp before pulling the heald

forward. Now instead of placing the batten in the shed warp by warp,

she slips it easily through the shed. Before bringing it to horizontal

she takes up one of the double edge strands on it. If she is weaving

from right to left, for example, she takes one of those at the left; if

from left to right, one ofthose at the right. She now moves the batten

from vertical to horizontal, thus making a space as wide as the batten

through which she may carry her weft yarn. Since she is likely to be

mqkirig a border, it will be the same color all the way across and she

will have it wound on a reed which she will throw from one side to

the other.

While she was placing the batten iu the shed she held her comb

loosely turned down out of her way, as in PL V, e. Now that the shed

is made, she carries the yam through it and with a deft turn brings

the comb to the position of PI.V, the position necessary for pound-

ing down the weft. She allows the comb to lie freely in position, the

motion, like that of hammering, being that of a free wrist. Since the

motion is down, the impact comes on the inside of the lower thumb

joint. If the comb does not hurt this joint, the weaver is either not

holding it correctly or not pounding down the yam hard enough. So

fhtnir my teachers at least. But Hastin Gani’s Wife takes the impact

on the fleshy part of her hand between her thumb and first finger. I

have tried this position but have not become accustomed to it. The

motion must be free, but firm and strong. At seeing a comb brought

down feebly a Navajo remarks *‘Yego !” which means Do it hard!

“Don’t spare your strength!” She could “show” you but doubtless

could not “tell” you that strength can never make up for stifEaess.

an

of , _

is again inserted The warps regulating this shed are not so likely

The weft is pounded down neatly. The weaver removes her batten

i pushes theheald rodwhich forms the second shedclosetotheloops

the heald. By so doing she forms the second shed and the batten



to stick to those making the first shed, so that the flick of the fingers

is hardly necessary. Weavers, however, often use it so automatically

that they do it whether it is needed or not. The first weft was laid

from right to left j
hence, the edge strand at the left was taken on the ,

batten. The yarn will be carried from left to right this time so that

the edge strand at the right is flipped over the wide stick before it is

turned to horizontal. Once more theweft is laid in and pounded down,

and the rhythmic unit of motion is complete. If the blanket were of

self-color for its entire length, these directions would suffice until the

weaving comes to within three or four inches on the top.

The weaving done by the expert, our teacher, seems simple and

easy, even as do these few instructions. The reason long hours of

practise are necessary to achieve her results is that all these motions

must be accomplished at nearly the same instant. The comb must be

held at rest, as the batten is inserted into the shedwith the right hand;

at the same time, the left must be making the shed and carefully keep-

ing every warp exactly in place. In the twinkling before the batten

is moved to horizontal the edge strand must be slipped onto it, and

as soon as it is turned, the comb is shifted from its position of rest

to the position for pounding.

During the process of pounding, the left hand is momentarily idle

^cept as it helps in regulating the tension of the weft which is being

laid in. In developing any skill, it can hardly be said that any element

of the process is more important than any other since the result de-

pends upon a fine adjustment of each of the contributing factors at

exactiy Ae moment and in exacdy the order needed. So each position

and movement, no matter how minor it may seem, must be carefully

taken and timed so as to produce the satisfactory web desired. Differ-

ences exist, however, in the effects which awkwardness and inexpe-

rience will have.

If, for example, I do not hold my comb properly, but lay it down

when throwing my sheds and inserting the batten, I shall have to
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hunt for it, or at least pick it up, when I am ready to pound down the

yam. Nothing in the completed rug will show I did this; it will

remain only a matter of inefficiency. If, however, in pullmg the heald,

I allow two strands to come forward where only one belongs and do

not correct it, my rug will always show a mistake where the weft lies

over two warps instead of one. From the point of view of the end

product, then, it is more important to watch out for certain errors
;
the

others will take care of themselves as time and attention lead to ex-

pertness.

The two matters of the greatest importance and most difficult to

achieve are securing the proper tension and making straight edges.

The two are closely related and, combined, determine the difference

between a good and a bad rug. At all times the warp should be tight.

At the beginning of the weaving it must be tightened frequently,

sometimes after only three or four rows of weft have been laid.

The principle upon which tapestry weaving is based is that none

of the warp shows; it is essentially a weft technique. For this reason,

weft is usually coarser than warp; in the case of Navajo weaving, it

is coarser because much more loosely spun. For the same reason, too,

it is of the greatest importance that the weft settle down between the

warps loosely enough so as to fill the space nicely, but not so loosely

as to make a loop. Thus, in Fig. 5, a lies correctly; its thickness is just

sufficient to squeeze through thewarps and fill the space. Theweft 6,

on the other hand is too tight; it allows none of its thickness to remain

in the spaces between the warps, and consequently they must show.

The tendency of the beginner is to pull the weft too tight, just as the

novice does in knitting or crocheting.

Call her attention to the fact that she

has done so, and she compensates b

by leaving the yarn too loose, so that
^

there will be more than enough to

occupy thewarp space and a loopwill Fig. 5. Weft tension
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result as in Fig. 5 c. The loop is not often on the side toward the

weaver, for this she will see and correct; it is likely to remain on

the opposite side.

The learner will at first be so taken up with the handling of her

tools and healds that she will not notice the fact that each row she

lays in is becoming imperceptibly tighter. This is something which

happens even to excellent weavers and is the reason why few Navajo

blankets are exactly the same width throughout the entire length.

Although the weaver-to-be, because of inexperience, cannot notice

the narrowing of herweb until it has gone on for some time, she will

nevertheless have one clue to the tightening. That is, the warp will

show in small patches.

One cause for tighmess is, strangely enough, loose warp. Perhaps

tightening the warp will be sufficient correction. It is more likely

that it whl not be enough, for the weaver is doubtless not inserting

the weft properly. There are two ways of laying it in, one by means

of the reed which takes the places of a shuttle, usedwhen wide spaces

of self-color are being woven. More commonly, a smah quantity of

yam is rolled in a loose ball and simply carried through the sheds as

hr as that particular color should go. If there is a narrow design,

the yam will be only five to ten inches long and it will hang down

at the edge of the pattern for which it has been used. Good weavers

never use large quantities of yam. Beginners often take rather large

balls of it or wind a great deal on the reed. The circumstances are the

same as those ofnee^ewomen. A beginner always takes a long thread

and many of her difficulties come from its knotting or catching into

clothing or furniture.

Joining yam in Navajo weaving offers no problems, or hardly any.

It is better to allow the end of the weft to lie at least a few warps in

from the edge. If the yam runs out, the weaver merely pounds it

downwhere it ends—except at the very edge—and lays in a new piece

so that it overlaps a little (Fig. 6). If the length should be exhausted
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at the edge, she will manipulate

it so that a fold-back of yam
comes thete instead of the tag-

ged end, as in Fig. 7. With a

r, • f ,
little judgment and an eye for

smoothness joining the yamwill

cause no difficulty.

Now that all processes have been described, I shall pause to warn

the weaver about the regulation of the weft. It should be laid in the

shed diagonally and pounded down from the hound end toward the

free end. The loose end should

never be held except to guide it

slightly. Another method is to

tuck the loose weft down at

intervals with the point of the

comb, as in Fig. 8, and take up

the slack of thebigloops evenly

between the intervening warp

spaces. This is really an inter-

polation of slackness which

gives excellent results. Whichever way is chosen to make the weft

sufficiently loose, the action of the comb is of prime importance.

An effective weft position may be secured byworking the comb with

* a slight firm twistfromthebound

end of theyamtoward thatwhich

is free. Slow motion: set end of

comb at bound end of yam at

about a 45® angle and move it

along the arc until its teeth all

rest on the finished web and re-

peat. This motion of the comb

Fig. 8. Insetting weft, yam tucked down should always be used in addition
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to the other methods of setting weft. It is best and most efficient,

but difficult indeed to describe. I had thtomped along awkwardly

for days not knowing of its existence. At a particular moment one

day I did not know of it; the next moment I did. Marie could

“show” it—^the motion is imperceptible to the sight—I doubt if

she knows she makes it.

Any or all of the above devices may be used by a givenweaver,who,

if experienced, sees at oncewhen herweb begins to puU in. To guard

against tightening she does not carry her yarn through awide distance

before beating it down; perhaps six or eight inches may be the maxi-

mum, especially if it is inserted with the fingers. It does not take

longer to beat it in instalments than all the way across. Of course,

for long spaces the use of the reed makes up in efficiency for the ad-

ditional caution expended in the pounding.

Suppose that the weaver thinks she is laying the weft carefully

enough so that it does not pull, but sees nevertheless that some warps,

at the end of her rug, let us say, stand much closer together than

others, or than they did when she began her work. She knows that

her warp is tight and evenly stretched. The close proximity of the

warps will tell before her eye detects the deceitful narrowing of the

web, that her weaving is too tight. My first blanket required all the

possibilities for correction, I am sure.

If the weaving seems to draw in for only a row or two, it may be

corrected by setting the weft somewhat more loosely than usual on
top of the tight place. This will correct only the slightest tendency

toward drawing it in, and its efficacy may be seen at once by the spac-

ing ofthewarps which will be normal and uniform once mote instead

ofnarrow. E, however, as is more Hkely, the tautness has been gaining

imperceptibly for four, five, or six rows, more drastic measures are

necessary.

With the pointed end of the comb the worker lifts the weft strands

from their places for about five or six rows so that each stands apart
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along the warp, far above its proper positionwhen finished. The next

motion shows how much strain thewarp must be able to bear. Grasp-

ing the comb by the end having teeth, she runs the point of it firmly

along the warp which shows between the rows of the weft which has

been lifted up—^hard! She presses it as hard as she can as she runs it

along several times. Then she turns the comb to its usual position and

pounds down the weft once more. If she has not been too gentle in

spreading the warp, it no longer shows, and the various strands are

more generously spaced than they were before. If she lays her next

weft row correctly, the tension may be released and perhaps her

troubles are over for the nonce.

There are two other possible corrections for overtight warp. One

of the strands at the point of greatest constriction may be simply cut

out. If all of these suggestions fail, it is possible to tie a string into

the web just below the point of greatest tautness—it is most likely

to come at one end or tie otJaer—and lasso it to the upright of the

loomffame. All ofthese devices were necessary for my first blanket. I

was humiliated at the fact, but had I not made the errors I should

never have known how to correct them. With silent satisfaction I

noted that an expert weaver at Thoreau had tied her web to the loom

upright because it was pulling in.

Up to this time the attention of the learner has been occupied by

many things—^the holding and managing ofthe implements andloom,

the insertion of the weft, piecing it when its length is exhausted. With

all this she may even have had some opportunity to regulate the weft

and to correct some tendency toward tautness. By this time another

fault will be apparent. The stripe will not be straight; it is lower in

the center than elsewhere; indeed there may be several scallops.

A depression extending over a long or short distance may be readily

corrected. Instead of carrying the next row ofweft all theway across,

the worker carries it only as far as the low place in the weave. She

changes the sheds and carries it back as far as necessary, perhaps only
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to the opposite end of the depression. She is then ready to start in

where she left off, but there will be an extra row in the portion that

was too low (Fig. 9). A thread must always be carried over and back

to complete a row in this kind of weaving. In other words, a row is

not complete in design unless all sheds have been used. If this is not

done, theweaving becomes confused, for the alternation of the sheds

is lost and more than one row of weft will come in a single shed.

Fig. 9. Straightening a row

If the weaver has caught up the unevenness of the stripe at once,

this extra row will straighten it properly. If she has let it become too

marked, she will weave a complete row next and lay in an extra wrft

after that. The Navajo yarn is uneven and it may chance that a thick

portion may come atjust the right spot to fill in properly, in which

case nothing more need be done. But the chances are just as good

that a thiu spot may meet a thin spot for several rows and then it will

be necessary to “fill in”.

For the method of filling-in here described the batten is used to

make the sheds, for the space covered is more than three inches. It

differs from regularweaving only in that it does not go entirely across

the web.

If, however, the space to be straightened is only a few inches, as

wide as the length of the weaver’s iudex finger, let us say, she may







leave the batten vertically in the shed she used last. Then, on her

left forefinger she takes up the threads forming the shed opposite the

one inwhich the batten lies, andwith the right passes theweft through

this shed, allowing it to return to its previous position through the

shed made by the batten. The dexteritywithwhich the Navajowomen
make the correction in this way is amazing and unless one is over-at-

tentive it will escape notice or the purpose will be missed entirely.

The learner has the idea that only web becomes crooked, that the

Navajo woman does not have the same difficulty. The latter sees the

unevenness as soon as it appears and therefore corrects it in one deft

row. The novice is likely not to sense its presence until it requires two

or three rows of filling in.

Aware of all the fine points Ihave here outlined, and controlling all

factors, the Navajo weaver has woven nearly half of the small rug.

She has tightened thewarp at ever-lengthening intervals, until at this

stage she not only finds her warp tight enough but she must even pull

hard on her heald to throw the shed. One of the warp strands is

holding by only the merest fiber. She inserts her batten, and snap

!

it has tom. Because this is only a small rug she has usedwarpwhich is

not up to her usual standard, some of which was given her. Warp
would be perfect and manipulation expert, if no strand tore duiing

the weaving of an entire blanket. But even reasonably good warp

should not tear so soon, before the rug is half finished. It has not be-

come at all tight compared with the tension it must bear before it is

entirely wovm. The weaver will be bothered frequently because of

this weakness before she is through.

If the tear is not too close to the web, she merely ties iu a piece of

newwarp, making a small tight square knot at each end of the piedng.

The knots can later be covered satisfactorily by the heavy weft. If

the tear is so close to the web that there is no possibility of tyiag the

lower end, theworker ties a long piece ofwarp to die tom strand and

carries it to the web-beam, where she fastens it firmly by sewing it
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with a sacking-needle into one of the cotds which fastens the watp

to the beam. This waip strand now extends from the warp-beam

over the finished web and ends at the web-beam. If the strand passed

through a heald loop before it tore, it must do so now. If it has

escaped the edge braiding at the top, the loose end must be pushed

through it with a slender reed or a sacking-needle. One row ofweft

will bring it into the proper position relative to the otherwarp strands.



X Continuation of Weaving

When the elements of plain ^weaving hare been mastered (and they

must all be put into operation at once), the operation continues "with

litde change at least until half of the blanket or more has been

woven. The weaver will be engrossed in perfecting first this part of

her task, then that, and bringing them all into coordination. Every

effort will reward her, for it will show in her mg which is becoming

ever more nearly perfect. If the first blanket is striped, the only dif-

ference between it and self-color is in the change ofweft color. The

weaver should take care that the stripe is straight before introducing

a new color, but she should always try to keep her weaving straight.

When a blanket even two and one-half feet long is half fimshed, it

will be difficult for the weaver to reach it easily if she sits on the floor.

She may raise her seatby sitting on a blanket or box. Soon,however, it

becomesuncomfortableto reach sohigh. Shethenloosensthetightening

rope and lets down the moveable part of the loom. At this point she

c<ifi measure the center ofher blanket to see if it is exactly thewidth at

the end where she began. More often than not, it is a little narrower.

Theworker now uses her sacking-needleagain. She lays the finished

web in a fold behind the web-beam and sews it to the cords which

secure the mg to the stick. She then ties up the loom and works at

floor-height once more. Most Navajo blankets have a kind of shadow

stripe or fold which is always visible no matter how old they become.

This is due to the sewing-down at this particular stage of the weaving.

All modern looms have some means whereby the web-beam carries

off the fabric; the Navajo method is only a makeshift and leaves what

might be called a permanent scar on the blanket. The arrangement

ofthe loom such asAdjiba used (PI. IV, i) prevents this. Onewonders

why it is not more frequently used. The answer must be that the

Navajo do not mind the marks made by sewing.
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PI. VI, c shows a clever manipulation which enabled the weaver to

see how her design could be completed. Generally, the weaving is

carried to within a few inches of the end and there finished. Alice

Curley, however, who made this blanket, when she had finished more

than two-thirds of the weaving, simply turned the whole blanket

upside-down and finished her design so that she could join the weav-

ing at a stripe. It is much easier to finish the weaving with self-color

than with a design.

The position of the rug is now such as entails a change in the loom.

It is muchlower than before. Fastening it requires either that a much

longer rope be used to tighten it, or that the upper beam be lowered.

Rope is not usually plentiful, so the second expedient is common since

the upper beam of the loomframe can be attached just as easily at a

low point as at a high one.

J£ the rug is a small one (less than two feet), the warp will become

uncomfortably tight even before it is halfwoven. If it is larger, this

will occur somewhat later but at least before theweaving has advanced

three-quarters of its length. The weaver uses one of her narrower

battens when it becomes difficult to pull the heald forward. If she

does not do so, the batten will snap from horizontal to vertical, often

when her fingers are in the sheds. The stinging rap they receive is

by no means pleasant. There are two reasons for this : one, that the

warp is tight, a matter that cannot be remedied although the smaller

batten will help; the other, that the angles formed by the harness and

the batten with the warp do not correspond. Experience shows how

the batten may be placed so that it will not snap too often, or at least,

not on the fingers.

The weaving becomes still tighter and now a thinner heald rod

may supplant the one theweaver has been using. This will make con-

siderable difference in the ease of manipulation, but the reliefwill not

last long for the unwoven space becomes ever tighter. We see the

weaver proceed to within four inches of the top of her web. She can
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no longer insert the teed which serves as a shuttle, but neither can

she pass her fingers through the shed with ease. Moistening the end

of the yarn slightly, she catches it on the rough end of the reed, gives

it a little twist and pushes it through the shed. From now on, she will

use the reed more like a beading-needle than like a shuttle.

The weaving advances more and more slowly as the weaver ap-

proaches the top. She increases her efficiency by pushing the healds

down and weaving from the bottom up. She does not forget that

four widths or two rows should be made through sheds made by

paired warps, the pairs not corresponding to the way they normally

stand. After she has set them by picking the warps carefully with

the narrowest of her battens, she again uses her healds. But now,

whenever she throws a shed, she inserts a weft at the top of the web

already woven and another at the very top of her warp. She is using

a small, slim comb and presses, rather thanpounds, the firstweft down,

then firmly pushes the second one up.

When only an inch or even less remains unwoven, she pulls the

heald out of its loops and winds up the cordwhich formed them, leav-

ing only the heald rod to form one shed. For some double rows, that

is, one at top and one at bottom, she uses this shed and makes the

other with her batten. Finally, she pulls out even this which is no

longer tViirker than a wire, perhaps is a wire, and really dams in the

rest of the woof. At this point Maria Antonia used a short umbrella

rib, for she could thread theyam in its eye. Somewomen use a sack-

ing-needle but the umbrella rib is better because it is thinner and

flatter. The yarn must be pressed upwith great force. The slhn comb

sometimes slips, causing the knuckles to mb violently and painfully

against the warp-beam. The skilful worker realizes this possibility

and avoids it.

Now it is possible to carry theweft through only two or three inches

ofthewidth ofthe mg at a time. Consequently, theworker completes

theweaving for this short distance. Many blankets andmgs areloosely
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•woven at this point and their warp shows enough so that an expert

can tell this is the end made last. But Maria Antonia and her daugh-

ters were most insistent that this finalweaving be done dosely. "^en

I was sure not another strand of yarn could be forced in, Marie or

Atlnaba calmly wove in at least six morel

When she is satisfied she can get no more in, the weaver will have

two rows at last in the same shed. Then, with the sacking-needle

held concave side down, she catches it into the upper and lower parts

of the web with vigorous pressing and pushing so that the join is

hidden. If the weaving is close and the gap thoroughly concealed,

the effect will be no different from that where two strands ofweft are

used in evening up a slight concavity. Inch by inch the weaver has

made her way across this tedious bit until finally the weft meets from

top to bottom and from right to left.

She is ready to take the rug off the loom. She loosens the tension-

rope andwinds it up. The rug falls down. She pulls out stick e, unties

the loose strings/. She cuts such warps as have been sewed to the

web-beam and patiently pulls out the stitches that fasten the surplus

web to it. She loosens the balewire which attaches the moveableloom

to the frame. The rug is now free from the loom but stiU attached to

the warp- and web-beams. She unwinds the binding cords of these

after untying the edge cords.

She unties every knot and winds into neat balls to be set aside for

the next tug all cords which do not enter into the weaving. Rarely

does she throw string away; never does she cut it. We once used for

the heald loops some finely respun Germantownwhich Maria Antonia

had had for at least twenty-five years.

The rug is thrown upon the ground. It is even and regular. At

each comer there is a neat loop and a longish piece of double cord.

The loop is the end of the braiding, the cord is the end of the side

bindings. With a sacking-needle theweaver sews the ends into a thin

tassel with loops the size of the original one. She scrutinizes the rug
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carefully on both sides. With a sharp knife she cuts the warps, which

were pieced, close to the fabric so they do not show. It is possible,

although not likely, that a few loops exist on the side ofthe rug which

the weaver could not see. These she will shave off also, making the

web as smooth as it can be. When her blanket is finished, she ties it

up in a floursack to take to the trader at her earliest opportunity, or

to lay aside for a time when she will wish to trade it or give it as a gift

at a “sing”.

If the rug is like my first one was, uneven and warped-appearing,

the edge strings may be pulled so as to improve it slightly. If the

edge is extra bad, there is one more hope for improvement. The rug

may be buried in damp sand for several days when the rainy season

comes on. When it is taken out, the edges may be pulled once more

and the shape will be somewhat improved. One can never expect a

really good rug to come out of one so irregular as to need this treat-

ment; it will merely be “not quite as bad as it was”.



XI Pattern

In surveying the vast gamut of Navajo blankets and fugs it is dif-

ficult to believe that ail but one of the efifects of ordinary weaving,

even the most elaborate, are based on three quite simple design-

elements, which may be varied as to composition, but which remain

fixed technically. The learner who knows how to make these three

elements—one has two variations—will know all the fundamentals a

Navajo woman knows. The genius and taste of the worker will deter-

mine how they will be combined for the final effects. There are, of

course, other patterns which depend on warp manipulation but this

is theweave mostcommonlyfoundin trade. I shalldescribe the fancy

or saddleblanket weaves later.

The general admonition ofworking in design applies more partic-

ularly to a composition of elements, but must be kept in mind in

executing even the simplest: Tbe weaver must keep the composition of

the entire rug surface in her mind, hut she must see it as a huge succes-

sion of stripes only one weft strand wide. It matters not how ideal her

general conception maybe, ifshe cannot see it intermsofthe narrowest

stripe, meaning a row, ofproperlyplacedwefts, it will fail ofexecution.

Because Maria Antonia and Atlnaba have the general and the detailed

kinrifi of vision, they never fail in executing even the most intricate

compositions; because Marie lacks complete coordination of these

two views of her work, she almost never gets exactly what she has in

mind when she starts to weave, as she herself admits. This does not

mean that her rugs are not excellent. It means simply that her control

of composition is not complete; that, although she may achieve an

admirable design, it may not be exactly the one she had in mind.

This, the broadest and must fundamental principle of design weav-

ing, although habitually employed, is almost certainly not realized by

the weavers themselves. It is brought under control only after long



practise. Weavers -who are clever at changing their designs after they

have been started may be successful without this control; they will

never become the adepts who lay out the large sandpaintings, which

must be exactly like the copy.

In weaving tapestry patterns it is of prime importance to keep in

mind the manipulation of strands in the proper direction. If the weav-

ing is from right to left, all threads must hang free at the extreme left

of the pattern each is forming when the row is complete; if it is from

left to right, they must hang free at the right. All the strands of the

row must have the same relative position, there is something wrong

if the number is anything less than the whole in either direction.

Let us suppose that all the strands are hanging loose at the right

of each design-element. On the next row the weaver begins with the

loose strand nearest the left, carries it through the left edge, again

takes up the one nearest the left which has not been carried through

the warp, and so on until the right side of the rug is reached. In

weaving the stripe or self-color she was taking a single color from

right to left. We may think of this single color as being broken up

into many strands with the same manipulation, strand carried from

right to left, but the row begun with the one farthest left. In the

reverse direction the same principle holds; the thread is moving from

left to right, theworker begins with the strand nearest the tight. This

is important in order to secure the proper Navajo join, which is really

only a substitute for a lock. It may be true that a difference in the

direction of manipulation would allow for a better lock, but we are

Iftii-nmg Navajo weaving, and if the Navajo do not use it, it is not

necessarily “better”, at least for them.

When I learned to weave, I drew a pretentious design for my second

rug (Fig. lo). It was saved from complete disaster by the fact that my

teacherswanted the result to be as neatperfect as possible. Becausemy

rl<=>sign was faulty, and because Marie made a mistake at the very



begmning, I learned

all the design-ele-

ments when making

the first one. Fig. ii,

a, b, suggest arrange-

ments inwhich allthe

technicalities of de-

sign used by the

Navajo are present.

Furthermore, they

appear in the order

described below. The

amateur in trying out

any one of these pat-

terns will startherrug

with stripes of self-

color, whichwillcon-

tinue for a space suffi-

cient for herto under-

stand coordination,

tension and straightening. She will then take up successively each

design-element, and it will be the only one to occupy her mind for

the space in which she uses it. If she follows these suggestions, her

first blanket wilt embody all the necessary requirements of weaving.

The elements, from which all elaborations are made, are the hori-

zontal stripewhich theweaver has already mastered, the obtuse-angled

triangle, the vertical stripe or line which is achieved in two ways, and

the more nearly equiangular triangle. In the total of three I do not

count the horizontal stripe, because if one cannot make that, she can-

not do this sort ofweaving at all. Whetherwe have a stripe or a back-

ground is a quantitative matter only; it depends on where we begin

or leave off.

Fig. lo. Design proposed for my first rug



Fig II, a, h. Designs mcluding all elements

I. Viagond line of 40^ inclination

Theie are only two types of diagonal lines used by the Navajo in

their weaving, the less steep ofwhich makes an angle ofapproximately

40® with the horizontal Let us say, for example, that a red line is to

lean toward the right, and one to the left, on a black background,

w



Fig, 12. Line of 40° inclination

forming a triangle as

in Fig. 12. At the left

the black weft will be

carried one warp far-

ther tothe rightin each

row. At both sides of

the triangle the redwill

lose warp on each row,

and the black at the

right will take up one

warp toward the left

as it advances row by

row.

The effect of this

lock, the one most

common in tapestryweaving, I believe, is a smooth line sharply differ-

entiated from the contrasting color. Another effect is that of a tiny

hole, its size depending on the thickness ofthe weft yarn. The reason

for the hole is the fact that the two opposing loops, one of each color,

turn back to theit respective fields in the space between the same

two warps.

This is the lock which is used when the weaver cannot cover the

entire width of her rug in one throw of the shed. If a wide blanket is

held up to the light,one can see diagonal lines made of tinyholeswhich

show the way in which the weaver apportioned the space she could

reach easily. This shadow line is not a fault. The Norwegians exploit

it by using, even exaggerating, it at the line of design and thereby

achieve beautiful effects. Strangely, the Navajo have never done so.

They always avoid ending a portion of weaving less wide than the

whole at a diagonal design line. This is merely habit; it is impossible

to tell why they should have developed such a custom rather than one

whichwould allow the artistic use of a technical necessity. If, on such
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rugs as have designs formed of diagonal lines, they wove only as far

as the design, and later filled in the rest ofthe background, the effects

of the mis-matching of self-color which I have previously deplored

( p. 32) would not be nearly so marked. The fact remains that they

never use the suggested method.

2. Vertical Stripe

There are two ways of making the vertical stripe, each depending

upon the type of lock one chooses. The width of the stripe must

first be determined. It cannot be less than three warps wide.

(a) One way in which the stripe may be made is by interweaving

the two contrasting colors on the same warps (Fig. 13). The weft

from each side of the stripe will loop about the same warps as those

forming the stripe, so that there will be an alternation of colors always

over the two binding warp strands. The effect is fringed.

It is more difficult to get a stripe straight this way than by method

(b), especially if it is only three warps wide, because the same weft

wound about the same warps with no variation exerts an additional

pull upon the warps which must constandy be overcome. As a con-

sequence, the few warps involved show a tendency to separate them-

selves from the others by a wider span than is desirable. A skilful

worker has no more trouble in keeping these warps properly spaced

than she has with other

technical difficulties.

There are two advan-

tages which perhaps

outweighthe extra care

necessary to keep die

stripe straight: first. Fig. 13. Vertical line, a and h
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the fringed effect may give a softer, and therefore more artistic effect;

second, the weaving feels much smoother where one color joins the

other than it does if method (b) is used.

(b) When this method is used, the weft colors are actually inter-

locked. It involves change of direction in working. Ordinarily the

weft colors are all carried in the same direction, that is, toward the

side opposite that where the last weft strand placed hangs in the edge

twist. That weft color is first carried toward the side in which the

weaving is progressing. For example, if the weaving has been carried

to the left, the leftmost strand has been carried through the edge twist

at the left. After the shed has been thrown the weavmg progresses

to the right, beginning with the weft color that is nearest the right.

Suppose now that there is to be a border, that is, a vertical stripe at

the right made by method (b). Before carrying the first strand to the

right (and through the edge twist), bring the second design strand

over and let it fall over the loose end of the fiirst as in Fig. 1 3 ,
A Then

take up the first strand to the right and carry it through as usual. The

result will be a crossing or interlocking of the weft strands in the space

between the warps.

If the whole design consists of vertical lines, or vertical lines made

by method (b) combined with horizontal ones, the direction of the

weaving will be consistent. In the example just cited, it will be regu-

larly from right to left on one row, beginning with the strand nearest

the left For the next row, left to right, the weaver will begin with

the strand nearest the left, and so alternate the direction of the weav-

ing and the strand which she uses first.

If the design of the blanket involves other mefhods of interlocking

together with this one, which is more than likely, she will have to

pay attention so as to carry the weft strands across in such an order

as to secure this lock in every other row.

Many women combine methods (a) and (b) in their weaving; the

latter is used most often for borders. I have several rugs on which



vertical stripes have the (a) lock on one side and the(b) on the other.

There is a slight difference in effect, the (b) lock makes a smooth,

rather than a distinctly fringed, finish. The difference between the

two canbe detected quite readily by theway the stripe feels ; method (b)

causes a pronounced ridge not felt at stripesmade bymethod (a). Some
women do not like this ridge. However, the differences are so trifling

as to make the choice one of taste or preference, rather than one of

wear or artistry except of the most subtle kind.

Diagonal line of inclination

Whereas die line of 40° inclination is made by advancing the color

onewarp each row in the direction of inclination, the steeper diagonal

line of 52.5® inclination is made by looping the color twice over the

same warp each time (Fig. 14). If the method described as No. i

were used to accomplish this, the hole would always be twice the

width of the weft yam in diameter, a size much too large for Navajo

taste. Besides it would constitute a point of weakness in every case,

so that the rug would be flimsy and loose instead of strong and com-

pact.

The method is theoretically the same as that used to make the ver-

tical line by method i (a), and tibe fringed effect is the same. The
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fact that the work is on a ciiagonal brings in some complications not

noticed in making the straight line. The cue may be taken from the

sketch. The weaver may test the accuracy of her work by seeing to

it that each color is looped over each warp twice, and only twice, be-

fore it advances or recedes. This requires some visual anticipation

for she must think of thewarp in terms of the one overwhich the suc-

ceeding row is looped. If she is careful about this, the following

caution is not for her.

I had more trouble learning to weave this element than with any

other. The reason is that I watched the position which the warps at

the sides of the triangle assumed. I expected them to be the same

every two or at most every four sheds (one or two rows). The exact

relationship between warps and weft is not repeated until eight sheds

have been thrown, that is,until four rows have been made. The follow-

ing letters show the position of the end waiq)S no matter how wide the

triangle may be. The letter u means thewarp is under the weft, o that

it is over\

warp at left

u ... .

o ...

u ...

u ...

o ...

u ...

o ...

o ...

warp at right

u
o

u

o

• • o

u
o

u

The Fu^t^ Blanket

The “fuzzy” blanket, soft and wooly like an animal’s pelt, is one

of the simplest to make (PI. VIII, a). Its effect depends more on
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materials differentlyprepared thanon manipulationofdesign-elements,

for it has no real design. The yarn for this blanket should be coarse

and softly spun. Besides the weft yam there should be at hand a

large number of tufts of the long, wavy hair of the Angora goat.

These should be car^iilly selected for softness, color (as white as

possible), and regularity.

After the materials are ready, tiiere is little new to learn about the

weaving and nothing at all difficult. In the usual way a space about

2-3 inches long is woven of self-color. This will be a little less than

the size of the tuftof goat-hair which will hang down over the found-

ation weaving. In the next row, after sending the wrft across, insert

one end ofa tuft for a few inches and allow the rest of it to hang down

just as the weft strands for design usually hang. The difference is

that they will remain loose like this; they will not be taken up and

interwoven. The insertion of the bunches is repeated at intervals as

close as possible. The woolinfes and softness of the blanket depend

on their number and the evenness with which they are placed. After

a row has been laid—along the same shed as the last weft—^the shed

is thrown and another portion of plain weaving is laid in as before.

The tufted rows are repeated at regular intervals for the entire length

of the blanket.

The positionof thewooly bunches can be seen easily as the blanket

grows, and there is no particular difficulty in this weaving. Probably

the rncin reasou why it is not very commonly seen in trade is lack of

materials. It is not easy to secure as many ofthe regular-sized bunches

of goat-hair as are necessary for even a small-sized rug. I have seen

rugs of this sort partly made of yellowish or yellow tufts but they are

not nearly as attractive as the white ones. Otherwise, there is little

cause for their scarcity. Buyers like them; they are easy to make be-

cause the yam is coarse and therefore quickly spun; the weaving, for

the same reason, is quickly done.



'Blanket with ScaUopedE,dge

The blanket with the scalloped edge is not made nowadays, or, if

it is, it is extremely rare. There is only one change in the manipulation

necessary to secure the unique effect of this blanket. The sheds are

formed and alternated in the sameway as for the horizontal stripe, but

instead of inserting theweft horizontally theweaver lays it diagonally.

She begins by making a small triangle at the right, advancing the weft

Fig. 15. Detail of manipulation for

scalloped edge

Fig. 16, h. Detail of order of

weaving scalloped edge blanket

sttands two wai:ps to the left each row (Fig. 15)* This is the reverse

of the usual trianglewhich begins with the largest number ofwarps

needed. In this triangle which forms the basis of the diagonal

stripe the longest side is made last.

After the first triangle is finished, the weaver continues weaving

diagonal stripes aU the way across the blanket, advancing them every

other warp. As usual, her most important consideration is to get the

stripes straight. She may have to do considerable filling-in or evening

up in order to makethem accurate. But ifthe initial triangle is straight,

there will be little trouble with the other stripes. When the weaving

has crossed the blanket once, there will be a band of diagonal stripes

ofsuch colors as theweaver selects and ofthewidth she chooses. They

need not ail be the same. At this stage she has finished half the design



unit, for it is really a chevron pattern made in two bands, each com-

posed of diagonal stripes.

The last “stripe” of the first half of the design has really the trian-

gular shape, Fig. 16,^2. The w^ver next makes a triangle at the left

by carrying the weft diagonally until she has doubled this triangle so

that it appears Fig, 16, b. The line in the drawing through the center

is merely a shadow line formed by theweft strands ofone row meeting

those of the other. After this triangle has been woven, the second

half of the design will be at exactly the same stage at the left as the

first halfwas at the rightwhen the first triangle was made. Thework-

er now weaves a broad band consisting of diagonal stripes from left

to right. Each stripe should be the width ofthe same color in the first

row and should meet it exactly, thus completing the chevron of that

color.

The fact that much weft is packed into the end triangles, more than

the warp can comfortably hold, is what causes the edge to appear

scalloped when the mg is taken down. This kind of edge is not ob-

jectionable—it may even be decorative—^if the various elements of the

design are accurately spaced, and if the “overstuffing” may bulge at

the edge. There are, perhaps, more of these blankets which are badly

made, than there are of good ones.

The opinion my teachers had of my sample of this kind of blanket

was one of scorn. “Somebody did it who didn’t know what she was

doing,” remarked Marie. It happens that this piece which is old and

much the worse for wear is not good by any standards except those

which make age a fetish. The design is bad, there being practically

no matchingofthe many colors employed, and no balance. When the

women made funof it, considering it as “one huge mistake”, I insisted

that if the whole thing were a mistake, the scallops would not be as

uniform in size as theyare along the sides,andwhat is more,the scallops

ofone sidewould not alternate regularlywith those of the other. After

considerable discussion and thought Maria Antonia said she knew
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ho'w to do it and would start to make a blanket of the sort. I also

thought I knew how to do it.

As is customarywith us we started “tomorrow”(the Navajo“tomor-

row” does sometimes come). Maria Antonia started to weave. But,

to my disappointment, she merely imitated the pattern of the bor-

rowed blanket in the usual technique, making the zigzags accurately

enough by setting in a colorand at the nest rowmoving itone thread to

the left. By this means diagonal stripes were achieved, but they were

upofweft laid horizontally and therewereno scallops at the edge.

I protested that the appearancewas all right, but not at all likewhat

I was trying to work out. I had decided that the weft was woven in

diagonally, so that by the time a row was finished therewas too much

weft for the warp to accommodate, making a “stuffed” effect. I asked

MariaAntonia for the comb. Ofcourse all thewomenwere in curiosity

assembled. I wove the way I thought it was, but my diagonal stripe

became rounded at the middle. The loom had been strung up tem-

porarily for this try-out in Atlnaba’s house and the upper rope was

too close to the upper beam to allow for proper tightening. My error

was the result ofloosewarp. However, the idea seemed to be all right.

Ninaba had beenweaving a small rug on a loomwhich was fastened

to the same large loomframewe were using. Atlnaba caught my idea

at once and started to carry it out on Ninaba’s loom, setting it in on

top ofwhat the little girl had already done. During the entire proce-

dme she protested quietly but doggedly, and was as persistently

ignored by her mother. I was sorry for her, but we were in a hurry

and Atlnaba about half acceded to Ninaba’s demand, “You have to

take it out again.”

In order to see ifour diagnosiswere correct itwas necessary toweave

a row across in the diagonal fashionwewere affecting, and then at least

one back with the diagonal in theopposite direction. ThisAtlnaba did

quickly, as is her wont, and when it was finished, although it looked

“overstuffed”we took it down to be sure it bulged at the ends. It did.



XII Saddleblanket Patterns

Although designs made by variation of the weft ate the most nu-
merous among trade pieces and even in carefully selected collections,

they are not, inmy opinion, the most interesting ofthe Navajo weaves.
The difficulties involved in making some of the more unusual ones

are due to the necessity of concentration rather than to any inherent

complexity. Until recently the Navajo have not exploited the so-

called saddleblanket weaves, and even now Iknow ofonly one region

where they do. The Navajo make them primarily for their own use,

usually as saddleblankets. Some, though effective, are simple indeed,

others are more complicated.

The difference in pattern between these rugs and the others I have

described is a difference in the setup of the warp. For some of them
only two healds (a looped one and a heald rod) are used, for only two

sheds are needed even as inweftweaving. In others four are necessary

(three looped, and one rod). I will describe the varieties under letters

and names in such cases for which the Navajo have names.

A. “J/ is woven''

The blanket called “it iswoven” is as simple to make, and as simple

in effect, as its name (Fig. 17).^ Withwarpstrunginthefashionusual

forw^ weave, the difference is that two colors alternate in the rows

making a simple design of ver-

tical stripes. ‘If, for example,

one uses black and red as the

^ In the figures which show the counts

the white blocks indicate that the weft
is under and, therefore, does not show.
They do not represent a color. Fig. 17. A. *Tt is woven'
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weft strands, black is carried across when the heald rod throws the

shed, red when the loop heald makes it. This is often referred to

as a “beaded” pattern by Whites. The Navajo use it extensively for

parts of design in many rugs.

A combination of vertical and horizontal stripes, that is, a simple

plaid, may be formed by alternating two colors for a given space and

then using some other color. A number of variations may be made

upon the theme, but if the vertical stripes are to be unbroken only

two weft colors are used.

B. “Speckled’^

The only difference between the “speckled” blanket, B (Fig. i8),

and “it is woven”. A, is that twowarps are strung on each heald. That

is, the heald rod holds in place two

A alternate warps instead of one. The

other heald has two warps caught into

‘ each of its loops, those two which are

* not held forward by the other rod.

A Theweaving is an alternation oftwo
' weft colors, each thrown, as before,

all the way across.

The effect secured by this type of

weaving is coarser than that of A. It is really no more “speckled”,

the “speckles” are merely larger.

C Weave with no Name

The blanket I have lettered C has no Navajo name (Fig. 19). It

is somewhat like A and B but three healds are used instead of two
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Fig. 19. C

and the weaving is done with two
colors alternating. This is really a

combination of “it is woven” (A)

and “speckled” (B).

Fromnow,onthenumberofwatps
strung onthehealds and the number
of wdBt colors will not necessarily

correspond so I shall write at the

right of the diagrams the number of
healds, beginning always from the

bottomformycount. For this pattern

heald i has alternate pairs of warp
strands in each loop. Heald 2 has the pair in each loop not taken up
by heald i . Heald rod 3 is laid in with alternate warps over it exactly

as it would be for ordinary weft weaving.

With two weft colors this style

appears as Fig. 19. If three wdFt

colors ate used it appears as in

Fig, 20.

All of the saddleblanket weaves

depend for their effect upon the

relation between the number of

^
sheds and the number of weft

colors used. More often than not,

the number of weft colors is smaller than the number of healds.

D. "Braided” (Twilled)

The weave called “braided” is the first of the diagonal patterns I

shall describe. Four healds are needed for this weave. The diagram.
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PI. VII, b, shows how the healds ate to be strung better than a verbal

description.

After the stringing is properly done and the sheds are made, there

is a necessary coordination between the order in which the sheds are

thrown and the order in which the weft colors are laid. The perfec-

tion, and therefore the success and beauty of the blanket, dependupon

the accuracy with which this correlation is made and sustained. The

order of the sheds is at first: heald i, heald a, heald 3, heald 4 (num-

bering from bottom up). The order of colors is, let us say, black, red,

gray. When she picks up the color required to throw it, the worker

makes sure the strand is inside any others that may be at the same

end. This is done to keep the edge as smooth as possible. It makes

no difference which shed is made first or which color of weft she

begins with, but after she decides, the sequence of both sheds and

weft colors must be kept up.

Since there are only three weft colors to four sheds, there is a com-

plete round of both only every twelve rows. That is, at the end of

twelve rows the same color occurs in the same shed where it began,

but not before. At this point all three colors will be hanging at the

side where the weaving began and the fourth shed wili have been

used, so that the rhythmic unit is twelve and is composed of two

smaller units, the shed unit of four elements, the weft unit of three.

1234
b r g b

1234 1234
r g b r g b r g

Usually “braided*' blankets aremadewith stripes consisting of diag-

onals running first in one direction then in opposite direction

(PI.Vn, d). The change in direction may be madewhenever desired by
reversing the order of the sheds and of the weft colors. Whereas, for

the first band consisting of diagonal stripes one weft wide, the weaver
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used the sheds in the older i, 2, 3, 4, she now has 4, 3, 2, i. The

order of weft colors was previously black, red, gray; it is now red,

black, gray. The largest unit is the same in size as before; there is a

difference in order of both small units which compose it.

heald 4521 4321 4321
we£t color grbg ibgr bgrb

This is the form of the unit after it is started. The following shows

its form at the point where the change of direction is made:

1234 3214 5214
gbrg tbgr bgrb

' *
' V. ' .

'

The diagram shows, even as does the sketch of the stitches, that the

manipulation is symmetrical above and below the line formed by weft

run in shed four at the point where the diagonals are made to reverse

their direction.

E. “Ldr^e” diamond

The directions for fnaking the “braided” blanket give the funda-

mental principles of all the diagonal weaves. The “large” as well as

the
“smair* diamond, aremade by regulating the order offour healds,

or sheds, and threeweft colors, liieNavajo distinguish two diamonds,

as the title of this section suggests, but they are made the same way.

The differaice between them and “braided” is in the way the warps

ate strung. The diagram (Fig. 21) shows the count for “large” dia-

mond; “small” diamond of any size is made simply by taMng smaller

units.

If the order of the healds is reversed after one entire unit is com-

plete, the effect is as in Fig. 21. If the order of healds is retained, it
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is as in Fig. 22. The first is a diamond pattern, as the name of the

blanket suggests; the second is an allover succession of zigzags with

diamond never completed. It differsfrom “braided” (PI. VII, a) in that

the zigzags run horizontally instead of vertically.

There seems to be no exact point atwhich a diamond becomes large,

but one with eleven units would doubtless come in that category; Ae
units must have an odd number ofwarps, three is the least which can

be used.

When I was teaching my sisters how to string the warp for the

diamond weaves, I discovered a simpleway to do this -without the need

of “having my paper tell me”. It is possible, too, by this method to

place the point of a diamond at the exact center of the blanket. I do

not believe, however, that many Navajo women, if any, make their

sheds from this point of view. I make the warp at the center of the

blanket the center of the diamond. If the diamonds are to be small,

I should allow 3, 5, 7, or 9 warps for their width, if large, 13 or more.

Since the same principle holds for all I wiU choose 9 as a unit.

After finding the center warp of the center diamond I take it up on

my batten in regulating the warps for heald rod 4. I then take up

every other pair ofwarps on each side of it until I come to a multiple

of 9. This time the odd strand will be under and I proceed with two

over and two under until the next multiple of 9 is over the batten.

When the warps are in this orderly fashion over and under the batten

for the whole width of the blanket, I press the batten down to the

bottom of the warp as do the Navajo. I can tiien readily detect any

mistake I may have made. If I have made none, or when I have cor-

rected all, I turn the batten horizontally and insert a reed, push

it up, withdraw the batten. Since shed 4 is made by the heald rod,

which has no loops, it must always be at the top. Otherwise it

will bind the warps so that those in the heald loops cannot move

forward.

In counting offthe warps fi3r shed 5 I find the oddwarps of shed 4.
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Each be the center one of three warps which wll alt^ ays be under

in this shed. On each side of this center of three warps left under, I

again alternate pairs of tr^'O until I reach the next multiple of 9. This

odd strand \^dll be under on heald rod 4 if the first one was over, or

vice versa, but on heald 3 ^1 three strands are under. I repeat the

test for accuracy by running the batten to the bottom of the warp.

When the count is correct I substitute a reed for the batten and make

ready to count off the warps for heald 2.

I do not loop the healds until the counts are ready for all. After

the learner has tried this, she will readily understand that waiting

to all the loops for the harness at once may save much

labor for, if I have inadvertently overlooked an error, I shall have to

repeat only the count on the batten instead of that plus the heald

looping.
.

The healds (or sheds) are paired so that heald 2 is the opposite or 4.

That is, ifwarp 9 is up on 4, it is down on 2. Healds 3 and i likewise

form a pair which regulate three warps at the center. If heald 3 has

three over, heald i will have the same three under. Since this is

true, all I need do in making shed 2 is to see that such warps as

were over on heald 4 2.re under on this, and that those which were

under are over.

I follow the same procedure for heald i, making the shed it controls

the opposite of shed 3.

I will now have four rods or reeds each with the proper strands over

and under according to count. I leave the top one, heald rod 4, as it is.

I insert the batten in the shed made by rod 3, withdraw the rod and

hold it along the outside ofthewarp and loop as for the simplestweav-

ing but catdi I, 2 or 3 warps into eadi loop according as they stand

forward alone or in groups on the horizontal batten. I repeat this

operation for all three sheds and the result is a four-harness loom,

ready after tightening for the weaving.
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'’"Woven opposite"'' (Double-faced Cloth)

It is surprising to hear how frequently laymen and even traders

who handle large quantities of blankets, refer to the “braided” and

“diamond” weaves as “double-faced” blankets. They do so because

the order of the colors is reversed on the two sides. The blankets are,

however, no more double-faced than our ordinary carpets or other

woven fabrics. If "weft of two or more colors is carried all the way

through the sheds, even though there be only two sheds and two

colors ofweft the colors must take up alternate positions on the two

sides. Consequently what is ted on the face must be black on the

reverse.

Atrulytwo-facedor double-facedclothhas entirely different patterns

on the two sides, like a steamer rug or like certain double-faced coat

cloths. The Navajo can make a fabric corresponding to these although

they do not often do so. The few double-faced rugs in existence are

generally considered somewhat remarkable, and they vary from simple

designs on the facewith a plain different-colored reverse to combina-

tions of the ordinary weave with one of the more elaborately strung

saddleblanket weaves.

I shall describe one of intermediate complexity, one with ordinary

weaving on the side toward the weaver, and a speckled pattern at the

back.

For these effects a four-harness arrangement is necessary. It is set

up exactly as for '^diamond” but naturally with different counts for

each heald. Just as the sheds (healds) are paired for the diamond ,

so they are for the *'double-faced”. They may be paired either as i

with 2, 3 with 4, or as i with 5, 2 with 4. I prefer the first type just

because it seems to me a little easier to remember a common order

than an alternating one in throwing the healds. In this case there are

two pairs, each standing for something different. There is a pairing

ofsheds I and 3, oneofwhidi is the reverse of the other, that is, those
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\ratps which are over on heald i are under on heald 3 . The same holds

for healds 2 and 4. But one pair not the same as that just described

regulates the face design, the other the reverse. So that in the example

I am giving healds i and 2 will, ifused with the proper weft manipu-

lation, form the design on the face of the cloth. When alternating

colors are ran through the entire width of the sheds made by healds 5

and 4, the “speckled” pattern results at the back. The sheds are of

course thrown in the order 1,2, 3, 4, so that two face rows and two

reverse rows alternate.

Most weavers say they do not know how to make the “double-

faced” blanket, but if you show a woman one with heald i paired

with 2, and 3 with 4 she will say, “I always use pairs i and 3, and 2

and 4.” If, on the other hand, you show a weaver perhaps not the

same one) the second arrangement she will be sure to tell you that she

uses the one I describe here. What they really mean, I suppose, is

that either may be used, and that there is little difference ifanybetween

the two, and they really do know all about it!

What is important for the weaver to know is that if healds i with 2,

and 3 with 4, regulate the design, heald i will alternate with 3, and 2

with 4 in the stringing. By the same token, if healds i with 3 and 2

with 4 form the designs at front and back respectively, heald i will

pair with 2, and 3 with 4 in the stringing.

Fig. 23 shows how the harness is arranged for the combination of

ordinary weaving and speckled. The healds are thrown in the order i,

2, 3, 4 continually until the blanket is finished. WTien healds i and 2

are forward the design is woven in, when heald 3 is forward the reed

shuttle is thrown all the way across with one color, and when 4 is for-

ward, the shuttle with the

second color.

Usually double-faced rugs

Fig, 23. F, Double-faced: otdinafy weave on
face, “speckled^^ on revefse

are madewith ordinaryweave

onone side and a simple stripe
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of some sort, ordinary weave or weaves A, B,or C at the back. I have

seen several, however, which have ordinary weaving of different

patterns, other than stripes, onboth sides. This sort ofblanket is more

difficult to weave than the one involving merely stripes at the back.

The reason is that one design must be woven blindly, so to speak;

it cannot be seen by the weaver although she has a guide.

I haveworked out a count for “braided” on the face and “ordinary”

weave at the back. It involves sis healds. Theoretically eight might

beused ina combinationof“diamond” and “braided”orlarge diamond

and small. Practically I have not foiind it working well because so

many crude harnesses are awkward and hard to throw.

[The “doublecloth” to which Amsden refers (p. 62) is a variant of

this technique which I shall discuss in Chapter XIV. It is Navajo

and is called by the name “it-is-woven-opposite”.]

The manipulation for the saddleblanket patterns is not difficult. It

is, however, trying as compared with the regulation of the loom and

implements for ordinary weaving. Making the harness may be a

tedious task, for thewarps must be countedoffcarefully. Mrs. Kinni’s-

Son showed mehow to count them offand string the healdloops. She

strung the warp in the usual way over the warpframe but did not

separate the sheds with the two rods as we always do for ordinary

weaving. After she had attached the moveable loom to theloomframe,

she put the rod through thewarp with alternatingwarps upon it, then

pushed it to the top. She did this to avoid the confusion caused by the

paired loops of the warp at the end.

When I set up one of the “diamond” counts from my notes, I did

not do this for I counted my strands at the center where they stand

apart in order, but Mrs. Kinni’s-Son was sure it was going to be

wrong. I do not think she even knew why it was not.

The first blanket she strung for me was “braided”. She had no

trouble with the first two rods she put in (heald tod 4 and heald 3),

but for the third (heald 2) she became confused. She seemed to be
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proceeding by a method of trial and error. She caught up the strands,

then pulled out her batten and tried again. After repeated unsuccess-

ful she pulled out the top rods and started all over again. Finally

she gave up altogether and had her daughter at it. It had taken her

one and one-half hours. Her daughter had the counts ready and the

loops made in tv^enty minutes. It took me the same length of time

to make the harness for “small diamond”,tvorking, ofcourse, frommy
sketch.

Later Airs. Kinni’s-Son strung up a large diamond for me. I had

supposed her difficulties 'with “braided” were fortuitous or temper-

amental, but the same thing happened again. I suppose if her daugh-

ter had not been present, she would have persevered until she suc-

ceeded. She had set up dozens of these blankets, but she had never

generalized the setups so that she could proceed unerringly.

A long time after, I was showing Alarie how to make these weaves.

We had our loom outside and I tried and tried to make the counts

for “braided”. I knew how to do it without notes but I constantly

made mistakes. I could do no better than give up for the time. Before

I attacked the task again, I hung a plain-colored dark blanket behind

the loom. After that I had no difficulty. Airs. Kinni’s-Son had her

loom against a dark background. I think her repeated failures at dif-

ferent times show that she sensed the counts but had not actually

reduced them to rule in her mind. Her daughter had done so.

Airs. Nanaba Bryan who taught weaving at Fort Wingate said to

me when we were discussing the “double-faced”, “You better write

it down or you’ll forget it. This is the way I remember the different

kinds.” So saying, she unrolled a long narrow moveable loom on
which were neat samples with complete harness of ail the exceptional

warp combinations.

We made a modification of this for Alarie. Every time we finished

a few inches of one pattern we carried in a string before pulling out

the healds. We pushed these to the top of the loom and started in
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P£A TE IX

[c]
Blanket with scalloped edges (courtesy

Metropolitan Museum)

Blanket resulting

from my first design

[b]
Tapestry ofSmis House sandpainting

Beginnings of scalloped blanket (courtesy

Metropolitan Museum)





with another style. When Marie’s “weaving notebook” was finished,

she had a short space of weaving at one end of the loom and at the

opposite end the strings which regulate the counts; those for each

type were in reverse order to the weaving. This was Atlnaba’s idea.

Although Marie never, in thewhole time Iworkedwith her, made a

generalization herself, she understood and was grateful for all that I

made in showing her.
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XIII Designing Ordinary Weaves

Ifwe knew the exact process whereby a Navajo weaver comes by

her designs, we should have the definition of inspiration. Almost any

drawing has the potentiality ofstimulating herwith the idea for a rug,

but the details of the suggestive material will rarely, except in certain

tragi-comic cases, appear exactly as they occur in the original. They

will be revamped and reassembled so that, unless the weaver tells us,

weshouldseldomanticipatetheoriginofhercomposition. Nordoesshe

always need an external stimulus. While she was working on her last

rug, suggested perhaps bythewrapper of a “crackerjack” box, another

pattern, perhapswithno discernible relationship, mayhavecometo her.

Until qmte recently the Navajo women wove aU compositions “out

of their heads”. Most of them still do so. That is, they visualize a

design and carry it out. Some likeAtlnaba, sure ofplan and confident

of skill, execute the initial conception unfalteringly. More, perhaps,

like Marie, modify the intention as the actuality of weaving shows

it to be faulty, out ofproportion, or in some otherway unsatisfactory.

The most such a weaver allows herself are guides for symmetry and

straightness. She ties a short piece ofyarn to the centralwarp. When
the rug is only started, with a piece ofcord she measures off the center

ofthe length and marks it clearlywith a pencil. After she has counted

off the number of warps to be used for a diamond, a rectangle, or a

triangle and inserted her weft at the bottom, she may count off the

corresponding warps at the top and tie a piece of yarn around them

loosely enough to allow them to cross when the heald is pulled for-

ward. The initial design will pass out of sight when she sews the rug

down at one-quarter or one-half its length. She can look at it as it

lies folded behind the web-beam but it will always be out ofperspec-

tive, and even ifshe does not sew it down, the key to the exact strands

held by the tie of yam is convenient and makes for exactness.
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Nowadays even some middle-aged women are “schoolgirls”, that

is, they have been to school. They may sketch the general outlines of

their compositions on paper but they do not include all details. Those

weavers who achieve the good sandpamting tapestries copy faithfully

a drawing made by one of their menfolk, hlen know the paintings,

only a few women do and they are not likely to weave them.

When I was learning to weave designs it was necessary to make a

drawing, for I wanted to weave my own design and my teachers

wanted me to. The onlywaywhereby they could knowwhat Iwanted

was by a drawing. My first attempt (Fig. lo), made before I had

analyzed the elements of design used by the Navajo, was artistically

and technically a failure.

The proportions were bad because a blanket as small as I wanted

to make could not accommodate all the detail I tried to get into it.

At that I thought the pattern very simple. There were two faults of

detail which made it impossible to carry out the design for technical

reasons. The sides ofthe small innermost triangles have an inclination

of 40®, the outer ones have 52.5°. If the rug were large, there might

perhaps be space enough to carry them out but they would not look

well. In thisonewhosewidthwas less than fivehandswide itwouldhave

been impossible to do so. Furthermore, I should never have designed

an incomplete triangle, at least not a hollow one. The result ofthis

whim is evident in PL XI, a which shows the best result Marie could

achieve. I Hked the effect of black, white and green stripes on a sand-

paintingtapestry thatAtlnaba finished and decided to use these colors.

The hollow green triangle nearest the center, the white one suc-

ceeding it, the blade and the next white each have “crowns” or cross-

pieces. Marie, for some reason, almost certainly because of miscal-

culation and doubt, stopped off the largest green hollow triangle

without this sort ofextension. The effect is incongruous. Even if she

had made it like the others, all would have been, as they are now,

unsuitable and un-Navajo.
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Marie did not have enough vrarp of the kind she started with for

this blanket, and had to finish with some that was finer. Instead of

allowing for this difference she counted the warps as if they were all

of one size, therefore, the design is not centered.

I know ofno reason, lest it be my mistake in drawing the concentric

triangles of different sorts, why she started the triangle at an inclina-

tion of 40°. Even I, who knew naught of laying out a pattern, could

see that this would come to its apex long before it reached the center

of the rug. The wea^dng had not progressed far, when Red Point

called her attention to the fact. That gave us no pause, we continued

as we had begun.

The result was thoroughly unsatisfactory. The weaving was

nowhere nearly like the intention, and because the triangle was corn-

pleted too soonwe had too large a space ofwhite at the center. Devoid

of inspiration we kept on weaving. I felt that the white space was

unbalanced and monotonous, but continued to weave it for some

meanwhile considering the possibility of inserting the tri-

angles. Marie agreed with me and we finally put them in, but they

have no function in the design.

Our errors taught me two unexpected lessons. My drawing had

not provided at any point for a vertical stripe and ifwe had chosen to

be consistent and succeeded, we should have had only one kind of

triangle, the one whose base angles are 5 ^" 5
°* turned out, this

blanket, though fat from satisfactory, involves all the elements used in

Navajo weaving.

After considering all phases of the matter, I decided to change my
design so that it would be more suitable. When I set up the fiurst

blanket ofmy second summer, the drawingwas that ofFig. 24, all to

be done in white, black and red. As Marie was away that summer

Atlnaba showed me how to proceed. She quitewisely strung the rug a

little longer than the former one had been so that the hourglass design

could be better accommodated. I had no difficulty with this one.



As I ptogressed rapid-

lywith this, it seemed to

me that the combination

ofwhite, black, and red,

was too clear, too hard.

I resolved, therefore, to

soften it with a few gray

stripes at the sides. This

afterthought was not so

long delayed or of such

akindas tobe ineffective.

Atlnabawas much pleas -

ed with it. I hadlearned

many things from the

green blanket. One of

themwas thatthe pattern

would have greater dig-

nity if the stripes at the

sides were wider, espe-

cially at the middle. The

changeswere all put into

effect; the rug turned

out as we planned it.

As I wove, Atinaba made two suggestions, not by way of criticism,

but merely saying, “It would be nice this way, too.” One was that

there be a center triangle of solid gray as in Fig. 26, the other, which

greatly appeals to me, that the inner red triangle should have a gray

terraced lining inside it as in Fig. a5.

My family had many visitors; allofthemwere brought to my hogan

to see me at .work. Maria Antonia’s “younger sister” suggested it

would be nice to outline all the triangles with a contrasting color just

onewarp wide. This would mean, perhaps, that the outer red triangle
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Fig, 25, -Atinaba^s suggested modification of Fig. 24 Fig. 26. Another suggestion of Atinaba

wotild have a gray outline on one side, black on the other, the black

might have red and gray, the inner red, black or gray, or both. In

making this recommendation she was expressing Navajo favoritism.

Many details are outlined, although outlining requires much extra

labor; some have as many as three narrow contrasting lines. This

phase of style lends an air of great finish.

Outlining is not confined to thewoman’s art. It is the outstanding

feature ofthe sandpaintings, although at first sight it would seem un-

necessary and difficult to achieve. The sandpaintings are in no case



easy to make, but no detail, no matter how small, is left out for the

sake of expediency. One of the most common designs used in sand-

paintings is the rainbow or sunray. It consists of a stripe of red and

one of blue, each delicatelyoutlined in white. PI. IX, h shows the suc-

cession of lines around the central design called the Sun’s-House.

Within the lower stripewhich is yellow are four Snake “houses”, each

outlined with a rainbow garland. Each ofthe four cloud figures at the

sides of the Sun’s-House has four sun rafts on its surface, they are

made in the same way, and each cloud has the same finish. Not only

is it necessary to make feathers, in themselves small, with accurate

barbs, but each one has a contrasting tip and at its very end, a mere

dot of the second color, really a “contrast to the contrast”. We cannot

be sure that theweaving style grewout ofthat ofthe sandpainting be-

cause we do not know the age of either, but it seems likely. It is

possible, of course, that both grew up together; the style is more

pronounced in the religious mosaics.

So common is the use ofoutlining inweaving that a type of blanket

on which it is prevalent is called the “outline” blanket. It is made at

the present time east of the Qmskai-Lukachukai mountains, but is by

no means confined to that region, nor is this means of finishing a

design restricted to a single category of rugs.

Although I myself started making a blanket entirely of strips, I

do not think it necessary to make a whole mg of this motive since the

weaver will alwayshave practise on self-color (or stripes). I have, there-

fore, designed Fig. ii azudh, which embody all the elements a weav-

er has to learn in such a way that she need thinkofonly one at a time.

The stripes furnish the initial lesson. After she has made them she

wiU take up the line of4o<* inclination, in this case one leaning to right

and left on each sideofthemg so that triangles result. Before pointing

off the triangles she starts a vertical stripe using method (a) (p. 91).

The few inches up which it is carried will sufi5.ce to show her the

problems and she will begin on lines of 5 2.5® inclination which will
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form triangles placed in the opposite direction. At the center the

pattern is broken by several horizontal stripes (number and color to

suit taste of weaver) but I have allowed for a short vertical stripe on

each edge to be executed by method (b) (p. 91) more commonly used

for borders.

[Modifications of various kinds are possible and will suggest them-

selves to any craftsman. The arrangements here submitted are simple

and complete. Theyallow the learner to concentrateon a single phase

of her work. Ultimately, she will have a blanket whose design is not

bad, while it is at the same time strictly Navajo.

Infinite variety is secured by the Navajo by weaving representative

or realistic designs (see Chap. XVII). A bird, animal, or man is

formed by the worker by the use of the joins I have described under

line of40® inclination, vertical stripe (a), or line of 52.5® inclination.

In laying in a bird, for example, the difference lies only in the number

ofrows forwhich each technical motive is used. In forming a rounded

head, let us say, the rows will be made by the same means as vertical

stripe (a), but Ae weft wiU be arranged so as to advance or recede

one or more warps at each row. No matter how detailed orhow

elaborate a pattern may look, the method of manufacture is the same.

I suggest that the weaver master the few technical devices here

described. I have tried to save her time by combining them all in one

rug; I hope the effect of this blanket will be an encouragement to her.

After she knows them her compositions will depend entirely on her

own taste, subordinated of course to the technical limitations of her

craft.

The Scalloped Blanket

I have shown how the blanketwith scalloped edges is made (p. 96).

Many of the Navajo women hold the edge for a fault, since they are
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not now accustomed to uneven edges. Their ideal is a straight edge,

but it is merely a matter of taste and tradition.

Blankets of this type have, however, a major technical w^kness at

the straight line where the lines composing the chevron meet. Be-

cause of the way the join is made— it may be more correct to say,

“because of the place where the join is made”— a straight horizontal

line has many holes. The join at each warp is really the same as

that described for the diagonal line of 40° inclination, but in that case

the holes made by the weft loops opposing each other occur along a

diagonal. In this, the holes occur along a straight line, since the line

woven is diagonal. All of the blankets of this sort that I have seen are

old. All which have been exposed to use have tom along these lines

of weakness. This cause alone, I believe, is sufficient to account

for the lack of popularity of this kind of blanket among Navajo

women.

Another reason why it is no longer made may be the effect of the

design. If it is carried out out by regular repetition of the initial band

unit composed of diagonals, it maybe disturbing to theeye (PL DC, ().

James^ cites an example of a Navajo man who had woven a blanket

with this pattern in a twilled web. Before he had taken it from the

loom, a storm with lightning came up. When suddenly the sun broke

through a doud, according to the weaver, it brought the pattern to

life. It was as if the lightning played over his loom and he could not

be rid ofthe blanket too soon, so he took it to a traderwith the request

that he do away with it. It is not difficult to understand how the

design may be felt to move; it belongs in the class of designs, such as

spirals and trisceles, which takeon motion as one views them.

The scalloped blanket may be decoratively effective if the double

bands of diagonals which form the chevrons are s^arated by straight

lines. This treatment strengthens it and keeps the zigzags in their

place, thus avoiding the disagreeable effect of thdr motion.

^ Ii^dian Blankets and their Makers, p. 122.



I have said that my teachers regard this type of blanket as a mistake.

I think they are right in one respect, for it may well have originated

in an error made by an unskilled weaver. PL IX, d and c illus-

trate the possible development although I am not sure d was made

before f.

PL IX, d consists primarily of the ordinary weft weave, but at the

centers of the large diamonds of the central part of the blanket the

“over-stuffing” is used and at this part of the design there is a large

scallop on each side of the blanket. At each end where the diamonds

are filled in with stripes the edges are constricted. From this example

it may easily be seen how the diagonalweavingwhich leads to stuffing

may be further carried out consistently so as to make not only a unified

design but also a regular form of the edge as in PL IX, c.

A large blanket (PL XII, a) at the American Museum of Natural

History is well designed, but its weaver, instead of allowing freedom

for her “over-stuffing” at the edge, “wove it in” with the result that

the blanket has a series ofdiamonds allofwhich “buckle” or “gather”.

She wove the diagonal stripes inside ;
at the ends and edges she used

straightweavingwith this amusing, or,from my point ofview,pathetic

result.

The blanket is large, the diamond designs unusually well-spaced,

the weaving fine and even. Stretchedon the loom it must have looked

noble and satisfying. The weaver’s chagrin at finding each design

element puckered beyond correctionwhen the blanketwas taken down

can best be realized by one who has had similar disappointments of

her own.

Of all the blankets of this type I have seen, a few are good as if

madethiswayconsciously ;
most ofthemare done in a slovenlymanner.

Whatever the nt-tgin ofthe style, its techniquewas never so thoroughly

mastered as to become a favorite in Navajo designing.
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Clothing

In the old days the woman’s dress, or poncho, was woven. It has

been frequently described^ and there is no need to repeat the de-

scription here. The weave was usually of the ordinary type, although

sometimes borders of diaper pattern, or even of a more complicated

raised weave, were used. These ponchos are very rare nowadays,

although some of the younger women make reproductions of a later

type which are creditable. .The oldest poncho was of black, or blue,

or both; the later ones of blue, or black and red. I have never seen

a reproduction of the oldest kind.

More common is an attempt to weave modem forms of clothing,

and certainwomen have developed great skill inwhat might be called

‘Voven tailoring”. A vest, for instance, of the finest weave, with

elaborate and interesting designing, has seams only at the shoulders.

This was made with curves at the waist and neck in back and front,

so that it fits the owner perfectly. BuUsnake Springs Woman, who
made it, has made a number of these vests, learning from each and

improving her craftsmanship, especially the shape. Her earlier pieces,

excellently finished, had seams under the arms as well as at the

shoulders, and her stitching of seams and pockets is so fine as to seem

woven. The last vest, woven for Mr. Roman Hubbell, is a gr^
improvement over all the others technically and artistically.

The advance is an original one. The v^t was woven widthwise

with iron bars, bent to the required curve and size, used as warp-

beams. With this loom shaped according to theweaver’s requirements,

she has been able to finish the vest widi the typical Navajo edge and

end bindings, even to the revets and the shaped comers at the waist.

The specimen is truly remarkable, not only for its originality, butalso

because of the skUl with which the idea has been carried out and the

subtle artistry of the designing.

^ Fianciscan Fathers* An Ethnologic Dictionary of the Navaho Language p, 246.

Matthews, 388. Amsden, 96.
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XJV^ Designing Saddkblanket Weaves

The designs of oxdinaty weave, no matter how elaborate they may

be when finished, depend solely upon weft regulation. Saddleblanket

designs, on the other hand, depend uf^n the coordination of warp

stringing with weft throwing. The variety of results which may be

obtained is therefore astonishing, although readily explained by the

theory of probabilities.

Blankets of these weaves seem to those of more quiet taste the most

artistic ofany the Navajo make. They are made primarily for aesthetic

and sentimental reasons, since they are almost the only ones the

people use themselves. With the exception of the twilled and of the

“double-faced” blanket, the technique furnishes such limitations that

large expanses of a single color are unusual. No matter what colors

are combined, even though they be hard or disagreeable, each shows

for such a stnall space, and is placed so closely to another, that the

result of the whole is likely to be soft rather than garish.

Lately the weavers have been executing the saddleblanket weaves

in mohair; they combine quietness of color and pattern with softness

and fineness of texture. It is interesting and amusing to note that the

Navajo man, though acknowledging their artistic superiority, cannot

use tbpfn because they slide too much. He cannot keep his saddle on

his horse if he uses a mohair blanket!

Warp stringing of types A, B, and C (Chap. XII) limit the effects

to straight-line designs, but variations may be made by changing

colors. Simple plaids are the only possible elaborations ofA and B,

made by rh^nging the colors of the two alternating weft strands. Not

much can be expected in the way of variety when only two rows

can be changed. The possibilities are greater for C, where t^ee

healds and three wefts may be changed and all their combinations

tried.
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The diagonal weaves furnish

the greatest scxipe for ideas.

Since even the simplest “braid-

ed” involves the use of four

healds and three weft colors,

there may be a large number of

effects. It is impossible forme to

note all the combinations which

might occur. I offer a number;

others will occur to the worker

as understanding of the warp

behavior and its relation to the

weft becomes more thorough,

and as experience develops.

The most common change is

in the direction of the diagonal

lines. Ifthehealds areoperated inthesamesuccessionfor thewholedis-

tance, the design is of diagonals all running in the same direction; but

if, after a time, the order of healds and weft is reversed, the diagonals

run in the opposite direction and a herringbone pattern results . These

alternations are often continued for the whole surface of the blanket.

Pi. VII, a shows this effect. Ifonly the healds are reversedand not the

wefts, the result will be as in Fig. 27. That is, the herringbone

arrangement will be preserved but the colors of the lines will be

changed.

A hlonW type more common in early days than now is called in

trade the “twilled blanket”. At first sight it seems no different ftom

the ordinary rug. Upon closer inspection, however, one can readily

detect the difference in texture. It is made by stringing the warp as

for “braided” (D), andweaving the design as forordinaryweaving. In

forming any design of the diagonal weaves the weaver must remem-

ber that no row of a pattern is complete unless the four healds have
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been thrown. If, for example, any element should be outlined and

only two healds ate thrown to make the narrow’est stripe possible the

line will be broken, or have a beaded effect, instead of being contin-

uous as desired. Othertiise there is no additional difficulty. A
milled blanket is slightly thicker than an ordinary one, its torture is

desirable, it will withstand harder wear (PI. X, c narrow stripes).

A “twilled” rug ^s-hich has a design coming to a point in the center

may be strung as for a ^^diamond^^ whose center is the center warp.

With rhts as the only variation the healds w’ill be strung on either side

of it as for “braided”, for the principle is the same.

If the twill is strung as “braided”, the worker will never reverse

the healds but continue for the entire surface in the order in which

she began. If it is strung as diamond, she will proceed in order until

she comes to the center where she will reverse and continue in that

order until the end of the blanket.

Many variations of the “diamond” theme may be suggested. The

first and most obvious is the difference in the number of the warps

making up the diamond. The lowest is three; there is no limit to the

number which may compose it. Because the unit is repeated in close

succession, the three-unit pattern has a slightly different effect from

those composed of larger units (PI. VII, r). The only restriction is that

it must be an odd number. Sometimes, as in the twilled blanketwhere

the design comes to a point in the center, the entire width of the

blanket is the unit for the diamond. The Navajo distinguish two

diamonds, “small”, whose unit may be from three to nine, “large”,

composed of a unit of eleven or over.

If the healds strung for diamonds are thrown in the same order,

1, 2, 3,4 continuously, the result is a band of zigzags as in Fig. 22. If

they are reversed, a continuous concentric diamond pattern results.

Care must be takffl to lay the weft colors symmetrically from the

point where the change is made. The shape of the diamond depends

upon the frequency with which the healds are reversed. If after only



a few rows — they must be multiples of four — the pattern will be

low and wide; if there are three is large, the diamond will have all

four sides equal.

If the whole is woven in self-color, the cloth has a diaper effect.

If only two colors of vreft are laid alternately, the diamond effect will

be the same but diamonds of only two alternating colors will be

concentric. A different effect, such as that of PL VIII, b may be

secured by carrying one color across twice to every one of the first

color.

Another plan is to set up the warp for the diamond and to use only

three healck for a space, finally using the fourth. This procedure

will produce a lozenge as in PL X, which results from a three-unit

setup, two weft colors and the use of the healds in the following

order: i, z, 3, 4, 3, 4, 5» 4, 3. 4,’ 3> i-

PL VIII, d shows a combination warp setup of seven-unit diamond

with braided between.

These are a few of the effects which may be attained by variation

of warp stringing, order of throwing healds, number of weft colors,

and their alternation.

By combining these devices in devious ways the possibilities are

almost endless. [Amsden in PL 89 shows a beautiful old German-

town blanket made by alternating stripes of self-color diamonds

(diaper) with stripes of two-color diamonds.] Whereas the deep

scallop effect of Pl.X, d is secured by using the healds in the order

I, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, thatof PLX,dis madeby the

heald order for diamonds until a band is made of the diamond pattern.

A wide band succeeds it which consists ofvertical stripes of the three

colors used until finally heald tod 4 is used again and the order for

diamonds is repeated.

Such blankets having simple variations or alternations of the

diagonal weaves are usually more restful to the eye than those on

which a single pattern is repeated monotonously over the whole sur-



face. Another satisfactory mode is to intercept three-color braided

or diamond by bands of self-color twill or diaper. An interesting

stripe arrangement is shown in P1.X, f where wide two-color braided

bands are broken up by narrower bands woven of two colors, one

the same, one different from those used in the wide bands, set in as

if weft in ordinary weaving.

Ifonly two colors of weft are alternated with a braidedwarp setup,

the result is a fine wavy pattern. The reason this does not happen in

P1.X, e is that the dark color is carried across two sheds to the white’s

one; in other words, the arrangement is not a simple alternation.

A peculiar arrangement of broken diamonds is shown in PL XI, f,

the count for which is PI. XI, d.

Designing Double-faced Cloth

In discussing the technique of double-faced cloth (Chap. XII). I

described one of the easiest setups for this peculiar fabric. As is the

rasp; with the diagonal weaves, the possible combination of patterns

is without limit. On the basis of the simple blanket set up for me by

Juan’s-Wife and ofthe explanations given me by Mrs. Nanaba Bryan,

I haveworked out the principle ofthe double-faced clothwhich I shall

explain before I take up the specific patterns worked out from it. An
understanding of this theory will enable the weaver to work out any

designs she wishes for any type of double-faced doth she may see fit

to attempt

The explanation is as follows: After dedding on the pattern she

wishes to use for face and reverse, the weaver knows how shewould

count the warps for each if it were separate. In the case in point

(Fig. 23), ordinary weave (face) means that she must have certain

warps on one heald, the alternating ones on the other, one over, one
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under quite simply. For “speckled” (reverse) she must have two up

and two down all the way across the blanket, that is, certain pairs on

one heald and the alternating pairs on the other.

Every time a shed is made for the double-faced cloth the heald

must pull forward, not only the alternating warps for its own design,

but also some belonging to the reverse pattern. For example, if I

pull forward heald i, I want to throw my weft so that one strand is

up and the next one down, but at the same time I must prevent this

weft from showing on the opposite side. Shed i, therefore, has three

warps forward for every one it really needs. Shed 2 must do the same,

and, although the weft will show only as lying over strands 2, 6, 10,

14, etc., the heald will be pulling three strands (Nos. 3, 4, 5 ; 7, 8, 9;

II, 12, 13, etc.) forward.

The healds 3 and 4 will need two strands alternating in pairs each

time they are darown, for the white and brown wefts wEl show at the

bade always in spaces of two warps. Nevertheless, the healds raise

three of the warp strands every time they need only two. That is,

each heald must not only get its own opposites out of the way but it

must also keep one of the strands regulating the face pattern forward.

In fixing the sheds one must always see to it that healds 3 and 4 pull

forward one more strand than is necessary for the design at the back,

and that healds i and 2 leave one more back in the same way. Thus,

if a pattern requires combinations of two strands, the heald must

regulate three; if it needs only one, the heald must pull forward

two.

Let us takft another example, this one if possible even simpler than

the first. There will be ordiaary weave on both sides. It matters not

what the design will be, as long as it is ordinary weave, design will

have nothing to do with the warp count. If face and reverse were

each separate, we should want one warp up, one down. Since we

have to reckon one more than the required number for one shed, we

shall loop the h^ds as in PI. XII, e.

[1^7]9



A careful study of the counts for the double-faced blanket sho\ys

that in rvro rows (the ones which make the face design), the weft is

caught under only one warp and show^s for a number larger than one

(in Fig. 23 for three, and in Pl. XII, c for two). For the opposite two

rows, the colors trliich are to make the reverse pattern are forward

on only one, which means that the -weft shows on the opposite side

for a space of at least two warps or more. Usually the weaver uses a

heavier yarn for the face design than for the reverse. As she weaves,

she notices that the weft which forms the design at the back lies lower

than that which forms the design on the face. The catching of the

weft for either side by only one warp on the opposite side allows it to

be hidden, but at the same time furnishes a guide, a kind of dim

pattern, to the weaver.

[This is the explanation ofMr. Amsden’s puazle (Navaho Weaving,

p. 59), about which I cannot forbear to remark; “It would be difficult

to work a figured pattern into the back of a two-faced blanket, merely

because the weaver cannot see that part of her fabric, hence would

have great difficulty in placing the wrft colors in their proper arrange-

ment for pattern building. She might conceivably carry the back

pattern in her head and work from a mental picture of its exact layout,

spacing, and progress toward completion; but to do so would be a

mental feat fully equal to that of the chess expert playing several

games at once.” I pause here to note that almost any Navajo rug with

elaborate and detailed design is a feat much greater than the one here

suggested. Since compositions are “carried in her head” by a Navajo

weaver and since she always ‘Vorks from a mental picture of the

layout”, it does not seem to me incredible that some weavers achieve

just this thing. Expert typists do not look at the results of theirwork
as they are doing it, pianists do not watch their keys, why does an

expert weaver need more than a simple guide to the design on the

back of her weaving? This she has in the form of the weft from the

back which shows through. The weaving of two designs does not
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seem miraculous to me judging only from my own experience with

weaving the double-faced. I even go so far as to say that I, who hold

myself for the veriest amateur, could design and execute such a

blanket.]

[To continue with Mr. Amsden’s speculations: “Two weavers,

one building the back pattern only and the other weaving the front

and manipulating heddles and batten could produce an astonishing

double pattern. One weaver alone could scarcely handle the two

patterns without rising from her seat and going around the loom to

look at the back pattern at almost every shift of the heddle— unless

she used a large mirror back ofthe loom.”

I hope Mr. Amsden had his tongue in his cheek when he wrote

that scene. The most apparent remark a Navajo could make to it

would be ‘Vho but a white man would think of thatT^\

The setup for the huge blanket of PI. XII, b was that of PI. XII, c.

This famous rug is typical, too, of the most common arrangement of

designs on the two sides : a pattern of ordinary weave, it matters not

how elaborate, on the face, a striped design on the back. Motives

other than stripes may be used on the two sides of the same blanket

(PI. VI, d)t showing that it is possible to make a design even though

it cannot be seen by the weaver. *It is, however, far more expedient to

use for the reverse a pattern which can be achieved by throwing the

shuttle reed all the way across the rug.

PI.XI, a shows a variation of the double-faced doth. The difference

between this and the other examples given is that where they have

different designs on front and back, this one has the same design,

and that a simple one, on both sides. That is, the colors ate the same

and cover spaces of the same size but they are opposite each other;

if the block is red on face, it is white on reverse and so on.

[Mr. Amsden puts this type of blanket into a dass by itself calling

it “doubledoth”, voicing his doubt that it is Navajo, although its

internal evidence convinces him (only one of the many examples in
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Fig. 28. Count for double-foced: Braided on face, ordinary on reverse

his book, by the way, that he appreciates evidence and weighs it

carefully),and resorting to an explanation ofit from Peruvian material.

I am sure both Mr. Amsden and Mr. Schweizer, who lent him the

piece, will be gratified to know it is one hundred percent Navajo on

the basis of evidence which I secured quite naively. Maria Antonia

had a modern blanket similar to the one Mr. Amsden figures in his

PL 33, d, which she told me her sister wove. I did not take the counts

of this blanket but I know the weaving was exactly the same as that

of PL XI, iz, although it was much finer.

Thewomanwho taught me to weave the belt had the blanketwhose

counts are given in PL XI, b set up on her loom and about a quarter

finished. Della, my interpreter, wanted to make one like it and we
took down the counts. It follows in every particular of setup and

manipulation the rules for weaving double-faced (Amsden calls it

“two-faced”) cloth.]

Fig. 28 is a rig I set up for myself as a kind of freak blanket, but

by no means inconceivable. The count is for braided on the face and

ordinary weave on the reverse. The reason it is more complicated

than any I have considered is that it involves six healds. I have tried

it out on my loom and the conception and counts are accurate.

A saddleblanket brought to the Gallup Ceremonial in 1935 had a

diamond pattern on one side and braided on the other. Its m^ikpr told
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the trader to whom she brought it that she had used six healds but I

believe it would require eight.

Lightning Designs

No phase of nature or of culture lends itself to strict classification

into rigid categories and Navajo blankets are no exception. The
classes into which technical procedures and designs fall are not

numerous. Nevertheless, there are a few styles of rug which cut

across the boundaries of several. One ofthose is the twilled rug which

is strung as braided and woven like the ordinary weave. Another is

the so-called “lightning” rug. It is the design made by bands formed

of diagonal lines and variously arranged. It is not a favorite with the

Navajo now; in fact, I have never seen a modern specimen of this

kind. There are three ways of making it. The first is, as I explained

Maria Antonia worked it out (p. 96), by inserting narrow portions of

weft all theway across the rug so as to build up the design by ordinary

weaving. Ifthis methodwere used,the rugwould have a straight edge.

The most commonly known pattern of this sort is nade in tibe

scalloped-edge style, a methodoftreatment most statable to it. I think

it not at all unlikely that the scalloped edge was an outgrowth of the

diagonal laying of the weft, accidental perhaps at first, and later

striven for. James^ in his Fig. 145 shows one of the more slovenly

ones. This one is almost certainly a twilled blanket. The unevenness

of the edge is due to poor workmanship rather than a different tech-

nical process. Whatever the weaver of this blanket aimed for, she

achieved little consistency. Fig. 144^ is oneofthe bestofthese blankets

I have ever seen; [PI. 24 in Amsden (Navaho Weaving) shows two

others better done than usual].

^ Indian Blankets and their Makers*
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[The design of Amsden PI. 25 is of the lightning category but it

has straight edges. I can account for this fact in two ways. One ex-

planation is that, since the diagonal stripes were carried past the

middle from each side, the weft was introduced evenly and had no

reason to bulge at the edge. The other, and that a more plausible one,

is that the blanket is twilled; I carmot tell from the illustration.]

A third way of securing the lightning pattern is by twilling, a

medium admirably suited to the purpose. The warp is rigged for

braided; the weft is introduced as in the ordinaryweave; the resulting

blanket has a straight edge (James, Fig. 143; [Amsden, PI. 25 (?)]).

In weaving the “lightning” as well as any other design by twilling

it must be remembered that no “row” is complete unless all four

healds have been used; that is, the design will be perfected only after

the weft has been carried through four sheds.
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XK Warp Weaving

Besides blankets and rugs of varied styles and techniques, the Na-

vajo make a number of objects, belts, sashes, garters, and headbands,

in a technique which relies for effect on principles entirely different

from those already discussed. In this weave, the watp only is seen,

the weft being covered completely. Although -warp weaving is fre-

quently seen among the Navajo, there is nothing about it which is

distinctively Navajo. Indeed, it is often impossible to tell a Navajo

belt from a Hopi one. Occasionally the colors are different but they

are not typically so. Navajo belts are most often made of red and

green Germantown warp with the weft of white cord, which serves

also for warp decoration and edges. Hopi belts generally have black

and more green than the Navajo, but some of red, black, and white

appear identical in style.

It is likely that the Hopi employ some differences in motor habits,

but they are so slight as to be indiscernible in the finished product.

Furthermore, there is nothing except the peculiarity of design and

the fact it is handmade to distinguish it from a white man’s product.

No native materials are used.

The warp-weaver secures a ball of thin white cord of the variety

commonly used by grocers, and several skeins of Germantown yam,

scarlet and green in color. Rarely is a Navajo satisfied with yam as

she buys it and in watp weaving she is no exception. The German-

townofcommerce is afour-ply, somewhatloosely twisted yam. Using

the short end of her spindle as described for twisting plies in Lessons

3—5 (PI. Ill, c\ she transforms the soft Germantown into a harder,

finer, tightly twisted filament.

If she is making a belt, she has in mind the length and width, and

proceeds to construct her loom accordingly. The essential difference

between this loom and the ordinary one is that it takes care of the



entire length of the object to be woven, so that the warp is stretched

continuously over t\^*o rounded sticks (cp. PL IV, dfor old style han-

dling of warp in similar way). The loom consists simply of two long

poles, preferably with protuberances to which the strings tying the

cross-poles may be firmly tied. PL XIII, a shows the setup oftheloom

bdbre the warp wrapping. There is nothing complicated about it;

its chief requirement is strength. It must be firm enough not to move

at all during the entire process of weaving. The upper cross-stick

may be permanently tied to the uprights, but the lower one must be

adjustable, for only by pressing down on this is there any means of

tightening the warp.

The belt here described is seven feet long with fringe twelve inches

long at each end. That means the loom had to accommodate warp

nine feet two indies long, for the fringe is a part of the warp. Since

itwas double, the distance between the cross-poles was four feet eight

inches. This was too long for onewoman to reach with control of tJie

yam and two women strung the warp; one standing, carried the ball

over the upper cross-pole, the other sitting, carefully regulated the

positionof every strand in its particular relation to the others. This

was a permanent adjustment ofwarp, not a temporary one such as

was made for the rug or blanket. The stringing was similar to that

made on the warpframe (cp. p. 53) except that the- threads were not

made to cross between the poles.

Since the warp is the design-element, it is carefully counted as it

is wrapped into place, and each wrapping is arranged and counted in

pairs (the figures below indicatepairs ofwarp of each color)

:

wh red gr red gr red wh
2 10 10 55 10 10 2

The waip-sttinging is b^;un at the bottom by tying a loop over the

lower cross-pole, and it is finished with a loop of the same kind tied

over the upper cross-pole diagonally opposite. The finished belt is
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five inches wide, but there was no evidence of its ultimate width

during the stringing, for the warps stood far apart, as may be seen

in PL XIII, b. After the red and green pairs had been satisfactorilyad-

justed, the white cords were strung, two pairs on each side to serve

as a border and thirty-five pairs in the center to help form the design,

for pattern is confined to the center in this kind ofweaving.

The warp is laid firmly enough to lie nicely in place, but it is not

tight. The reason it should not be tight is because of the next adjust-

ment. A round stick is looped into every other pair of strands as in

Fig. 29; that is, those pairs which later He over the h^d rod.^ An-

other round stick takes up in the same way the alternate pairs, those

which are looped into the harness. These two round sticks may be

rolled up or down the warp and serve the purpose of keeping the

warps separated on the under side. If they are not used, it is difficult

to separate the sheds because the strands of Germantown cling

together.

The weaver then arranges her sheds as she would for ordinary

weave. Alternate pairs ofwarp are laid over the heald rod; the others

looped as usual except that an extra loop is inserted between each

pair of warps. Since these warps are in pairs, there is a larger space

between them, and the second loop holds the setup firmly.

The belt is now ready for

weaving. An amount ofwhite

cord iswound on a stick so that

it may easily be inserted as a

shuttle. A small, smooth, f^t

stick sHghtly wider than the

belt is at hand. Instead of a

comb, a stubby, rather heavy

^ The illustmtion shows only one strand
taken over the round stick and one left

nnder^ but there should be a pair in

each position. Fig. 29. Loops over round sticks (belt loom)



club is used to beat down the weft. From this point on, such efficiency

as the weavet has developed through habit in ordinary weaving will

be a hindrance rather than a help, for the club is used instead of the

comb and batten. The weaver has learned, after discouraging ex-

perience, to keep her weaving from tightening; now she can hardly

pull the weft-cord tight enough.

She will throw a heald so as to make a shed, insert the stick-shuttle

which carries the cord, and then she will reduce the width of thewarp

to about halfby pulling the weft-cord in so tight that it does not show

under the warp. At the same time she must be very careful not to

break the weft because this cord has little strength. Still another

reason for pulling it as tight as its strength allows is to make a nice

edge. If the tension is just right, the turn of the weft makes a neat

twist with the white edge-warps and all seem to be combined in a

single regular unit.

When the weaver has made a row by manipulating the healds

exactly as shewould for ordinary weaving, but drawing the thin weft-

cord so tight that it is covered by the heavier weft, and pounding it

homewith the club, she will have a row of stitches like thewidestwhite

ones of Pi. XIII, c. The club serves to separate the sheds and to pound

the weft down to the lower cross-pole. The belt moves automatically

down and back around the pole every time a row is set in.

Now the rows which form the white background make a kind of

design, but they really establish a contrasting background in the

center for the red and green of the sides. The actual pattern of these

belts is a design set on the white background which is made by the

ordinary throwing of the healds. In this case, there were two alter-

nating patterns, two rows ofzigzags and a queue. Before starting one

of these designs, the Navajo weaver makes two tows using her last

manipulation— a small, loose stick which acts as a kind of subsidiary

and temporary heald. It is well for the learner to try this, too, for it

will show her exactly how the warps liewhen they are so handled.



She raises the heald on which the white threads lie, runs the sword

through the shed. Then, on the small stick she picks up the red

warps of the center and holds them up with her left hand while she

passes the weft through the shed with her right. She operates the

second heald exactly as usual and throws the weft across tvcice more

as usual. The effect of this operation is to make a row of red which

looks like the solid dark part between the patterns on the horkontal

portion of PI. XIII, c. The belt is photographed so as to show both

sides, one ofwhich is the reverse of the other.

The explanation of this is as follows: The warp of the center, if

manipulated in the usual fashion lies in alternate colors, red on one

heald^ white on the other. If, however, on one row across, which

would ordinarily be white, the red warps of the center are taken up,

there will be a red pattern on the white two warp-rows wide. That

is all there is to making the belt designs. If a design is to be made, the

red warps which compose it will be taken up wherever necessary to

form it. Correspondingly, the reverse will have a white pattern in

exactly the same place as the red on the face. The entire belt appears

as if having a central panel with a raised design. It will be noticed

that the stitches of the border and of the center are the same, the

difference in appearance being due to the presence of white in the

center, except of course where the design exists in the center. There,

it seems raised because each warp composing it extends over three

wefts whereas the others cover only one.

When this manipulation is understood, the weaver can make any

design she wishes within the limitations ofher spacewhichare reason-

ably narrow. Two central patterns are given in Figs. 30, 31, reading

warp now instead ofweft as overor under. Other patterns can readily

be worked out. If the design is one which is symmetrical from the

center, as is Fig. 31, an extra row (weft tiirough two sheds) is made

for the center-d^ign which is not made for the border. For that

center row, manipulated in the manner described, the red design



Fig. 30, Warp count for zigzag pattern



•warps lie over four instead of three trefts and from there the design

is made in reverse.

The description of the loom and the belt illustrated is that of the

largest and most elaborate type of fabric in warp weaving. Like

special t3rpes of rugs, belts are woven in particular regions. When as

wide as this one, they are used as maternity belts to furnish support.

Shorter, narrower strips for headbands, hatbands or garters may be

setup in the samewayon a portable loom, like that of PI. XIII, dmade

of a fork of a tree. Sometimes the upper end of the warp is put over

a rigid pole or rod, and the lower end fastened to the belt or about

the waist of the weaver. These are merely different methods of

stretching the warp
;
all other features of the weaving are the same.

Errors in warp weaving are noticeable even to the inexperienced

eye. Even if the weaver detects a mistake just a row after it has been

made, she finds it difficult to ravel for the warp is tight, strong, and

firmly interwoven with the thin, easily-broken cord. It can be done,

of course, but the careful weaver avoids mistakes even more carefully

than in tapestry weaving where they ate less noticeable and more

easily corrected. That was the reason Della’s Grandmother, who

showed me how to make the belt, did not wish to have mework on it,

and allowed me to make only two ofthe designs, anxiously prompting

me on the counts, even insisting on taking over the wea'ving when

she thought a mistake was imminent. Q)nsequently, I did not r^Hy

rmderstand the principles involved until I had cut a forked branch

and set up my own loom, when the errors, as always, taught me as

much as the correct wea'ving.

After the weavit3g has been carried on for the length of the garter,

band, or belt until only six to fifteen inches are left unfinished, tibe

weaver ti^ the last row of her cord-w^ so it cannot slip. She then

cuts the warp at half the distance remaining unwoven. The bandMs
from the loom with unruly warp strands at each end. The w^ver

patiently separates them into groups of four or five strands each and
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t^nnsts these groups as if to make one string, thus making a neat fringe.

Although the fringe may seem decorative to White eyes, it is more

than that to the Indian who uses it to fasten her belt. Once she has

the belt wrapped about her waist, perhaps twice, she tucks the fringe

in and thus keeps her belt firmly in place.

The only exact description I know of this weaving is the short

article by Leslie Spier on Zuni Weaving Technique^, which describes

the technique of the Navajo exactly.

I have already noted that, although there may be categories of style

and of techniques, at the same time there is overlapping. An example

of that for warp and weft weaving is the saddle-dnch. The warp is

looped through the rings of the cinch as if they were the loom beams.

One is then attached to some firm object, such as a pole or a branch,

and the other may be tied to the weaver’s belt. The setup of the

loom is that of warp weaving, but the weaving itself is done on a

saddieblanket weave, usually diamond or “braided” with four healds.

^ Amedcm Anthropologist 26 (1900); 74—^76.
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XVI Style

A well-known ethnologist once remarked that someone ought to

make a study of the style of Navajo blankets. A student answered,

“But how could anyone? The style doesn’t stay put long enough.”

The remark is as true as it is flippant. Navajo rugs have a style of their

own, a character which so distinguishes them that, with rare excep-

tions, one canbepicked outofhundreds in a collectionfrom theworld.

The exception might be old Hopi or, perchance, a few Mexican

blankets.

Th^engalcharacteristics.arc, aiarseness and crudeness of rnateriai

and weave, barbaric or very quie^colors, often a combination of both,

4gsigSS,Qn-face and hacksmular,with the same, not alternating colors,

an^useof the simplest design-elements. .Materials and technique re-

gainjncredMy stable, designs change overnight. It is impossible to

indicate all Ae variations in style but certain ^dendes may be point-

ed out.

Although he has no direct contact with the manufacturer, the t^te

.

of.

t

hewhite consumer dictates what the trader, who is the middleman,.

twy accept and whait he must reject- THelradef^then, is the onewho

judges, critidses, coaE^’ suggestions, delivers the final doaree which

registers on his cash register or daybook. Actually the trader (those I

know at least) rarely rejects. No matter how bad a blanket is, even

technically, he shakes his head, says dubiously, “It is not good,” but

offers something at least for it. But, like a teacher or a mother, he

says also, “You must do better next time.” If thewoman is not satis-

fied, thinks his scolding unjust, she may peddle the blanket about,

offering it to other traders- If it is really bad, she gets little for it and

will mend her ways.

Luckily for the Navajo and for the art, every trader has a dientfele

whose tastes are versatile, and, what is more, the capriceofeach group



offollowers differs greatly, so that each trading post is really somewhat

representative for its locality. There are stories of the way blankets

change hands as entertaining as tales of horse trading. A trader has

an expensive blanket with no ostensible faults. He simply cannot sell

it. He trades it for another, perhaps less expensive and less artistic.

The chances are that both traders will sell the rugs to their mutual

advantage. The business is an uncertain one, but there are many

styles that take.

Where do the Navajo get their designs? Since the beginning of

weaving, the tituK ofwhichwe donotknow, they havehad a few simple

designs. The mostcommonateobtuseand acute-angled triangleswhich

if doubled form rectangles or parallelograms; stripes, horizontal,

vertical diagonal. As I have already pointed out (Chap. XI),

all the patterns of ordinary weaving are based on these elements.

Composition is determined by an infinite number of factors. The

earliest stock-in-trade of arrangements may be briefly placed in three

classes, the most common ofwhich is the division of the surface into

bands (center of PI. XIV, d). Often the bands consist of a group of

stripes, placed at top and bottom, and a wide, more highly elaborated

band at the center. Sometimes the bands are all the same size and

arranged at regular intervals from top to bottom.A second typemight

be calledan aliover design. Alargediamond pattern,oftenwith terraced

boundary, may be repeated regularly over the surface (PI. XIV, d).

There is usually a small simple design within the diamond.

A third class of arrangement, not common, but always well carried

out, shows the influence of the Chimayo blanket. In this type the

entire surface may be composed of small triangles or parallelograms

ofmany colors (PI.XIV, b). The triangles frequently form a compact,

sometimes disturbing, continuityofpattern. In other cases, the blanket

has a background, and zigzags, diamonds, or diagonal stripes are ar-

ranged so Aat the background breaks up the closdy decorated surface

and sets it off.
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PLA TE XI

i

Double-faced blanket, same design
on both sides (courtesj DIojd

Almbrose

)
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Manyofthe blankets ofthese three types look elaborate, but analysis

shovs their fundamental simplicity. Those in the style of the first

and second types do not commonly have a large number of colors.

A background of bright red, or the rose-red of bayeta, with designs

carried out in two or three contrasting colors, white, indigo blue,

and perhaps pale green, is a typical combination. Outstanding designs

made up of groups of stripes often have blue or white backgrounds as

well as red.

By definition, the third style was composed of a large number of

colors, aU, it seems, a given weaver could acquire. She did not need

much yam of the same color to make a single one of the figures. Often

she laid in a triangle or parallelogram of a color and never repeated it.

Indeed there are cases where her color did not suffice to finish even

one simple small figure. For example, the base halfof a triangle may
be light green and the figure finished in yellow. There is no reason

to suppose that the weaver did not know how to match her colors; it

is more likely she lacked theone she needed. Therewere undoubtedly

in the old days, even as now, those workers to whom matching made

no difference, but there were also thosewho had a remarkable feeling

for balance, even for symmetry. These wove blankets carefully cal-

culated as to color. If there is a light green triangle in the upper left

hand comer, there is one to balance it ia the lower right, or even in

each corner.

A variant of the striped ornamentation is the so-called “chief”

blanket (Pis.VI, e; XV, f). This has a stdped background;m the older

ones it was blue and black, or blue and white, or blue, white, and

black. In the center there may be a large complete diamond with

terraced bounding sides, and at each <x>mer a quarter of the same

diamond pattern, so arranged that if comers of the blanket are folded

in to the center they form a diamond which coincides exactly with

that at the center. The “chief” blankets have characteristic propor-

tions, one and one-eighth to one and one-half times as wide as long.

ZO



The stripes of the background run horizontally. This blanket, worn

by men in early times, is the one which has been replaced by the

modem “Pendlkon” of machine manufacture now worn by all adult

Navajo on special occasions.

Within the last few years there has been a revivalofthe chief blanket.

Insome localities several ofthem may be seen in a blanket-room at one

time. Practically all I have seen are well designed and well woven.

Discriminating Whites like them and the future for them seems good.

They are usually made of the more quiet colors, but the contrast of

the diamonds vdth the background makes them admirably showy.

There is a constant tendency for the design to occupy more space, a

development in harmony with the general elaboration of style in

modem times [cp. Amsden, Pis. 74, 75, 90, 91a, 98].

Stylistically the closest relative of the old blanket with stripe orna-

mentation is the modem ‘Vegetable dye” blanket, made principally

in the vicinity of Fort Defiance, Chinlee, and as far west and north

as the Black Mountain region.

The designs used in this kind ofsoft cover are usually ofthe simplest

stripes or elements, combined in bands. The commonest background

is white. The designs are carried out in various shades of brown,

green, yellow, and rose. Some browns are muddy and dull as com-

pared with certain clear browns, mssets and tans, some of which are

the natural colors of the wool of some sheep. The greens are all

yellowish; I have rarely seen a blue green in contemporary natural

dyes. The yellows are pale but soft, with great variety of shades and

tones.

The overwhelming tendency at the present time is to make blankets

unified by a border. This bias has had its effect on the“vegetable dye”

blanket ^so, although it has not yet reached its limit.

One (PI. XV, d) which is large as these blankets come, six feet wide

by sis and one-half feet long, has the sand background and relative

sparsity of design in common with the old style. But it shows the
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modern tendenq" in its border, set in from the edge, it is true, but

nevertheless a unifying arrangement. This border is quite complex,

being a large zdgzag composed of a white center stripe withwide black

and narrow yellow on each side. The four center designs, parallelo-

grams composed of white, black, and gray with pale yellow outline,

are old-fashioned components. The result is harmonious, well bal-

anced, well spaced, satisfactory.

Another modem rug of natural colors has a dating combination of

rose, dark yellow and gray arranged in wide terraced diagonals; the

combination repeated symmetrically from the center makes a con-

tinuous unified decoration. This blanket has only the colors and ele-

ments of old blankets; the composition is ultra-modem and of the

best. It is striking, unique, and completely satisfying.

I have decribed the two vegetable dye blankets in detail to show

how their revival is influenced by style in ordinary modem blankets.

The description shows also that the chief fault of the common rug is

gaudiness of color and perhaps over-exuberance of design, although

die latter need not be a fault.

Whereas the relationship of the vegetable dye blankets to their

aged predecessors may be readily seen—theymayin factbe considered

a continuous development— there is another style of modern blanket

whose close stylistic kinship can hardly be detected. The Navajo

women make small blankets and cushion-tops which have ptimarily

the designs used in the old blanketsofmany colors, composedofsmall

triangles and parallelograms. The traders may fiimish Germantown

yams for these, haying them made to order, or the Navajo, in rare

cases, buy the Germantowns.

In spite of the fact that the articles made of them are technically

almost perfect, they are popular only with the most inexperienced of

buyers. Even the traders I know who carry them in stock do not

really try to sell them. I have looked over piles and piles of blankets.

Inmore rhan one case I have been told in answer to a (piestion, “And
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\i'hat ate these?” “Those? Oh! those ate just Germantowns.” An

exception to this is the attempt at reproducing old blankets in Ger-

mantown. I feel, however, that the criticism of the next paragraph is

justified even for these.

The reason for the attitude of traders and the relative unpopularity

with buyers is, I suspect, the fact that the Germantowns have no

character. The dominating colors are dark or gay; often, each color,

taken by itself, is lovely. But the combination of colors results in

something which is neither White because it is hand-woven, nor is it

Navajo because the yam is machine-made and chemically dyed. More

than anything they resemble Mexican rugs, but somehow the style

does not ring true.

The relationship betweenmodem patterns and their earlier relatives

is a remote one, although fundamental. More usually the designs are

unique, their weavers’ minds being so versatile that it is seldom pos-

sible to determine from what source or sources they drew their in-

spiration. They are subjected to a great many influences, indeed, and

as they ate “tug-minded” as well as “sheep-minded”, they look for

suggestions on every scrap of paper.

My familywas intensely interested in the patterns ofJames’ ^‘Indian

Blankets andtheir Makers”— so interested that they had a friend copy

several of them.

James describes the blanketofPI. XIV, d' as a “valuable old bayeta”.

My Navajo friends criticised it roundly because the illustration as they

saw it showed mishandling of the design. The blanket is woven of

red, blue and white; in James’ illustration the difference betweai blue

and red did not come out, so that it seemed as if the white zigzags

weremiscaloilated. PI.XIV, c/is anewphotographofthisblanketwhich

shows why James praised it so highly. It shows by the shading how
intetestingly the weaver divided her working spaces. The border is

interesting also, for it is a good example of “border within border”.

One day, when I was usmgAn Etbno/o^s Dictionary of theNavaho
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Language by the Frandscan Fathers, Atlnaba took it out ofmy hands

to scratini^e the symbol of the Frandscan order on the flv-leajfwhich
** ^

she said would make a good rug pattern. I hare not seen all the rugs

these women wove during the winter, so that I do not know whether
they used the designs or not. If they have not used them yet, it does

not mean that they never will.

The name, J. L. Hubbell, is cast in the iron entrance gate of his

homestead. A woman wove a huge rug, well done in every way and

at the bottom she had woven J. L. Hubbell with the L turned back-

ward. Air. Hubbell had not ordered it; he did not want it, but he

felt himself obliged to buy it, though of course he could never sell it.

At another place on the Reservation a woman, upon every visit to

the trading post, boasted of the fine blanket she was making. It also

was large and took a long time to weave; besides, the trader knew she

was an excellent weaver. Her pride was so great that after a time the

trader’s curiosity was considerably aroused and he awaited the rug

with great expectations. What was his surprise, therefore, when his

client finally unroUed her chef d’oeuvre from the folds of a capacious

floursack, to see slowly but surely emerge a complete imitation of the

Ivory soap wrapper, letters and alL He was more fortunate than Mr.

Hubbell for the manufacturers of Ivory Soap bought it from him.

Every trader can tell of experiences of the sort, some with a happy,

others with a more disappointing, ending. The tragedy is usually for

the trader, for a Navajowoman cannot seewhy letters on amg should

make it worthless. She sees the letters as design. Of course the num-

ber of rugs with a complete facsimile of a trade wrapper is relatively

small. Large, however, is the number having deigns taken from

wrappers of coffee, cereal, bread, candy. The simpler geometric

designs are copied most often, but there are many craftswomen who

undertake the most daborate designs and, what is more, carry them

out successfully.

Whether or not the influence came primarily from the package
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goods wrapper, Xavajo rugs of the present day are decorated according

to principles of composition quite different from those of an earlier

day. Most characteristically the surface is seen as a whole surrounded

by a border. The use of the border shows a change inNavajo psych-

oiogy because there used to be a belief, still felt by the devout, that

a worker “should not weave herself in”. The ceremonial basket, still

used extensively, but not often made by the Navajo, with its “trail

to let the spirit out, illustrates the feeling. The numerous and beautiful

sandpaintings "which embody the real symbolism of the Navajo usually

have some bounding element, a rainbow garland, a chain of arrows,

or a snake, but such elongated elements are never closed. There is

an opening at the east or the northeast.

When an emotion like this, strongly rooted in reli^on, can be

«-h<ingprl by the growing importanceof the material life, it seems as if

almost any new idea might be taken over. The means by which the

fear ofweaving oneself in hasweakened were gradual and natural. No

trader thought, whenhe stovred a package of oatmeal on his shelves,

that he would be an unconscious influence on the style of Navajo

wea"ving. The frequent imitation of designs copied from trade goods

{lnf^ their economic success has worn down the Navajo objection to

such an extent that a great many rugs are woven according to the

new principles and not even a thread is left for a “path”. Maria

Antonia and her daughters are as orthodox as any Navajo in many

respects. I have seen numerous rugs of their weaving, all with un-

broken borders.

But when Atlnaba weaves a sandpainting, she naturally weaves the

conventioimi rainbowor enclosing symbol because that is a part of the

picture she is copying; it "will not be a continuous symbol. She also

weaves a border to the blanket; those I have seen are black against

the “sheep gray” background. And in order to “be on the safe side”

she carries a gray strand through her border for one row. Sandpaint-

ings possess “power”, ifused properly, for good; if abused, they may
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turn evil against the one who handles them. The weaving of sand-

paintings is a “misuse of power”, and therefore dangerous. One can

readily understand then why Atlnaba in making this kind of com-

position relapses to the old custom.

The most modern innovation, then, is the border arrangement.

Within the now unified surface a great many variations are apparent.

Some borders are straight and smooth, others have broken lines inside,

many ofthem are dark, blackpredominates,some areof thebackground

color, giving an effect of a border carried in from the edge.

At Ganado, where I learned weaving, there are several outstanding

characteristics of the many blankets which come to the J. L. Hubbell

Trading Post. That most noticeable is the use of red backgrounds

with black borders, another is the frequency of the “comb” design

(PI.XIV, c). hlany customers likeredbadkgrounds ; they sell betterthan

dull ones. I have never seen better demonstration of virtuosity than

in some of these rugs.

When a worker has his craft under control he may “play with the

technique” in various ways to demonstrate his skill. This may be done

in several ways. Fineness may be reduced to smallness. A man carves

the Lord’s Prayer on the head of a pin, a Porno Indian basket-maker

fashions a basket so small it must be kept in a tiny bottle. Vastness is

another expression ofhighly developed skill. Thewomenweave, they

weave well, they will prove it by weaving the largest rugs they can.

The complications which arise in laying out and executing these rugs

are legion. The amount ofwarp they reqtiire is almost immeasurable,

to mention only one item. All the women at Hastin Gam’s spun for

a year to prepare the yam for the sandpainting tapestry his wife wove

in a month. She had to have poles sixteen feet long. She needed a

special place to weave and her loom extended above the roof of her

waving shed.

An expert may show her supremacy by exaggerating size or by

providing herselfwith complications. The most skilful Navajoweaver
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does both, for vith gigantism goes design elaboration. As is to be

expected, the rule is that the larger the blanket attempted the more

pretentious the design and the smaller the number of errors.

Another feature of large and small rugs in the vicinity I know best

is the fondness for combining red with yellow or orange. A rug four-

teen feet square has a red background with black border, and the

design, composed of fine lines well-spaced and regular, is black, white

and yellow. Mr. Hubbell has had also a number of sandpaintings

woven on a red background. They always have much yellow, blue,

black, and white.

Besides red-background, bordered, and accurate sandpainting rugs,

all large, the J. L. Hubbell Trading Post is encouraging the mohair

blanket. I have seen perhaps half a doaen of these altogether; four

were brought to this post, one I bought directly from the loom of

Maria Antonia; all are beyond criticism. It may be that in the days

when cash is scarce, the development will be retarded. Or the fact

that higher prices are paid for mohair may militate against a speedy

increase in Ae number of the rugs. The third drawback is the dif-

ficulty with which the mohair is spun. It is too early to predict the

courseofthis interesting expansion. The goat, in spiteofmuch ranger

pressure against it, has a secure place in the Navajo heart. It may be

that its hair will usurp the place of wool in the weaver’s workbox.

I think it more hkely that it will be used only by those few who have

an aesthetic, as well as an economic interest in their craft. If that is

the case, it will occupy a place of honor among the thousands of rugs

pounded out on the Navajo loom.^

In contrast to the crimson backgrounds of the tugs made at Ganado

are the famous “Two-Gray-Hills” rugs, made in the region east of

the Chuskai Moimtains (PL XV, b). They rarely have red in them; if

1 This opimon "was wiitten bcfbic the “goat-hunting” campaign of the U. S. Govern-
ment began in 1933. At the moment (1936) it seems likely that the mohair blanket will
become a tare piece.
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it occurs, it is in small quantity. They are usually medium-sized —
they may be reasonably large, but ate never gigantic — bordered

compositions ofwhite, giay, black, and brown. The designs are varied,

indeed, but the composition is characterized by the fact that many

small elements are woven in, and the arrangement of the design units

is balanced or symmetrical. The weavers of these blankets do not

exploit the background. Ordinarily they leave little space unfilled

with design. On the other hand, they make elaborate borders, one

within another. The rugs often give the appearance of two or three

rugs of graduated sizes, neatly and regularly placed one on top of the

other. The Two-Gray-Hills rugs have long enjoyed great fame. They

are liked for the modesty and good combination of colors and for

the perfection of their technique. They are woven of yam, as evenly

^nd finely spun as any the Navajo make except perhaps the mohair.

PI. XV, (2, detailofan old blanket, illustrates many points ofNavajo

style, all typical, as is the whole blanket. It shows also the difficulty

in classifying design and composition. The rhombus with toothed

edges, composedofsmall triangles, is an old and favorite arrangement.

This blanket has a background also, but it is broken up into many

diagonal bands formed by serrations which are ^‘outlined”. The

blanket has three borders at the sides, the edges of all arranged in the

“comb” pattern. It might be called a “blanket with allover design”,

an “outline” blanket or even a “comb” pattern. One name is as good

as another, for it has definite characteristics of all.

Many colors are used in the whole piece. Attention should be

directed to the arrangement of dark and light colors, as for example,

d^fk at opposite sides of the outside row of triangles composing the

center rhombus, and light at the other two. It may be noted, however,

that the dafk shade has been carried for about half the distance of one

side of the low left hand side, and even into the base ofthe triangle

where suddenly a lighter color was used. This kind of irregularity is

common in all handmade objects which have much design.
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The “fu2zy” blanket, which needs only the technical description I

have given it, is not sufficiently prevalent to make it important in trade

(PI, VIII, a). It is, nevertheless, a definite style in Navajo blanket

weaving.

The same may be said for the saddleblanket weaves. The styles

used for these, exceptional for the Navajo, are determined by tech-

nical considerations which I have described in detail in the chapters

on Pattern and Designing. From a commercial point of view they

may be of small importance; from an artistic one they are not only

interesting but some of them are excellent. Besides, they have con-

siderable historical interest (see Qiap. XVIII).

The edge is a part of the blanketwhich could be used as a decorative

motive, and the most painstaking weavers consider it with care and

prepare their twine accordingly. I have already referred to the

possibilities it furnishes for unusual color combinations (p. 3 3). Only

one blanket, however, of the many I have examined really exploits

the edge. This is a blanket^ of finely spun weft which has an edge

of four heavy cords— black, white, red, and yellow— so manipulated

as to form a noticeable and highly decorative border at the sides.

^ Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation, 10/15 lo.
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XVII Sandpainting Tapestries

The Navajo weaver, in early days and usually now when left to

herself, will weave geometric designs. Once in a great wrluiewhen she

wishes to amuse herself she may try realism. One rug, for example,

bore on its surface the evolution of transportation in the West. At its

top was a pair of oxen, next two mules, then two automobiles and

finally two aeroplanes. James reproduces a fearful andw^onderful com-

bination of designs of a railroad scene.^ He relates the woman’s story,

her account of how she conceived it and why she wove it as she did.

She seems to have had no motive except her own amusement.

When I showed this picture to my family, Marie remarked laugh-

ingly, “Some women weave designs hke that that don’t make any

sense. . . .(mentioning a woman who receives very little for her blan-

kets) always does. She is too lazy to think them out beforehand.”

Marie’s remark doubtless applies to some weavers but certainly not

to the woman who wove this blanket ifwe are to credit James’ story,

for shewas an expert. A fertile imaginationmaywearyofconventional

patterns and then a clever woman may just for fun, “play with her

tedmique” and bring forth something of this sort. An indifferent

worker would not apply herself consistently enough to make such a

caricature.

Ofthe mote serious realistic designs, birds and human beings some-

times occur, highly conventionaliEed forms with stiff, straight lines

insteadofcontours. Generally the Navajo do not handle realistic sub-

jects well (PI. XV, d, e), and the Whites who try to influence them

discourage such themes as much as possible. There is no rule to

which there is no exception, and the Navajo with emphasis on extreme

individualism often becomes the exception. A blanket depicting Ship-

rock in dull gray, black and white only is, in my opinion, worthy of

^ Indian Blankets and thek Makers, Fig, 146.



comparison vith Old Vorld tapestries. The picture is realistic; it has

perspective and therefore good proportion ;
and, unlike thatofPLXV, e,

it is selective, using onlv Shiprock and the dike behind it as the theme.

This blanket, the only realistic one I have ever seen which I consider

successful, suggests that even the Navajo, given encouragement and

practise, might succeed in developing tapestry as an art even as they

have succeeded with the technique.

At the present time, when extreme pressure is being brought to

bear on the modemiaing of the Navajo, they areweaving a large num-

ber of the so-called “yeibichai (yaybichai)” blankets, the designs of

which are hideous attempts at representation of the Navajo gods,

ugly because false in every respect.

One of the important features ofNavajo religion is the ritual of the

gods. In it men appear garbed and painted as the Navajo

believe the gods appear. These same deities may be represented in

the beautiful soft-colored sandpaintings to which no medium of

reproduction has yet done justice. The ritual and the paintings have

captivated the imagination ofmany Whites, few ofwhom understand

them. They have therrfore encouraged the weaving of imitations (or

substitutes) of the designs used for religious purposes.

There is no apparent reason why the designs should not be suc-

cessful when executed in weaving. They are usually carried out in

straight iincs, although of course curves may easily be used in sand

strewing. Generally, however, they are dismal failures. There are

two reasons for the failure, onewhich I previously advanced as a cause

for the main criticism ofNavajo blankets, namely, color. More varied

colors are used in sandpaintings than in other blankets and those the

ones most difficult to achievewith such dyes as the Navajo have; blue,

green, and pink give the most trouble. But there is a second major

cause for the appearance of the “yei (yay)” blanket, and that is one

which is almost universal. It is that the weaving technique is inappro-

priate and unsuitable to the carrying out of these designs.
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The medicine man who superintends the laying ofthe superb sand-

paintings on the floor of the hogan, and his assistants, work with such

colors as they procure from natural sources, — the red-tan of the

ordinary sand for background, white from chalk, black from soot or

charcoal,red and yellowfromiron oxides, blue and green fromdeposits

containing copper salts. Besides these simple colors they use several

which they mix, a gray-blue made with white and black; a pink made

by combining red and white; and a dark brown made by mixing red

and black. So far I know of no substitutes for these colors due to

White influence. It is to be hoped there will be none. The colors can-

not be combined in any way to make them ugly; they cannot be im-

proved upon.

When theworkers have their dry paints ready, they prepare a back-

ground of clean, earth-colored sand vrhich they keep smoothing oflF

with a batten as they work outward from the center of the picture.

Onthisbackground theyskilfullystrew the designs bydropping the dry

sand from between the two first fingers, controlling it by the thumb

which rests lightly on the sand held between them. Oneofthe numer-
ous unusual features of the painting is the fact that there is no real

erasing. Ifa mistake is made, it is obliterated bycoveringwith natural-

colored sand and dropping the correct color over it. It may be necess-

ary for ceremonial reasons to use several layers of color. For example,

the body of a deity’s figure is naade first. If he needs a garment, it

is made by placing an additional layer of sand over the first. Some

figures or parts of figures thus consist ofmany, sometimes as many as

eight, colors. This fact accounts for the frequent sculptured or low-

relief eflFect of some sandpaintings, as well as for the fact that they

cannot be reproduced adequately and accurately by painting.

When Red Point paints, he uses the same technique. Needless to

say, the finished product looks very different from the various stages

in the painting process. With his paintbrush he outlined as hexagons

the heads of the gods in one picture. When they were finished, they
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were all round and no one could have told they had ever been other-

wise.

In weaving there can be, at least with such materials as the Navajo

have to date, no satisfactory imitation in yarn of the colors which the

sandpainters use. Likewise, there can be in the weaving technique

no superposition of color unless it be by means of embroidery. Fur-

thermore, accurate sandpaintings contain an unlimited amount of

detail which is not entirely beyond the power ofthe weaver, butwhich

few, indeed, can master. A third major fault is that the figures are

grossly out of proportion, a matter which can be overcome by a good

designer, but which rarely is.

Of the many “yay” blankets I have seen I have never seen one

which had, in my opioion, the slightest claim to artistic value. I am
aware that they ate sold as ^tra-precious, at high prices. I also know

that the Navajo do not like them. I know that they are rarely, if ever,

conscientious reproductions of the figures ofNavajo divinities. They

look strange and esoteric; they must be valuable. That is the way the

white buyer views them. Marie’s comment upon the illustrations in

James’ book is, “Huh! I guess they never saw a sandpainting!”

If I seem to be unduly condemnatory, it is because I consider the

“yay” blankets a perversion of the good technique of weaving and

a prostitution of the noble art of sandpainting. There is another class

of blankets, the “sandpaintiag” tapestries which must be discussed

from a different angle. The source of design is the same, but instead

of representing single or isolated repetitions of figures, they represent

an actual sandpainting. Most of the blankets of this type one sees

are subject to the same criticism as the “yay” blankets; they are gar-

ishly colored, out ofproportion, and badly managed technically. But

there are rare exceptions; they may be compared with any tapestries.

The women who make them are expert, honest craftswomen. The
menwho design them are likewise conscientious. They draw or paint

the composition on paper or cardboard; thewomen copy as faithfully



as they can. The results are miraculous, ifone may use that term for

any of the Navajo fabrics. I have seen no endence that a woman un-

dertaking to make a sandpainting tapestry chooses a simple pattern

or one having only straight lines, for example. She has faith in her

ability to depict what she is given; she makes no bones about it, but

works it out. Ifthe painting happens to have much detail, as many do,

it ^dll be easier if the scale be large.

Consequently, the tapestry is set up on a huge loom. The fact of

its size is a major problem, for it involves an endl^s amount ofwarp,

skilful manipulation in setting it up and in tightening and changing

its position ever after. AU of these problems come up, however, in

making any large blanket and if a woman can solve than for one sort

she can do so for another.

The next greatest technical difficulty is also present for any large

blanket, but it is greatly enhanced for the sandpaintkigs. That is the

circumstance that a relatively small portion of the surface can be seen

at once, so that it is difficult indeed to work out rhythm and symmetry

and even harder to visualize the slight digressions from the usual

rhythmic units.

Most women are satisfied to approximate the sandpaintings on a

small surface and sales talk does the rest, but there are a few women
who solve all these problems and the manner in which they do so is

nothing short ofastounding. Atlnaba is one. Her greatest pride is in

weaving every detail. We once went to see another woman who was

busy at a larger, more complicated one than Atlnaba was weaving at

the time. It not only had many animal figures but each figure had no

end of tiny details, some ofwhich had ritualistic significance, others of

which were merely decorative. Atlnaba’s comment was, “She does

not weave the little details in, she sews them on. It is not a goodway,

they will soon w^ off.”

She thus intimated that thewoman was presenting an embroiderai

fabricfor awoven one. I thought the sewing of the few small stitches



quite justifiable. I thought, too, thatAtlnaba might be slightly j^ous,

for much fuss was being made over this tapestry during the time it

was being woven and after it was finished. I now think that motive

as complicated and it is true there was not a stitch of any of hers that

was not woven in.

High prices are paid for these tapestries . I feel that hardly any price

is too high for them, because their value should be measured not only

in effort which can scarcely be measured, so extensive is it, but also

in emotion. The sandpainting is one of the many things in Navajo

religion in which supernatural power inheres. Each one was given in

the past by supernatural beings only to someone who had fasted,

prayed and suffered so as to become worthy. That someone, a hero

of the long myth which explains the entire ritual to which the sand-

painting belongs, brought it back to his people. In some cases it was

written originally on a cloud, in others, on a sacred buckskin, all kept

in the possession of the gods. In every case it was brought to the Na-

vajo written in the mind of the hero. He taught it to his people and

for many years they have kept it in that form.

So important is the transitoriness of the sandpainting that it is used

for only the shortest possible amount of time. It naay take eighty-

four hours— twelve men working seven hours— or longer, to make

one. The first thing done with it when finished — it is sprinkled

with commeal, and tiie Singer walks on it— ruins it. The entire per-

formance done in its presence—forwe, with the Navajo, may consider

it sentient— is hurried, finished in as littletime as possible,whereupon

the sacred sand is gathered up and hastily disposed of. If treated in

thisway, its powerwill be for the goodofall concerned, the singer, the

person sung over, all his relatives, his house, his flocks, his com, his

land, all the audience, even ofthe Navajo as a people. But let a single

act be out ofplaceor irmgular and the reverse effect may be expected.

If one can realize even fractionally how deeply religious belief, of
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•^hich the sandpainting is only a small part, influences the behavior

of the Navajo, he can begin to comprehend what it means to them to

depict these things in a permanent medium like paperor tapestry. One
can exert his mind even further and attempt to realize what it meant

to the first person who broke the taboo of evanescence. As in the case

of breaking any taboo, effects are watched for and relationships are

made, misfortunes of one kind and another are ascribed to the “sin”

of disobeying the gods. But, as is also the case when taboos become

too burdensome, rationalizations are made.

A powerful singer has medicine in the form of prayers, rites and

e^iation which he can use to clear himself. This medicine has been

given him to protect him from such mistakes as all humans are bound

to make. The transition in the mind from an involuntary error to a

voluntary one is not a great one and can be made easily by a good

rationalizer. A medicine-man clears himself first with the supemat-

urals by use of the medicine. He must then prove to his fellows that

his behavior is justified. The supematurals are more easily satisfied!

Ifhe continues to live successfully, if he and his family have no “bad

luck” for a long time, he may convince his people to a degree. How-
ever, there will be some who, identifying obstinacy with orthodoxy,

wfll consider success following tampering with the supernatural as

witchcraft. If this happens, a singer will have to prove his intimacy

and favoritism with the gods even further. Only fate can decide the

issue. Practically it remains eternally undecided. The accusation of

witchcraft is a perfect resolvent of jealousy.

Not only can the singer exonerate himself before his supernatural

beings but he may use his power on others. Consequently, if a wo-

manwho has woven a sandpainting becomes ill or incapacitated in any

way, she may be cured by having a “sing”. The fact that she needs

one is, of course, the proof of the layman’s orthodoxy. One of the

most famous sandpainting weavers was dying ofameer. She had had

many sings to cure her offense in weaving the sandpaintings. After
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each one she became a little better. The cure continued as long as the

disease allowed her to sun'ive. Its final futility has proved the Navajo

religion right.

Another sort of rationalization is made to legalize the permanency

of the paintings. This one is often made by such sandpainters as de-

monstrate their skill in department stores, fairs, hotels, and museums.

The curse is upon the misuse of accurate sandpaintings. It is easy

enough to be well paid for making the paintings and, as long as they

are not absolutely as the gods described, they may not be dangerous.

Thus, a god may be depicted with three feathers on his headdress

instead offour; the colors of a bow may be interchanged, for example,

a red onewhich should have blue markings may be decorated in black.

The digressions made are usually, fromour pointofview, insignificant

enough; in my opinion they are thoroughly justified.

A weaver of sandpainting tapestry may defend herself by having a

complete nine-day “sing” of the chant she is weaving. When least

elaborate it will cost from f 200 to §400. This is an additional reason

for the high price of a genuine sandpainting. Hastin Gani’s Wife,

before she began to weave paintings from the Shooting Qiant, had

that chant “sung over her”. Since that time she is able to weave any

one of the many symbolic compositions with a reasonable amount of

safety. She offends, however, in another direction, according to the

old ortibodoxy.

The Navajo used to believe it was “not good” to overdo. That

rneant moderation in all things. A medicine-man must not sing his

chant too often without renewing his power; no one should use his

narne often lest he wear out its ability to help him out of trouble; a

woman should not complete a blanket, no matter how small in one

day. She should leave a bit to finish on the morrow. Ifoundnosenti-

meut againstoverdoing at Ganado. The achievement ofHastin Gani's

Wife in finishing her huge blanket in. a month was acclaimed with

complacent pride by all concerned.



I have been speaking exclusively ofwomenwho weave the elaborate

designs, either of the ordinary large rugs or of the sandpainting tap-

estries. In contrast to the Hopi and Zuni it is the women among the

Navajowho do mostoftheweaving. There are among them, however,

a fewmale weaverswhosework is of the best. Ifa Navajo manweaves,

he is put in the class of “man-woman”, a category sanctioned as

including such men as want to carry on woman’s activities, or such

men as one of my informants said who “do not likes women”. Left-

Handed-Singer ofNewcomb is the only one of this sortwhom I know
personally. He is well known by Whites and Navajo and is greatly

respected. He is an extraordinarEy interesting character; he has a

superior type of intelligence combined with extreme gentleness, and

at the same time he is remarkably independent. Heweaves only sand-

painting tapestries. Being an accomplished singer, he weaves the

designs “out of his own head”. Men who weave do not by any means

restrict their weaving to the religious designs, although they are likely

to be learned in medicine.

In the face of the emotional and social pressure exerted it is easy

to understandwhy the number ofNavajowhoweave the sandpainting

rugs, and who weave them constantly better, more elaborately and

more accurately, is mcreasing. One reason may well be the challenge

of competition. “If that woman, a friend of mine and a good weaver

though no better than I, can make such a tapestry, why should I not

do the same ?” Then, too, the dollar, dangling at the end of a string

pulled ever shorter and shorter, has the same ejSFect on the Navajo as

upon ourselves. It supersedes all other values, be they sockl, moral

or spititual.
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XVIII Origin and Age

In discussing the style of the Navajo blanket I had intended to

keep history and style distinct. When one views superficially the rank

and file of old and modern blankets it seems as if such a distinction

could be made. The differences are, however, more apparent than

real. They are really complex developments of old ideas upon which

new ones have been grafted.

In any discussion or description of a process as involved as that of

weaving, it is to be expected that different observers will disagree

upon various questions. This is especially true when the questions

deal with a people as numerous, versatile, and individualistic as the

Navajo. They are spread over such a wide area and each family lives

in such comparative independence that local differences ate to be ex-

pected. Besides, each locality has been exposed for many decades to

diverse influences. Roughly speaking, three large regions may be

distinguished as set offone from another, the area east of the Qiuskai-

Lukachukai-Tunicha range of mountains; that west of the mountain

drain, extending to Black Mountain; and a third, west of Black Moun-

tain, extending to the Hopi country.

• Of these regions the central comes nearest to pursuing ancient Na-

vajo ways of living, beliefs and standards. The district is of course

only roughly defined but includes the northernmost part of the Re-

servation and even the western slopes of the Black Mountain district

and the adjoining plain. Qosely rdated to this division is the section

from Keam’s Canonwestward to the Reservation limits. Superimposed

on the old Navajo ways in this region and so thoroughly amalgam-

ated with them as to be hardly distinguishable at times, are Hopi ideas

carried out always in a Navajo way. In the district east ofthe Chuskai-

Lukachukai range, a large part ofwhich is included by the Shiprock

and Chaco regions, there is more sophistication than elsewhere. Here
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and in the entiie territory of the Santa Fe railroad inhabited by the

Navajo, •^vhite influence has taken strong hold and Americanization

is making rapid strides. As a result the Navajo are in that difficult

transitional stage of instability commonly foundwhen “chdlizing” has

“advanced” to a particular point. Change is taking place so rapidly

that indi\iduals question both the old and the new and are undecided

as to which course to pursue. Some cling to the old, some try to take

up the new, and many have few beliefs or modes of action on which

they can rely.

It is easy to understand then, why one observer gets a particular

answer to a question and why another gets one which is anywhere

from slightly different to utterly incompatible. It is also probable that

the amount of time put upon the question may account for the dif-

ferences in the answers.

I have repeatedly observed that reality among natives is frequently,

as among ourselves, quite the contrary to what they state as being

generally true. Marie, for example, told me that Navajo women nevir

sleep in the daytime, but in my four summers of residence with her

family I have sometimes found her and her female housemates asleep

in the daytime. True, it may have been the day after an all-night

vigil, or tiie woman in question may have been ill, nevertiieless she

was sleeping in the daytime. Again, Marie says no goodweaverpounds

down her weft with the batten. She, her mother, and sisters never

do, yet I have seen many excellentweavers do so. Thosewho do are

more numerous than those who do not, so many are they, in fact, that

I suspect the prejudice against the practise is a family peculiarity.

Inmy opinion, there is no absoluteness oftruth aboutNavajo affairs.

Cfften one fact is as true as another, even though it be different. Ifwe

could accept this circumstance, we should come much nearer to a

Navajo attitude, “Yes, So-and-So always does it that way, but I al-

ways do it this way. His way is all right for him, my way is best

for me.”
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The question of the origin and age of the Navajo blanket is one

upon -wWch there are many opinions. As I have said, I am more in-

terested in the modern weaver than in her blanket; more in what she

think-s as she works, than in speculations about her remote ancestors.

It would be unnatural, however, to dismiss from consideration the

ever-stimulating question concerning all cultural problems. How did

it all come about?”

[Since I wrote this chapter in the winter of 1933 Charles Amsden s

book, Navaho Weaving, has appeared. Since this book deals primarily

with history and with the relationship between development and

technique I am abbreviating my remarks. I feel justified, however,

in including thts small part of the discussion since it seems to me of

sufficient methodological interest that two investigators, each fasten-

ing upon himself the controls furnished by evidence as objective as he

can it, should come to approximately the same conclusions.]

Before we can determine the origin of the art ofweaving, we must

consider its age. In my opinion, there is no incontrovertible and ir-

refutable evidence of any Navajo woolen blanket which is more than

one hundred years old [Cp. Wyman& Amsden, A Patchwork Cloak,

The Masterkey, VolumeVIII (September 1934) ^ 133]* ^^ aware that

stories which purport to be on good authority are extant settingtheage

of certain blai^ets at two hundred and fifty or three hundred years.

I know the stories and in each one there is a period which is highly

mythological. With the utmost generosity I must set that period as

ending not earlier than one hundred or at best one hundred and fifty

years ago.

Ifwe admit that the oldest blankets we know of are no more tihan

one hundred years old, we must emphatically note, too, that the blan-

kets of that earliest period represent technically and artistically the

best, which means that at that time the art of weaving was fully de-

veloped. The weaving industry has advanced rapidly indeed among

the Navajo since we have actual history on it. It is not reasonable to
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suppose that it progressed with equal rapidity from the time of its

origin. By allowing for the probable slowness of development in its

initial stages we may conservatively set the approximate time of its

origin at about 1780 ’which is the time whenwe have the first report

of Navajo settlement vrest as far as the Chuskai Mountains.^

The exact periodwhen the Navajo first procured sheep is debatable,

but since their entire early history is a tale of raiding both neighboring

Indian tribes and Whites, it is more than likely that they had or knew

sheep and the use of wool many years before the old blankets were

made. 2 The question of the probable sources of Navajo weaving

knowledge arises simultaneously -with that of age.

Some assert that the Navajo are descendants of the prehistoric

people of the Southwest and that, therefore, they learned the art of

weaving from them. All that is needed to complete this argument is

that they transferred the art of treating cotton to wool and the explan-

ation is complete. But we must consider that all the direct evidence

points to the fact that the Navajo are newcomers to the Southwest;five

hundred years is doutbless too liberal an allowance for their sojourn

in the region. Half a millenium is an insufficient time allowance for

dose relationships •with the early prehistoric peoples, for the largest of

their populations, those in the Chaco and Mesa Verde regions, for

example, were extinct as early as the thirteenth century. In the case

ofothers there is the possibilityofcontinuity (not definitely proved for

any group) with the present day Pueblo Indians.

There are also persons who dismiss the question of origin of the

Navajo blanket briefly as an art learned from the Spanish. The fact

that -wool, the material upon which it depends, is a gift of the

Whites to the Navajo is one which favors the supposition at least

superficially. Add to it the fact that most of the oldest blankets we

^ Report of Commander General of the Interior Provinces^ of New Spain, 1786.

* See Bartlett, K. Museum Notes, Museum of Northern Arizona, Volume 5 (December

1952): 30.



know are woven from materials furnished by Whites, the baizes,

Saxony and Germantown yarns, and the argument is strengthened.

To my mind there is, however, a serious objection to adopting this as

a final conclusion. This is the technique. The entire process of rug

manufacture, from spinning to the finished product, is American in

style.

The most widely used European loom is horizontal and is distin-

guished from the vertical one by the use of rigid healds of reed, wood,

or metal. The principle most commonly in use is that of throwing the

woof across the entire width of the shed. These essential principles

are not unknown in the Southwest. The Zuni, for example, use a reed

harness j even theNavajo throw thewoofacross theweb for the saddle-

blanket weaves.

On the other hand, the upright loom was known in Greece as early

as zoo B. C. and there is no reason to believe that there was any

discontinuity in its use sufficient to cause a lapse in the knowledge

of how to use it. Its appearance is sporadic in Europe, but it was

known and used in the regions from which the Spaniards, the earliest

settlers of the Southwest, came. However, the European loom even

at its simplest, involves the use ofmoremachinery— shutdes, bobbins,

rolls instead of loops to make sheds — than does that of the South-

west. The tapestry art of southern Europe also involves sewing to a

great extent, although the Norwegians manipulate warp and weft in

a special fashion in joining their design elements.

It seems to me that these differences are so fundamental that

they would be present, even if only vestigially, among the Navajo if

they had learned weaving from the Europeans. I believe that Navajo

weaving is a native American art. The art ofweaving on an upright

loom has been continuous in the Southwest for centuries. At first

there was a wide variety of basket and mat weaves which did not

involve a loom. We do notknow much about the earliest looms except

the fact that they existed. Several prehistoric finds point to arrange-
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meiits for fastening a loom firmly to the floor of a room [Cp. Amsden,

p. 25]. A number ofwoven fabrics taken from prehistoric sites show

a high development ofloom weaving. Most ofAem are made of ani-

mal or human hair, of string made fromvegetable fibers, or of cotton.

Many of the contemporary Pueblo tribes weave on the same kind

ofloom as theNavajo and use cotton, as well as woolen yarns. In pre-

Spanish days some of the Pueblos raised their own cotton; there is no

proof that fbe Navajo ever did. Although our earliest accounts show

the Navajo in contactwith the eastern Pueblos (Jemez)and the Spanish

at the same time, it is reasonable to suppose that they had more inti-

mateknowledge of the customs and arts of their Indian, than of their

White neighbors. Few of the eastern Pueblos practised the art of

weaving at this early date. It is probable there were Navajo contacts,

either predatory or even more permanent, as far west as the Hopi

country which were never reported. The rough and unfriendly geo-

graphical conditions, the brevity of contact between those making

the reports and the Indians, as well as their strictly mihtary interest,

are reasons against their securing such information.

In addition to the material furnished by prehistory, there aremdi-

cations that weaving may have been nearly continuous in distribution

from the Tlingit of the extreme Northwest to the Southwest with the

Salish as a point of transition. The chain of proof is not continuous,

but each new bit of knowledge corroborates the theory. In 1926 the

Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation^ published a de-

scription of a Salish blanketwhich suggests comparison with theNa-

vajo. Viewed superficially, the blanket could be Navajo. The com-

position is not very common to Navajo, but the elements are all typ-

ical. It is executed in a twining technique which does not belong to

loom weaving. The end bindings of the Navajo rug are twined and

the edges are given the same effect although it, being vertical instead

of horizontal, is secured in a different way. The edges are a point at

^ Leaflet Ntimber 5.



which difFereatiation betrs'cen Navajo and Pueblo weaving is made.

Fine textiies\ however, from the White House Ruin of Canon de

Chellev, apparently not made of animal fiber, have the binding and

edge exactly like the Navajo, showing that it must be much older in

the Southwest than Navajo weaving.

Another feature of the Salish blanket must be noted, i. e., some of

the design elements are worked in a diagonal direction instead of

straight across the warp. This manipulation may correspond to that

which the Navajo used to employ in making the “scalloped” blanket

(see p. 1 1

8

) inwhich a diagonalwas woven instead of a horizontal de-

sign. It is, for the Navajo, an old technique, one which apparently

never established a firm position for itself, for it had a weakness which

is now considered a mistake, if not a joke.

A number of similarities having to dowith culture in general, rather

than with weaving, can be shown to exist between the Northwest and

the Navajo, and they are not astounding considering the close lin-

guistic affiliations between the Navajo and the Northern Athapascans.

There are, for instance, ceremonial details whose southern ascertain-

able limitin the Northis among the Thompson bandwhich assimilated

an Athapascan group. It is beyond the scope of this discussion to

include these details, some of which are astonishingly similar, but I

should like to point out a combination of details which seems to me
signifiranf. The yellow yam of the Chilkat blanket was dyed by boil-

ing a lichen in the/m/5 urim of children. Compare this with the old

Navajo belief that indigo was successful only if used in the urine of

very young (and consequently pure) children.

It is a Northwestern belief that certain matters, dependent upon

supernatural volition, the attainment ofa guardian spirit, for instance,

have no validity if ezperienced by a person no longer chaste. The

distribution of this belief is not continuous from the Northwest into

^ Ameticaa Museum of Natural History,
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the Southwest, and it may well be that theNavajo brought itwith them,

although they have changed its interpretation greatly.

For these reasons I had concluded that weaving was an art known

over a large, and perhaps continuous, area from the Tlingit in the far

north to the Southwest. The prehistoric peoples of the South contrib-

uted the principleof the harness to separate the warp. This invention,

oneofthemostimportant inweaving, caused development in an entire-

ly different direction. This may well have been due to influence from

stiU farther South—Mexico, for example. Consequently, I had intended

to say at a symposium held at Andover in December 1935, that, in

my opinion, the Navajo were familiar with weaving, though perhaps

not weavers, when they came to the Southwest. Not that they intro-

duced it into that region, but rather that when they came, they were

so familiar with the notion, that they took to it with the alacrity

demonstrated by the earliest efforts known to us.

The reader can imagine, therefore, my surprise and pleasure at

hearing the remarks of Dr. A. V. Kidder in his short paper, “The

Navajo in the light of Archaeology”, which in summary were as

follows: “The pottery of the Navajo is like no pottery of the South-

west, but shows a resemblance to archaeological pottery finds of

western Nebraska.^ For this reason, I conclude that the Navajo

brought with them the knowledge and technique of pottery-making,

rather than that they learned it from the other people of the

Southwest.”

In reconstmctions of this sort, hints serve for speculation and there

are great discrepancies in time and space. I believe the presence of

the weaving techniques now used by the Navajo in prehistoric times,

and the fact that the Pueblo Indians use every type known to the Na-

vajo, shows that the newcomers were imitators and adapters, but did

not hesitate to modify the ideas which they picked up.

^ The Navajo have many traits in common with the western Plains,
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One technical fact, which the ancient people of the Southwest

(Basketmakers?) had in common with the North and in contrast to

the Navajo, is that they used many-ply^ yarn, w'hereas the Navajo have

employed it only when it was furnished by Whites. They know how

to make it, but use it only for bindings, never for weft and not even for

watp. This fact points, I believe, to theNavajo relearning ofweaving

upon entering the Southwest and securing wool, a new material.

The relationship of the Navajo blanket to those of other peoples

of the Southwest is manifest. Some Navajo blankets, particularly old

ones, are so similar toHopi blankets that some experts,whose know-

ledge comes from painstaking study and frequent handling of many

blankets, like Mrs. Mary R. Colton, for example, confess that they

cannot tell accurately ifthey are Hopi or Navajo. Suchcorrespondence

is not to be wondered at when the dose contiguity and long period of

reciprocal influence are taken into consideration. It is almost certain

that Pueblo weaving will be traced to Mexico for the source of its

origin, but I must leave that problem to those primarily interested in

the weaving of the Pueblo Indians.

In my opinion the “fancy” or “saddleblanket” weaves furnish the

best explanation of historical relationships which we may expect from

a study of technique. My remarks on this subject are based primarily

on facts secured in learning to weave thevarious patterns. [At certain

points in this part ofmy discussion I am forced to disagree with Mr,

Amsden.]

The earliest account of Navajo weaving which even hints at an

ufidprstanding of its complexity is that of Matthews^ published in

i88j. In this short treatise he somewhat categorically mentions dia-

gonal doth and doth of diaper weave. The few details he gives are

not suffident to teach the weaves, but the record shows that they

1 According to Orchard (A Rare Salish Bknket, 7), the Salish used eight-ply yarn for

warp and three-ply and five-ply for weft. It is likely that there was considerable varia-

tion in different fabrics and even in the same piece.

^ Report Bureau of American Ethnology 3 (1881-82): 571—391.
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•were knovn and liked more than fifty years ago, doubtless for a much
longer time. There is no apparent difference between those made in

^Matthews’ time and those of todav.

Of greater age is the patchwork cloak described by Wyman and

Amsden^ found as a Navajo shroud and estimated to be at least ahun-

dred years old. This cloak shows remnants of diaper cloth (diamond)

and a kind of twilling (variation of braided), of ordinary weaving, of

“beading”, and one ofaweave which from the description “a checker-

board pattern inwhich half the blocks are in plain black, the remainder

of short stripes in green and blue, each block being slightly under

two inches square” suggests to me the setup for the double-faced

blanket of PI. XI, a. Even though Amsden considers the remnant in

diaper pattern of Pueblo origin, the burial shows that the Navajo knew

it and used it at a time much earlier than we have prewously been

able to prove.

The stress laid on the scarcity of the saddleblankets is more theo-

retical than real. Many women know how to make them, few know

them all, but since these types do not come into trade as such, little

is said about them. Most traders do not know the difference between

these and other weaves and the few that arrive at a blanket-room are

often lost among the piles of the ordinary ones. All this has nothing

to do with Navajo knowledge and distinction of them.

The diagonal weaves, “braided” and “diamond”, are mere modi-

fications of Hopi weaves. The difference between Navajo and Hopi

is stylistic rather than technical. The conservative Hopi use few quiet

colors and display practically no versatility in their weaving. Their

conservatism has led to the development of fine materials and extreme

finish of fabric. They use the diagonal technique widely but since it

is usually in self-color, it is not related to Navajo “braided” in the

layman’s mind. In the sameway the Hopi “diamond” becomes diaper

cloth whereas the Navajo is an interesting and unique three-color

^ The Masterkey, Volume VIII (1934): 153—137.
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pattern. DifiFerences of this sort are cultural and psychological. The

Pueblo, being conser\rative in every way, is interested in finish while

preserving design and effect; the Navajo, daring in weaving as in all

other phases of his culture, makes new departures. Consequently,

although he is essentially an imitator, he develops something which

becomes peculiarly his own, sometimes so disguised as to make its

source confusing.

As I eagerly await the account of hits. Mary R. Colton on Hop!

weaving, I regret greatly that I can make no detailed comparison of

Hopi and Navajo weaving. There is reason to believe that the prin-

ciples of Hopi and Zuni weaving are nearly identical and I shall sum-

marize the similarity between Navajo procedure and Zuni as far as

possible.^ The Zuni use three methods of spinning. Gne is the same

as the Navajo use for spinning weft, the other a modification of

the method of rolling on the thigh which the Navajo have adopted

for twisting double-ply yam, I have never seen theNavajo tighten the

twist by the third method inwhich the foot is used by Zuni and Hopi.

There is no essential difference in the looms of Hopi, Zuni and

Navajo. All have the broad stationary loom and the belt loom. I detect

only one difference in the manipulation of the loom for the twilled

self-color as described by Spier. It is the introduction ofa rod to form

a “temporary shed after the free (heald) rod has been raised.” I do not

understand this but it may take the place of the additional temporary

rod in making the shed of the belt (Chapter XV, p. 136).

Spier notes that the Zuni weave six inches from bottom, up, then

reverse the loom and weave again from bottom up, a matter which

necessitates reversing the four healds making the twill, ifthe diagonals

are to be continuous for the entire lengthofthe blanketinsteadofform-

ing a chevron at the center. Even this sort of manipulation is used

by the Navajo but for a different purpose. Alice Curley,whenweaving

^ The details of Zufii weaving are taken from the short but excellent article Zuni Weaving

Technique by Leslie Spier, American Anthropologist 26 (1924): 64-^—85.
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a chief blanket, turned it after a time so she could fit her design more

exactly into the space (PL VI, e).

The double-faced blanket vhich is the most astonishing result of

the warp manipulation had 2vlatthews^ more than puzzled in 1890.

He believed, because he had never seen any in his former sojourn

among the Navajo from 1880 to 1884, that the type did not exist at

that time, but had been invented between 1884 and 1890 when he re-

turned and saw it. I do not believe the fact that he did not see it and

that !Mr. Keam who lived with the Navajo since about 1 870 did not

see it, absolute proof that it did not exist. There are traders on the

Reservation today who do not realize its existence. Matthews and

Keamwere both observant and discerning men, but the most danger-

ous remark to make about the Navajo is that they “do not have it”

or they “do not do it”. They have and do many things that they do

not see fit to report. They ate not secretive like theirPueblo neighbors

but either they do not think the Whites would be interested, or they

consider an affair too obvious or casual for remark. Consequently all

negative statements must be subjected to constant reconsideration.

The double-faced blanket is not a difficult achievement once the

setup of thewarp is understood. It is not easy to explain exactly how

a person may have happened upon it, butonce she started experiment-

ing it is not as difficult to arrive at as some of the more common

weaves. Mr. J. L. Hubbell had a huge rug (PI. XII, b) of this sortwhich

may lave been made as early as 1886.^ Its very size (twelve feet four

inches by eighteen feet two inches) points to an argument for either

side of the case. A rug as large as this is extraordinarily unwieldy to

manage no matterwhat technique is used. The fact that itwas reason-

ably well done shows its maker was a virtuoso. If a woman could

handle warp of such size at all, she would have no more difficulty

^ American Anthropologist 2 (1900J: 63^8—642.
® Now in the possession of Mr. B. I. Staples of Coolidge, New Mexico, to whose kind-

ness I owe the accompanying photograph.
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making the mo-izccd cloth than she would with the otdinary weave.

It is reasonable to suppose she had full confidence in herself and that

it was not the first she had ever done, or she would never have under-

taken a matter so pretentious.

On the other hand, it may be argued that this weave had become a

new style at the time Matifiews mentions, 1884-1890. If that were

true, it is not unthinkable that interest, centered on the new style,

encouraged a woman to “play with the technique” and that control

would thus express itself in great sizeeven as it does today among the

weavers at Ganado.
_

The date of the first appearance of the weave is still doubtful. It

was never a popular one, but was always considered unique. At the

present timp; it is amusing to all theweavers Iknow. Although double-

faced blankets are rare it is not at all difficult to find women who know

how toweave them. Matthewswrites that he rannot analyze the prin-

ciple from the loom he illustrates in the short article dted. The first

two looms I saw onwhich blankets of this sortwere strungwere pur-

posely falsified by the workers, “so another woman could not learn

from them”, explained thewomanwho helped mewith it. I can hardly

believe that the same kind of duplicity was practised on Matthews

forty years ago. On the other hand, I do not see how he could have

missed the point had his loom been properly strung, for, ifwe are to

judge by his treatise on the diagonal weaves,^ he understood them and

this is no more difficult.

Speculations have been advanced as to the origin of this weave.

Matthews considers it unqualifiedly Navajo since he knows ofno other

place on the earth’s surface where it occurs. The only contribution

James makes is that sometimes as many as eight healds are used, but

he does not iliustrate any blanket made •with that many, nor does he

say he ever saw one. [Amsden is of the opinion that the machine-

made figured Pendleton blanket, so common in modem Navajo dress

1 Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology 3.
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is a counterpart ofthe two-faced type and I strongly suspect it of being

the father of the Navajo product” (p. 6a). This seemed to me highly

improbable since machine-woven fabrics are merely reversed in color,

few of them, the so-called golf cloths (includiag steamer rugs) have

two entirely different designs on the two sides. The Pendleton blan-

kets I have seen have only reverse patterns, as is to be expected of

machine-made materials. If, for example, the ground is black and the

design orange on one side, the opposite side will have the same pattern

in black on an orange ground. This is a very different thing from, for

example, a triangular design on the face and a striped composition,

or even a plain one, on the back.

A letter from IMr. Alelvin D. Fell of the Pendleton Woolen hlills

removesmy doubt as to the experience of theNavajowith double-faced

Pendleton blankets. “To the best of our knowledge we have never

made a double-faced blanket in a commercial way. Years ago there

may have been some experiment along that line but I am sure there

was no quantity made.”]

I believe that the Navajo secured the idea from the Hopi and, as is

the case with so many other details of their culture, revamped it ac-

cording to their own lights.

In making his “embroidery weave” the Hopi weaver throws his

shed, then casts a strand of self-color weft across the «itire width of

his loom. He then reaches to the backofthe loomwhere his loose and

vari-colored threads hang, picks them up one by one and weaves them

about the proper strands of his warp. The hint the original Navajo

needed was the throwingofthe self-colorwhich takes its place a little

above but also behind the row already in theweb. At that the Navajo

manipulation is a simplerone than that of the Hopi, which at the same

time achieves an entirely different result. For the Navajo throws hat

weft through the shed as she would in any other style of waving;

the Hopi wraps his additional strand around the warps, thus giving

it a raised embroidered appearance. The Hopi sash has only one
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face; the back of it, also a modified reverse pattern, is unfinished

shoving that its maker has no interest in it. In spite of all these dif-

ferences vhich are of effect only, the sash-weaver probably furnished

the initial inspirationwhichyielded, after treatment by the versatile and

adaptive mind and skilful fingers of the Navajo craftswoman, the

double-faced cloth.

Several facts account for the Spanish or European elements in

the oldest blankets. The first contacts of the Navajo with Indians and

Whites alike were hostile. All the early accounts are narratives of

raids, and in the tales domesticated animals are mentioned. The step

from raiding for food to subsequently using the fleece of the animals

taken is not a long one, especially when made in the region where an

example was constantly before the eyes. The fact that we know ofno

cotton blankets made by the Navajo strengthens the opinion that

acquaintance with sheep and knowledge of weaving were coincident

or nearly so [Cp. Amsden, p. 31, 3 a].

But the Navajo were not only aggressors in this medley of in-

fluences. Though they made raids,when they came into territorymore

thickly populated by Whites they were conquered, individually, if not

as a tri^. There seems to be no doubt that many Navajo — some

estimate three thousand—were slaves to Spanish and Mexican famihes

of the Southwest. They were, furthermore, valued slaves. Women
served more numerously in this capacity than men. The stories told

of the weaving of the old blankets refer to the period when this sub-

servience was at its peak (about 1830-1860). Families, which valued

their slaves at f 300 to $ 400, were those which wore good clothes.

They were the ones who furnished the elegant materials to their

weavers. They probably knew the art ofweaving, may even have

practised it themselves. It is more likely that theywere patrons, rather

than ^ecutors, of the art.

During the years I have been studying Navajo weaving I have had

need to revise my opinion of its origin many times. At no time, how-
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ever, have I doubted that it is an American, and not a European, art.

The evidence, in my opinion, points to the Navajo being exposed to

weaving, perhaps with aloom but notone with healds, in theirwander-

ings from the north to the south. I do not consider the case of Navajo

descent from the prehistoric peoples of the Southwest strong. There

is too great a discrepancy in time between their cultural development

and that of the Navajo. Consequently, I think that the Navajo, sus-

ceptible to the idea of weaving, but perhaps not having contributed

anything toward it, upon entering the Southwest, took it over from

their Pueblo neighbors and developed it in their own way.

The Pueblos were doubtless inhospitable to the Navajo, but helpless

enough before them. As the Navajo pushed onward ia the Southwest

they encountered Whites, mounted and armed, with horses and wea-

pons difficult to oppose. Many of the raiders were taken as prisoners

and theirwomen put to work. The ability to weavewas an important

item in determining their value. They were given good materials and

allowed toweave. The results are the fine old blankets we know today,

and the whole development ofNavajo weaving, a distinct contribution

to art and to the culture of the Southwest.
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XIX Symholism

A question most frequently asked of those interested in the Navajo

blanket is, "But what does it mean}"’ The question is asked also of

designs on silver and other objects native to the Southwest. There is

something in our own way of thought, perhaps indrfinable, which

demands symbolism. We have little of our own, what we have is

frequently puerile; nevertheless, we insist on it in our Indian pro-

ducts. Some insistent Whites who do not find it among our Indians

resort to that ever-useful argument, which no scientist can answer,

“But it must previously have been there and now it is lost.”

Before discussing the matter of symbolism for the Navajo I shall

give my definition of it. A symbol is, in my opinion, a design unit,

or even an entire composition, which has a definite emotional content

or meaning, immediately and spontaneously recognized by a group

of people. This, I am perfectly aware, leaves out of consideration

“individual” symbolism. That is something we must leave to our

poets gnfi psychoanalysts for it can be nothing more than a guessing

game for thfe audience. That individual Navajo women may read

meaning” into their own designs is possible; it is even to be expected.

I ^tn concerned with the more general reactions of the group.

The answer to the question, "What does it mean?” is simply,

“Nothing”. The patterns the weavers use sometimes have names,

although naming even is slightly developed among Navajo as com-

pared with other craftswomen, for example, the basket weavers of

northern California. Even such names as exist are singularly un-

poetic. In Fig. 52 ^ is "like a card”; a "like a slingshot”, or “big

star” for rhombus or square standing on a point. A Roman cross, d,

is “sticks crossing each other”, a St. Andrew’s, “a star”. The

hourglass unit,/, is simply a "queue”, the umt made up of vertical

lines broken by horizon^ ones,/ is termed “row of empty spaces set
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off in zigzag order”. This term is interesting because it defines the

space rather than the lines which bound it.

I might continue the list of elements, but with few exceptions,

which I shall note, they are named in the same unromantically de-

scriptive fashion. The same is true of combinations of the initial

units. Fig. 32, “a square within a square”; h, “diamond within

diamond”, “large empty spaces (terrace edged diamond) follow each

other”, i, “squares (or triangles) follow and touch each other .

There are several units which seem to be generally symbolic for

the Southwest, although as they are used by the Navajo in blankets

and on sEver they have little emotional content. They are the cloud

terrace”, the zigzag, the name of which shows a relationship to the

word for “lightning” —whether the one is from the other or the other

from the one, it is impossible to say. The swastika is a ubiquitous

element of design which in Navajo religion has symbolic importance.

But in weaving and sEverwork it is called merely “that which re-

volves”. SimEarly, paired rows of chevrons are called “tracks”, but

their components in a single row, /, are merely “pointed ones following

one another”, and if a row should be madewhereone set is turned in

one direction, the otherm the opposite, and they dovetaE (Fig. 32, k),

they are called “sticking in the opposite direction”. The distinction

between pure description and poetic fancy is not carefully drawn,

but in this field the mundane triumphs over the imaginative.

A word should be said about the more realistic designs. The bow

and arrow are often used, and recently on sEver, a bird called “thun-

derbitd” by purchasing Whites. These designs, as weU as some of

the more simple geometric ones, have true symbolism in Navajo

religion. When they are used as parts of sandpaintings or on rattles

or other paraphernalia ofthe medidne-man, they have a deep, an awe-

inspiring, emotional appeal. The bow is thought of as the magic bow

of the mythic hero and war god, “Slayer-of-the-AEen-Gods”, the

arrow may be that of his powerful brother, “QhEd-of-the-Water”.
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Thunder, in the form of a figure slightly resembling a bird is used,

too, but it has faint resemblance to the “thunderbird” of trade pieces.

In the sandpaintings a chevron is “deer track” and very important.

A kind of svrastika may be “v,'hirling logs” vrhich are ofmajor signifi-

cance in more than one myth. There are a number of lightning

symbols “straight”, “sheet”, or “zigzag”. Strangely, though the

Navajo call the terraced triangle “cloud image” (Fig, 33, i') they sjm-

boli^e clouds by a succession of triangles one superimposed upon the

other (Fig. 3 3, <?). The Roman cross is ofgreat ceremonial importance.

Commeal, pollen, and other sacred substances are strewn in the form

of a Roman cross and often the same figure forms the fundamental

basis upon which the sandpainting, is laid out. It means direction,

east to west for one part of the cross, south to north for the other.

There may be also a subsidiary St. Andrew’s cross, the parts of

which mark off the intermediate directions, southeast, southwest,

northwest, and northeast.

These illustrations selected from a vast number of possible ones

explain, I think, the lack of imagination with regard to designs used

on things the Navajo sell (let it be remanbered I do not deny the

possibility of individual symbolism). They have a well-worked-out

symbolism with functions generally xmderstood in their religious life.

What I said previously about sandpaintings applies here as well. These

symbols represent to the people who believe in them, supernatural
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povet. That pou'er may be mistreated; if it is used too much, it

‘Vears out”. Who, understanding this attitude, would expect its

owners to give it away? For that is what selling a blanket or a piece

of silver with “sacred patterns” means. In this attitude the conflict

arising from weaving sandpaintings germinates and will continue to

flourish imtil belief is entirely undermined.

It seems to me that this matter of symbolism serves as an indirert

check to my theory of origin. We know that silverwork is a late art

with the Navajo; all the materials must be furnished from the outside.

I have shown that weaving is also relatively late, and that early in its

development it was greatly influenced by other phases of culture.

It seams reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the new arts which,

when all is said and done, were taken over mainly for economic

reasons, never became thoroughlyworked into the spiritual life of the

tribe. The fact of their lateness is not conclusive. The horse was

also a late acquisition but it is so completely woven into Navajo

mythology that a layman would not know that there ever was a time

they did not have it. The ^lanation must be found deeper in Na-

vajo thought. The horse became something truly theirs. After a

Navajo acquired one, it was his. He had droves of horses but he

traded them among his own people. They did not go to aliens if he

could help it. Withweaving and silversmithing itwas different. True

blankets were used by the natives themselves, but there was always

a lively trade, and it is likely the first ones were made for Whites. The
Navajo themselveswore silver ornaments, but they always represented

a foreign means of exchange.

For these, and possibly other reasons, the designs on trade objects

never became packed with the emotional content typical of their most

important activity, religion. The condition is comparable to one we
might ourselves experiaice. A person who has no religion, who may
even be a “queen of scoffers” may wear a crucifix . Its workmanship

perhaps, or its material may have appealed to her. Or, perchance, it
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is a souvenir of a memorable party in Italy which gives her constant

pleasure. The crucifix is a symbol familiar to, if not understood by,

even the ungodly. The value of it as an art object may depend upon

the individual who wears it, may have nothing at all to do with its

general or original symbolism.., In_the sffne way I think the Navajo

have kept the symbolic designs of their religibnTapaitj'ih'ai'separate

pompartmeirt <>fTircir minds, from their ordinaiy blanket and silver-

work pg-ttejas- Thef-orm occasionally overlaps ;
the emotions are kept
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XX Opinions

I have touched only lightly upon the tt>70 questions in which many

writers and collectors are primarily interested. I have given cause

for my sketchy treatment of origin and age and at the same time I

have stated my opinion in the matter.

I am not by any means immune to the symbolism controversy.

However, I have long since been convinced, by extended studies in

other fields of primitive art, that our idea of symbolism is neither

necessary nor absolute, that the symbol most closely packed with

emotional value may be an old piece of string or some other object

we should hardly know exists. If we do learn of it, we may choose

to ignore it because it does not appeal to our aesthetic ideals. I have

learned, too, that the same native to whom the treatment of that

greasy bit of string may mean emotional life or death, may at the same

time "be the carver of a bit of wood which causes the most exacting

connoisseur to gasp with pleased amaaement. The native may have

no feeling at all about it, except the satisfaction of having made it.

For this reason I must depend on the reactions of the natives them-

selves rather tban upon a romancerjdfo ^preconceived bias. The

reaction of the Navajo to “sold” designs, accordbg to my"^pSiehce,

is as I have stated.

There are several other matters about which previous authors

disagree, and a few which depend on the rationale of the weavers

themselves. A misconception which prevails in all the older accounts

and even in the minds of those intimately acquainted with the Navajo

is the question ofwool cleansing, I have referred to it in the chapters

on Wool (Chapter II) and Color (Chapter IV). It is commonly

believed that the wool is washed immediately after shearing or at

least before any other process is undertaken. This is the case only

when thewool is unusually greasy or dirty, so disagreeable as to make
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handling uncomfortable. A -woman uses wool like this only rarely,

avoids it when possible (which means usually); consequently, it is the

exception rather than the rule. The fact is tlmt thewoolis..mnst.oftea-

cleaned by the cardsjmd ^gers of the carder and spinner, and not

washed at‘aifuSilit is %the form of yarn. Furthermore, if it happens

to be destined for color or for warp, it is not wcubed at all. Dyeing to

the Navajo mind-takes the place of washing.
.

"There are several reasons’ for non-extehsive washing. In the first

place, the wool itself is not greasy or offensively dirty. In the second,

the Navajo is by training, habit and necessity a water saver. She

considers water water. Is dye not mostly water? Why then should

one waste an additional amormt of it washing the wool when it -will

have a bath in the dye anyhow? Finally, she is ignorant ofthe chem-

ical properties of the dyes she uses. She knows greasy wool wiU

not dye as well as that which is not. But to capitulate that drawback

she looks to her sheep, not to the extended preparation of the wool

after it is off the sheep’s back.

I have emphasized this matter considerably because, although it

concerns perhaps only a detail, it nevertheless shows significantlyhow
we, prejudiced by ourown practises, may take such things for granted

and in doing so be quite mistaken in our conclusions. Such bias is

often applied to much more important matters, and serious decisions

concerning the treatment of natives are undertaken on the basis of

obscure and vague information.

A minor process about which weavers disagree has to do with the

strength of their fabrics. Whai I, emulating the weavers I had seen

at work, used the batten to send home the weft, Marie was driven to

one of her few -vigorous protests. She and her mother do not depend

on the batten for this purpose, but it has become a principle with

them to use a heavy comb and take the impact on the thumb-joint.

Their argument must be a good one. The use of the batten puts

undue strain on the warp ; the rug madewith it is not as strong as one
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pounded entirely with the comb. Other women with whom I have

discussed the question agree that the batten weakens the warp, but

they use it nevertheless. This difference in native opinion is a matter

of standards, an ideal put into practise. The fact that Maria Antonia

and her daughters practise it is thoroughly consistent with their

continued striving toward perfection. This is over and above the

purely economic because no one knows their blankets have this

quality and they are not paid more for them because of it,

I never t-alW about Navajo weaving to a group of laymen and

rarely to an individual without being asked, “How long does it take

to make a blanket ?’* I have tried to show in Spider oMdti, my in-

formal account of learning, that it is impossible to answer the ques-

tion. Circumstances are so varied, interruptions are so numerous,

work is so erratic, that time must be left out of the calculation. Great

stress is laid on die economic value ofweaving to the Navajo, and I

think its value can hardly be emphasized. Yet, if the weavers had a

conception of time remotely approaching ours and if they correlated

with it a money value, there is not one who would feel satisfied with

the monetary reward. Atlnaba could weave a small rug like that of

PI. XIV, in a day if she kept at it, but that means a day ofweaving

alone. She could spin the weft yam in a day, perhaps in less time,

but it would take her at least a day to spin the warp. It is doubtful

if she would finish it in that time. We have not counted carding in

this estimate. Three days of close application is about the least a

skilled and rapid worker like Atlnaba would need to complete even

a RiTiflll mg. At the time she made this one for me (summer of 1932

when prices were at the lowest) $2.50 or f 3.00 would have been a

good price.

It is, however, a mistake to estimate the weaving on this basis.

Rarely, indeed, does a woman start in to weave a blanket and go

through with it in the systematic way we presuppose. She needs

warp, let us say, and her mother needs weft yarn, her sister has
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perhaps enough of each for a blanket half done, her niece helps

everybody. They therefore have a carding party. All four get busy

and card if they have that many pairs of towcards. If not, one or two

spin while the others card. Thus they, within a few days, produce

enough warp and weft to more than supply their immediate wants.

A juicious worker calculates exactly how many skeins of dyed yarn

she needs so as to have the color exact throughout, but she will be as

careful not to have a great deal left over, for her next rug may demand

different colors. Thus the different processes go on at varying rates of

speed and when making an estimate as to the amount a woman earns

a day, we must always remember that the weaving and related activ-

ities are not by any means the only thing she does. However, what

is true for all handicrafts prevails : whatever the weaver gets, it is not

really enough.

Handrraftsrnansbip must be reckoned not only in dollars and cents

but also in satisfaction. There is something about making a beautiful

object which cannot be measured tangibly. There is no doubt that

the weavers feel this. I sincerely believe that Atlnaba and Maria

Antonia would weave if they never received a cent for theft blankets.

Theft artisanship is to them a pride and a joy. They try to get as

much money as they can for it, but that is a matter distinct from theft

aesthetic reward.

I may cite a few examples of the most pretentious tapestries.

Atlnaba worked nearly a jtax on the Sun’s House tapestry. She was

not well during the time and did notwork steadily. On another much

larger one, sheworked a little over a year and received twice as much

for it. Hastin Gani’s Wife set up her last sandpainting blanket, four-

teen feet square, almost the maximum size, exactly five weeks before

she took it down completed. She had all of her yam ready at this

Shehadmuch help in carding and ^pinning from thewomenfolk

of her family, but no one could help much in the actual weaving

because none but she knows how to design.
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In contrast to this— a case more usual by far— is that ofAtlnaba

who has had a sandpainting on the loom for more than three years

and it is still only a little more than half jSnished. She has been

hindered by Elness, her own and that of others, and by lack ofhelp

for the usual activities of the range. For not only is there no one to

help her card and spin much — she really prefers to do her own —
but the family has even had to hire assistance for the care of its large

herds and that help is neither continuous nor dependable.

For special blankets of such size and intricacy as here described

the -weavers may receive as much as $750, or even more. It is impos-

sible to give “standard prices” for any blankets because during the

period ofmy learning there has been the greatest instability in values

of all kinds. The general economic conditions have caused prices to

vascillate from the highest to the lowest (1932) in this interval and

I am unable to predict the average at which they may “settle”.

This brings me to a consideration of the future of the Navajo

blanket and the question of progress. It begins, according to our

knowledge of it, as a fully developed product. We cannot attest to

its rise. From an excellent beginning there has been degeneration

along some lines, improvanent along others. My summary would

be one ofgeneral advance. The degeneration has come about through

use of native wool. Except for the mohair (which is not of a high

quality in a White market) the Navajo produce little, if any, yam
which can compare with the materials they first obtained from the

Whites, bayeta, Saxonys and Germantowns. In my opinion, even

the best yam does not compare with that made by the Hopi and other

neighboring Pueblos who evidently have a criterion of fineness in

their cotton thread.

I think, however, that what the Navajo yam lacks in fineness is

more than compensated for by its character, a quality all its own. I

can think ofways to improve it; I cannot be sure this characterwould
be preserved. My suggestions are along the lines of more careful
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cleansing and dyeing. IMy “vegetable dye” blanket would, I think,

be not a whit less attractive or desirable if I did not quite frequently

have to pick a little stick or a burr out of the coarse yarn. Complete

awareness of such foreign particles and frequent handling are the

only ways in which this fault can be corrected; the most careful

workers do correct it.

It is almost certain that purer colors could be achieved if,thewool-

were-washed- before dyeing. With the introduction of the new, well-

colored dyes encouragement might be given along this line as well.

Watet-should not_.be so scarce as to make it necessary to skip the

yrashiHg. The water-saving habit is so strongly rooted that the

weavers tolerate the omission of initial washing and subsequent

rinsing. They are, however, keenly aware of the fact that such addi-

tional processes would greatly improve their webs. The solution of

this particular question is not in the hands of the weaver alone. It is

the eternal problem of getting “little drops of water on little grains

of sand”, one which has vexed the Navajo as long as they have so-

journed in this desert land and one which will doubtless vex them

and their white friends and helpers for many a year to come.

I have already expressed my sentiments on dyes and color. I believe

there will be a great improvanent in these matters,jhat .tme,_cqm-,

petition,.and ^ulationwill do the rest, so that colorsj^dopmbjnations

,

will become constantly more pleasing. I would here recapitulate my
emphasis on the encouragement o? matching, especially of carryiag

strands over a wide space if thef^is danger of mis-matching. This

remark is gratuitous; the traders have been, and are, constantly

scolding about this very matter.

There is no doubt that from the point of view of technical <pntrql

and elaboration of desigmthe Navajo have made unbelievahk-sttides.

In these matters, I should advise leaving them to their own devices

and tastes. We have nothing to teach them. I should like to give one

final faint ydp a^jnst-mxairag^ent^ sandp^ting§.ia weaving*.
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In this I am on the side of the most obstinate of the old orthodox

medicine-men. My reasons are different from theirs but I do not

believe that in the end the result is worth the emotional price the

weavers pay even if money did not enter in. Besides this my reason

is personal taste; I don’t like the sandpainting tapestries. I do not

expect this unreason ableness or my taste to influence the Navajo

blanket by one jot or tittle.

There is in my opinion one factor besides color which might

eliminate some ofthe monstrosities we now see and cause the produc-

tion of more of the better blankets. That is the use of&e blanket by

the Navajo himself. It wiU be remembered that those he uses, chiefly

as saddleblanketSj^are among the best artistically. That is, the pro-

portion of good saddleblankets to ail saddleblankets made, is far

above the ratio of good blankets to aH those made. It is not likely

that the Navajowill take towearing his own blanket, although he pays

large sums for the Pendletons he and his women wear. During the

lean days his characteristic philosophy was, *‘We don’t get anything

for the sheep, butwe can at least eat them and thewomen can weave

the wool.” But the business depression in the outside world has

showered millions of dollars of Government money onto Navajo

shoulders, and it does not seem likdy that he wiU foUow out his logic.
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XXI How to buy a 'Blanket

It is not difficult to become a judge of value of modem Navajo

blankets. The visitor to a trading post vrhich has a wide choice can

best test the standards, because he will see all varieties ofweave, from

the worst to the best, from the finest to the coarsest. The first test

of a good rug is its straightness. It should lie fiat on the flooi:. and

jts ^ge'-^buid’be even. One must not espect perfection, however,

for hardly any rug is perfect, but flatness and relative evenness of

width are desirable above all things.

After inspecting the edge, the buyer should hold the mg against

H the weaver was successftil with her edge, it is more than

likely that her web is good. When held up to the light, it should be

even in thickness and the lines ofweaving should look straight The

uniformity of the weave, depends upon well-spun yarn. The lines

ofw5t 5so depend upon the yam, but even with excellentyam, may

be skewed by the weaving. The inspector will doubtless detect

diagonal rows of small holes at certain places. These are not due to

faults, but to theway in which the Navajo weaver builds up her fabric

(see p. 90), and if well handled (if the holes are regularly spaced and

small) are not to be counted against the value of the mg. If the

blanket is more than three feet long, the buyer testing the mgs may

find a kind of ridge with holes made by stitches and pressure halfway

up the mg or perhaps even twice across it at intervals of about a third

its length. These he is not to hold against mg or weaver. As the

Navajoweaving is organized today, there is no prospect ofeliminating

these tniarks which are due to the fact that the weaver sews a part of

her weaving down so that she can reach the rest of it (see p. 81). I

would advise the prospective buyer to go over a number of mgs

tPRting his judgment on edge and excellence of weaving. He might

lay them out in what he judges to be the order of perfection, and the

tfflfjers I know will be glad to instmct him if he is wrong.
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Let us suppose he has set for himself a general criterion of value

by f^yamining the qualities of several rugs. He will next want to

choose some for himseE This choice will depend upon many things

:

How much is he willing to pay? What does he wish to use the rug

for? What colors does he like or need? What kind of designs ?

The^rice of blankets varies according to itneness and uniforrnity

of weave and size. Those are the two standards considered by the

trader in buying. It is impossible even to summarize the prices at

which Navajo rugs may be purchased, for the prices vary greatly

depending on the time and the place. The price changes with the

price ofwool in the wholesale market, but there are other factors, not

always determinable, which control it.

There is a Navajo rug or blanket for almost every purpose. They

are made in the form ofpillow tops, runners, rugs for the floorvarying

from the smallest to gigantic pieces. There are soft webs of fineweave

which would do well for table runners, or larger, for bed or couch

covers. They are useful as automobile, beach or camping robes, and

many make attractivewaU hangings.

Most buyersknowand liketherugs having some red. Morerugswith

black, white, gray and red are sold thanofanyothercombinationofcol-

ors, and these are the best known. Many other colors are utilized and

liked, too, and the final choice depends on the buyer’s tastewhich, as I

have said before, is versatile. Many, however, will pass by the saddle-

blanketweaves and the blankets invegetable dyes. Inso doingtheyare

likely to miss a great deal, astheydoalsoinpassingovertherugswhich

donot contain ted. None of these is, as is often said, “un-Navajo”. In

each class they are reallyNavajo infollowing themost ancient tradition.

Besides being of traditional color and pattern, they have an added

value, for among thm may be found specimens which are suitable to

elaborate housefumishings, especially if such furnishings ate of

simple design or have a tendency toward modernism. A red blanket

may be gaudy and handsome, but it may not compare instylewithone
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executed in black and white with a touch ofgray here and thererThe

black and white one would fit in where the red could never be used.

The modem vegetable dve rugs and blankets may be found to blend

in with any color scheme. They contain soft purples, pink or rose,

greens, blues and yellows with emphasis on any color one may wish.

The design, as well as the colors chosen, must depend upon the

person choosing the rug. One will choose a broad sweeping design,

another a surface covered with many small patterns with greater or

less degree of unity; all are for the buyer’s enjoyment and there are

no rules for him to follow. He “knows what he likes”. For the ex-

tension of his own experience and knowledge I request him to inspect

the more unusual weaves and colors often, even though at first he

may not think them typical. For if his interest grows, as it can hardly

help doing, he will derive great enjoyment from them, the result of

craftsmanship and skill. He may even advance so far that he will

choose for his own, instead of looking askance, a saddleblanket with

a design completed in half the space and an entirely different one in

the other half. When he does this he is almost a connoisseur.

These remarks all point to ideals. It is not common to find the

highest ideals all apparent in the same piece. One which has excellent

design and color will have a crooked edge; one which has a good edge

wifi,haveanexcellent designbutthe colorswill beimpossible. Thenone

willturnupwhichhas color, design, style! Theshopperwillbeattracted

to it beyond all the others. This rug will become “it” tohim, and ifhe

does not buy it he will always remember it and be sorry. The edgewill

bereasonablyweUdone but theweaving is coarsethough even. Thewise

buyer will choose this for his own because he really likes it, and at the

same time knows its shortcomings. He does not like it because of

them but in spiteofthem, and his choice is not the result ofignorance.

I would warn a buyer against a snare which might cause him

considerable disappointment. That is, ordering a blanket “just like

another”. I have never seen a modem Navajo imitation ofany blankd;
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that was aa exact replica. Sometimes the hoped-for imitation is far

better than the original; it is in more cases than not, very different.

This drcumstance is not very different from our own experience.

I give a dressmaker a beret to copy and what I get back shows little

relation to the pattern I gave her. UnUke the Navajo, the new is

rarely an improvanent on the old.

We aresometimes askedby personswho cannot selectthdrpurchases

from thelargestocksoftheNavajo blanket dealer,howtheyareto distin-

guish aNavajo from some other kindofblanket. Thosefrom the South.-

west, and CentralAmerican region aretheonlyones Iknowwhichhave

diesam designon bothsides. Ailother types havingonecoloronone side

have a different coloron theopposite side atthe samepoint. This is true

ofoniythe specialweaves (seep. 55)oftheNavajowhich rarely appear in

a general marketandwhichmust be learned.Navajomgs mayusuallybe

distinguishedfrom others by theirdesigns. Afewoldblankets of Hopi,

Zuhi and Navajo might beundeterminable, but tiiey concern thebuyer

infrequently. Besides, the valueof all threekindswouldheabout equal.

I do not think categoricalinstructions canbe given aboutold blankets

uponwhich high values may be set. Even appraisers and connoisseurs

differgreatlyinthek evaluations,audit is betterfor the noviceto consult

an expertwho is not selling the piece beforehebuys. Inthis connection

itmay bewell to add awarning againstblanket “stories”. Many stories

ofblankets are told ; they carry more weightand aremorefascinatingto

the inexperienced buyer than they arewhen he of necessitymustliqui-

date his investment andhimselfbecomes the seller.Aword to himwho

is wise enough to acknowledge his ignorance and inexperience in the

blanket field is: to suspect storieswhichare sensationalor thrilling, par-

ticularly indefinite tales of great age which cannot be corroborated by^

persons with no interest in sdling, and those regarding the three, four,

or five years it took awoman to weave a blanket. Theanswerto the last

is that, although thewoman had it on her loom that long, she simply

was not working at it (cp. the speed of Hastin Gani’s Wife, p. 6o).
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XXII Virtuosity

One of the most astonishing impressions one gets of Navajo activ-

ity, although it is aitrays superficially simple, is that it is thoroughly

"w^orked out and unusually complete. I cannot refrain from making a

few general remarks about what I consider “the virtuosity of Navajo

life”. It is not peculiar to the Navajo, but rather to aU people I know

who do not have many “things”. It is difficult, almost impossible,

for us to understand how life can be defined in such “low terms”. The

reason for our lack of comprehension is that each one of us has a

technique of living based upon only the most restricted knowledge

and experience of our own environment. We use, more frequently

abuse, the many machines upon which we lay our hands from day to

day. We know little about their proper use, less about their care, ne^

to nothing about their manufacture, and nothing at all about their

replacement. This is particularly true of city dwellers. Country

people know how to do more kinds of things but they generally know

as little about machinery.

It is widi surprise, then, that one observes a poDple, whose every

individual has a reasonably broad knowledge of his entire culture.

I have never ceased to wonder at the casualness with which life is

carried on by the Navajo. The matter-of-factness with which they

meet onergencies stipulates not only great resourcefulness but also

perfect virtuosity, a control of the factors which go to make up dif-

ferent phases of fife. Above all, it involves a state ofmind, which once

attained, is a comfortable possession. When I first went to the Na-

vajo country I used to worry,as do all new-comers,about this and that.

I have now adopted the confidence the Navajo have in themselves

which may perhaps be formulated, “If it is worth doing, we can do

it, if it is not— and our inability to do it may prove it is not— what

does it matter anyway?”



This confidence has its roots in self-reliance, resourcefulness and

rationalization of a bad situation. It is the spirit, not only of the

pioneer, but also of aU those who have had to make much out of little.

It defines the difference between the old West and the East, between

colonies and a mother country.

Navajo weaving is one example of many which illustrate the

impression. I know of only one region where good weaving is done

in a fashion cruder than that of the Navajo. It is the northern part

of the Northwest Coast where the elaborate Chilkat blankets were

made with only a finger twining technique. Not even a loom to fasten

down the warps, no device at all to separate the sheds. But even

the crude manner ofNavajo weaving is surprising in its results to the

uninitiate (I may say even to the initiate!). For, although the

loom is the simplest combination of unfinished sticks (the more

unfinished, the more efficient they are in some respects!) and

miscellaneous looking strings, it lacks, nevertheless, nothing which is

essential.

It matters not that the machine is smaller, not that it is hand

operated. The fundamentals are: means for shedding, for laying in

weft, for beating it, for holding and tightening the warp, and a device

for removing the finished part of the web. These are all present in

the Navajo loom, though each one is hand operated. All additions

used on other loom types, no matter how large or complicated, are

refinements, not essentials. Each part of the Navajo loom is produced

on the Reservation. True, at the present time, balewite, that humble

and indispensable servant of any man who does more than pass

through die Southwest by train, may be used in erecting the loom-

framf>. and in fastening the loom to the frame. But if a Navajo has no

balewire, she twists herself some strong string which does quite as

well. Indeed, she often prefers it. It may be that the same weaver

may use an umbrdla rod for a heald or a rib for a shuttle, or even a

sacking-needle to finish offher blanket. But if she does not have one,
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she can make out quite as well with her assortment of reeds. She

substitutes in such case patience and dexterity for iron.

Ifour weaver lives in a wooded locality, her husband cuts the loom

parts from his own range. Natural roughness of the four pieces of

the loomframe is a great advantage. At Red Point’s I never have

any troublewith wires and strings slipping. At homewhere my loom,

made by a German cabinet-maker, is smoothed and finished according

to the least of his ideals, my strings, particularly the rope that tightens

the warp, are constantly slipping. I have been compelled to rub the

rope with rosin; it is now only reasonably satisfactory. If the Navajo

weaver lives on a dull barren plain, her husband will journey to the

mountains for the parts of the loomframe. This will involve a trip in

the wagon and perhaps the whole family will haT?e an outing.

The weaver may live on the mountain. If that is the case, there

may be plenty of hard oak near her home and her husband, father, or

son will fashion combs and battens of all sizes from it. She or they

will have a surplus supply which they may give to relatives or fdends

less favorably situated. The old warp spinner will trade warp for a

new batten or for a fresh supply of reeds necessary to every good

weaver’s kit. Even dyes may be produced from the natural supply of

vegetation and minerals. One tool only which the weaver uses she

must buy, her towcards.

To a degree the Navajo is independent in his food supply, but

growing trade with Whites has given him artifical needs he cannot

himself fulfill. He eats a great deal of wheat bread, although the

amount ofwheat he himself produces is small. In the old days com

took its place and even now com, cooked in many forms, plays a large

part in &e diet. If a party of unexpected visitors arrives, the women

casually go out, kill and butcher a sheep or a goat, even as our grand-

mothers used to kill chickens or squabs in a similar emergency. A
prosperous family trades in large quantities so it is likely to have

flour, coffee and sugar on hand and it is not long brfore a respectable
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Navajo meal may be served. The hostess thinks no tnote of getting

her meat supply from her flock than our own hostess does of sending

out, or phoning to the delicatessen.

There are few Navajo activides, other than weaving, in which the

Navajo is independent of supply from Whites, but when mishaps

occur, he shows control of the situation which is as matter-of-fact as

his daily life. One day at the well I neglected to tie aknot properly and

our only good bucket fell to the bottom. Marie laughed and sent a

child to a house in sight for a long hooked wire. After Marie had

fished up the bucket and we had fimshed our work, the car was

caught in dry quicksands. With the aid of some men who came to

the well we worked for three hours before we got out, but at no time

was there a dearth of ideas as to how to work.

In this case, as in many others, rain was the cause of considerable

inconvenience. When the first shower beats down upon a house,

there is no telling where it will leak. The Navajo folds himself into

small compass and sits stiU until the shower is over. He then busies

himsnlf about mending the roof and the chances are that the next

rain, if not too severe, will find him prepared and his house snug.

A small brook may threaten to break into the house while the shower

is on. He (or she, the women know how to do aU a man does) then

takes off his moccasins and stockings, grasps a shovel and digs a

ditch to divert the water from the dwelling. If it catches the house-

keeper unaware, she may see her cooking utensils floating abouton the

surface of a temporary lake inside her house. She does not like it, but

ma.IcFis the best of it. She knows the rain will not last forever; she has

nothing it can permanently damage.

A foresighted white observer might say, “But why don’t they do

those things he/ore it rains ?” The answer is, “You can’t tell where

the house leaks until it rains.” After it is once mended it takes a heavy

downpour, indeed, to break through a well-made roof. As for the

ditch, there is usually some slight channel for the water to take near
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a dwelling, but no one can predict exactly wbich direction the water

is coming from until it arrives. There are, of course, many Navajo

who leave all these things until the last minute but even they know

how to handle an emergency.

The Navajo has a different idea of comfort fcom ours, but according

to his lights he can make himself and his companions comfortable

with very little. One thing always included in the “very Htde” is fire.

Ifone is wet or cold, he needs a fire; if the weather is balmy and fair,

he needs a fire to cook his humble meal. Perhaps the conditions are

pleasant; the wind is warm and he has no food; then especially he

needs a fire for company.

A good husband and a conscientious son-in-law see to it tl^t there

is plenty ofwood on hand, although rarely is there enough chopped

ahead of time for even one fire. When the heavy tains ofmidsummer

come, the problem of starting a fire may be important. There are

many simple ways. It may be lighted under a tree if only the ground

is wet. Soft dry bark, tom from the protecting overhanging trunk

of a juniper may be used as tinder, small sticks torn from the heart

of the juniper wood will give enough of a flame to ignite the heavier

wood eventually.

If the shower has been so severe as to soak the badr and all parts of

the tree, resin picked from the branches of the pinon will serve. If,

however, there is a sedentary group as there was at Red Point’s, the

fire will be borrowed. A shovelful of glowing coals taken from the

nicely fimctioning fire of one house is sufficient nucleus to start even

a pile of thick, wet sticks to flaming in no time. Where wood is

abundant, as in the mountains, a whole tree may be dragged to the

campfire. It is pushed up into the fire as it gradually bums away.

Another method is to start the fire about the baseofa dead tree trunk.

We once had a burning pillarof this kind for a campfire, butwhenwe

turned in theNavajo guide put it out remarking as he did so, “Some-

body else might like to use what is left”. It is my impression,
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however, that the Navajo are not generally as conservationistic or

altruistic as this.

A necessary part of Navajo family life is a wagon. The only limit

the Navajo puts on the load he carries over the rough roads he travels

is that set by the nature and age of the vehicle. So it is not an unusual

sight to find on the road, at perhaps the only crossing of a sharp wash,

a broken down wagon. The owner will not, however, be off begging

for help. The chances are he will be working on the broken part tight

there. He may digress from his labor to unload the wagon so your

auto can pass, or he may set about helping to shovel away the bank

on either side so you can manage to go on. If you also get stuck, he

will not desist until he has helped you out. He and his party will

push; if that does not suffice, he will hitch his horses to the car. All

these interruptions for which he may be responsible, and the ensuing

labor, he bears with a joke and a smile and a readiness to make the

best of the situation.

Oncewhen I was driving from Ganado on a main highway, I came

upon a similar sight written in automobile terms. A Navajo, driving

a truck, had been halted by a broken gear. He was about two miles

from a white settlement, so he had set about locating and remedying

the trouble. When I arrived he had tools and car parts so spread over

the wide road that there was no possibility of passing. I stopped and

was pleased to note that he talked Navajo to me as if I were bom to

the tongue. He indicated casually that his trouble involved taking

out the axle and, as he had no wheel-puller, it was necessary to take

the wheel along with the axle. He finally got these parts detached

from the car but not from each other. Carefully nursing the machinery

in his lap he sat, erect as he would on his horse, in die back seat of

the Ford as I drove him back to Ganado. He had not expected ex-

acdy this kindofluck, but he hadworkedvigorously in the expectation

that someone would help him out.

At another time my own car took fire on the way to Gallup. I was
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able to put out the fire but did not know what to do next. A truck

driven by a Navajo pulled up and the driver disconnected the unruly

wire, bound it up with electrical tape and we both went blithely on

our respective ways. Ten years ago, when I first went into the Navajo

country, few of them had automobiles and those who had were poor

drivers and did not know how to take care of the cars. Today many

of them have cars and some are skilful at repairing them temporarily

or at fashioning a makeshift. They apply their native experience to

the task of making something out of nothing, a hammer from a rock,

a spring block of a piece ofwood, an engine-hanger out of balewire.

The greatest comfort in their country is the thought that, no matter

how bad the breakdown, the load never remains on the road or in

the ditch indefinitely; all mishaps are cleared up sooner or later with

the help of Navajo and white inhabitants.

The easy disposition of the Navajo is remarked by all who have

contact with him. There is no better exemplification of it than his

participation in sports. He is a good sport in games or in life, and

by that I mean, of course, that he is a good loser. He meets defeat in

everyday exertions, such as drought, tornado, heavy snow, flood,

with the same philosophy as the loss ofavaluable bracelet in gambling.

He has set his stakes, played the game; he has lost. He pulls his belt

a notch tighter and starts oS a poorer but a wiser man. He likes to

have more, but he can make out with less.

The Navajo is not a busybody. Unless you quite definitely place

upon him a given responsibility, he will allowyou to go into danger,

even to death, without interference, but ask his advice and he will

give it freely and honestly. You will find also that it will be the part

ofwisdom to take it, especially if it concerns roads, water, or anything

that relates to his own kind of life. His aloofness about your welfare

may be highly exasperating. When we came back from the Snake

Dance one time, we started after dark, we had seventy-two miles to

go, a storm threatened ahead of us, we had a two-month’s-old baby.
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and 'VP'e were all tired. There was every reason in the world that we

should avoid delay.

The women may respect my aptness at weaving but the men can

have nothing but scorn formy stupidity about trails. I am bad enough

in the daytime but at night I am hopeless. This night our route lay

directly east. Shortly afterwe passed Keam’s Canonwe seemed to be

going directly toward a natural light, clouded but definite. It puzzled

me anri I finally remarked. “There is no moon tonight. What is that

hght?”

“It’s the sun setting,” answered Tom calmly.

“The sun setting I” said I scornfully. “Why, we’re not going west,

we should be going east!”

on the wrong road,” he said, “ever since we passed that

sign back there.” I argued, I must confess with little conviction,

rather to dispel my aggravation. Red Point upon consultation corro-

borated Tom’s statement andwe drove back two miles to “that sign

back there ” wherewe found an obscure one pointing out our way.

There are some situations beyond the Navajo’s practical control.

They include illness and such misfortunes as may be brought on by

fate. In circumstances like these he needs supernatural assistance.

He has away ofinvoking the aid of the gods and a carefully stipulated

method of applying it when given. His implicit belief in it m^es his

ritual often successful.

In those cases where it fails and the individual concerned dies, he

brings forth once more the fatalism uponwhich his existence is based.

One summer I left Ganado just before Red Point was to sing the

Shooting Chant for a man who lived nearby. Several months later

I received a letter from one ofmy interpreters in which he remarked

in the characteristic Navajo way, “Red Point didn’t sing the Shooting

Chant after you left. The man died, that’s the reason. We were all

very sad about it, but as I told the family, ‘We have plenty to do to

take care of the living, we must not worry about the dead’.”
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Implements and Materialsfor Kngs

It will be necessary for the learner, to have a full set oftools and materials

ready before beginning to work. They have all been mentioned in the body

of this work as the various steps in the weaving process were taken up. It

may, however, be convenient to have a full list ofthe most important neces-

sities and one follows. The items are mentioned in the order in which they

are used:

1. One pair towcards (available at most trading posts for about § 1.25).

This is for the preparation of the wool (Chapter II).

2. One spindle. For spinning and twisting of the yarn (Chapter III and

Lessons 2—5).

3. Dyes: as many packages as there are colors other than white, gray, or

natural sheep brown (Chapter IV and I).

4. Round sticks : at least three, about one inch in diameter, two of them

as long as the blanket is wide, one somewhat longer. Broomsticks are ideal.

Used in stringing warp and in constructing loom (Qiapters VII and VIII).

5. Reeds, about one-quarter to three-eighths inch in diameter; at least

two for ordinary wea-ving, fotir for the diagonal weaves, to serve as heald

tods. Itis best to have many ofthese for they dryout and break easily. Then
too, they should be graduated in siae, thinner ones being better for the work

as it gets tight when nearing completion. A straight piece of balewire may
be the last heald (Chapters VIL VIII, and IX).

6. Battens : a whole set, the largest three inches "wide, and three or four

others each gradually becoming snoaller until the last is only half an inch or

less wide. Add to these a set ofreeds of small diameter (not more than one-

eighth inch), each one ofwhich has a flat end, smoothed down by shaving

and use. For weaving, see Chaps. IX, X.

7. Combs : a set also of graduated sizes, beginning with a broad heavy

comb, and ending with a slim narrow one. Three or four are sufficient^ two

would do, a large and a small. See Chaps. IX, X.
8. Reeds: about one-eighth inch in diameter not specially smooth and

with naturally broken ends. Three or four of these to serve as shuttles for

large expanses of self-weaving. See Chaps. IX, X.

9. Sacking-needles: several of different sizes. Ifonly one, let it be small

or not more than medium in size. See Chap. X.



If large rugs ate to be woven, the size of the sticks which hold warps and

of evervthing except battens and combs must be proportionately larger.

There is a natural limit to the size of the reeds used for healds, four feet let

us say. The shortness is overcome by using two or more across the wide

rug. One is not able to weave a space four feet across at a sitting an3rway so

it will not matter that more than one rod is used to form a shed. The chief

difference between the small and large rugs lies in the manipulation of the

loom parts.

The weaver will have her kit with her whenever she sets about weaving.

The tools not in use will lie handy behind the loom ready at a moment’s

notice to be pressed into service.

The following materials are necessary for the blanket:

10. One ball warp, large or small according to the size of the blanket.

The color makps no difference, for in a properlywoven rug tbe warp does not

show.

11. Four to six banks yam of different colors, the number and colors de-

pending upon the size and pattern to be woven. This is the weft yam. The

worker should be sure when dyeing it to dye enough of each color to fimsh

the rug. It is difficult, almost impossible, to match colors perfectly in home

dyeing, even our most expert silk manufacturers fail to do so.

12. A quantity of coarse string, two-, three-, or fbur-ply, at least some-

what more than four times thewidth and four times the length ofthe blanket.

Each length and width should be in a single piece. This is to be used as

end twining and as edge. By carefully selecting the colors and combinations

ofend and edge strands great subtlety may be secured. Not much ofthe edge

shows, but that which does gives a &ie air of thoughtful finish. Next to the

consideration of quality and quantity ofwarp the Navajo weaver estimates

carefully the amount and color of her edge cords.

13. Lengths of strong string (from six to nine inches) for various tying

purposes. It may be two- or three-ply; mohair makes the strongest.

14. Balewire.

I j. A large quantity of medium weight smooth cord. For making heald

loops. See Chap. VIII.

16. A long strong heavy rope (mohair is best, clothesline is excellent,

especially after use). This become the tension cord. See Chap. VIII.

The items 10, ii, 12 will be used in the particular rug being made, 13-16

may be used again and again. They will become ever shorter and weaker

but may be pieced and reinforced indefinitely. New pieces of string and
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rope will be losed for the larger rugs, the used ones will be unobtrusi-^ely

delegated to smaller ones. Everything used must be above all strong.

Strength may be attained by tightness of spinning and doubling or tripling

the ply of the cord. Bear in mind always that the strain on every thread is

tremendotzs and that the whole web is only as strong as the weakest thread.

Appendix II. Implements and Materialsfor Warp Weaving

1. Germantown yam, red and green.

2. I ball of grocer’s twine.

3. Spindle, same as for rug.

4. For long -wide belt: two poles a foot or two longer than one-half com-

plete length including fringe.

5. Two crosspoles: used -with No. 4 for large belt, used -with belt strap

for narrower bands, one, if attached to a support at one end and to weaver’s

belt at the other.

6. Strong string with which to tie crosspoles to uprights.

7. 4 round sticks 4-6 inches long, not more than ^ inch in diameter,

thiimer if for small bands, 2 used for separating warp-loops, 2 for harness.

8. I short (about 4 inches long) flat smooth stick, used for subsidiary heald

rod.

9. A short clubUke batten.

10.

A small smooth stick to serve as shuttleuponwhich weft-cordis wound.

Appendix III. Lessons

Lesson i. Carding

Grasp the towcards firmly, one in each hand as in PI. II, a. With a

small wad ofwool placed on the lower card (held in the left hand), draw the

upper one firmly over the lower several times. The staple of the wool will

begin to lie more evenly and there will be a tendency for the wool to lie

more thickly at the center or end of the cards. It may be brought to lie

evenly along their surface by drawing the card held by the left hand over the

one in the right hand as in PI. II, 6. The carding continues by repeating

these motions : by rneans ofright-hand card draw wool through teeth ofleft-
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hand card, remove vrool from between teeth by reversing direction of one

card, rearrange on cards by pulling one over the other.

As the staple gradually comes to lie so that all its parts are in the same

direction, the wool will become cleaner. Large quantities of sand, burrs,

and other objectionable particles will fall out or be picked out by the worker.

Finally she will judge that the wool is in the proper stage for efficient spin-

ning and by combining the two motions described, she will lift the lap from

the teeth first of this card, then ofthat, so that the two fluffy wedges lie with

their thin sides overlapping. The experienced carder will have a light pad

of wool of an exact rectangular shape.’’

The Europeans use their towcards so that a short roll results. They take

a much smaller wad ofwool between the cards, do not draw the fibers out

nearly as long, and after they all lie in one direction, mampulate the upper

card over the lower so that the wool takes on the rope shape. The Navajo

substitute an extra spinning for this procedure. It does not take nearly as

long to form a Navajo rectangular carded lap as it does to roll the European

roll into shape. I do not know if the time taken by the Navajo carding and

first spinning is equal to that used by the Whites in carding the rope or not.

To me the Navajo method seems more efficient; perhaps only because it is

the way I learned.

Lesson 2. Spinning

The illustrations Pis. II, III will help the learner more perhaps thanverbal

direcrions, but several additional hints may be useful in avoiding pitfalls

and discouragement.

Even though the spinner become as adept as Atlnaba, she will always find

uneven portions in her roll ofwool, particukriy at the second twisting ofher

finished yam. A constriction will mark offa portion ofthe wool at each end

so tightly that for an inch more or less, there will be no chance for .the inter-

vening wool to twist. You will then rest the spindle on the thigh and use

both hands to correct the unevenness PI. II, e. This is done by grasping

the yam firmly between thumb and forefinger of the right hand, palm up-

ward, and the thumb and forefinger of the left hand, the palm ofwhich is

turned upward. The left hand is in exactly the same position as when
spinning. With the right hand untwist the yam at the points where it was

* Not in a “thick, finfiy rope” as described by Atnsden, p. }6. The ropelike appearance
of his PI. 1} is due to the first manipulation of spinning.
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spun too tightly. Then with both hands pull out the fibers which have

been caught between the two twists firmly but steadily. You may stretch

them amazingly but you must be careful to do so in the right direction, that

is along the line of the staple.

When the lumpiness has thus been pulled into circulation again, spin

once more as usual and at this place the yam will have the same thickness as

it has elsewhere. The pulling of the fibers in order to make the yam regular

is a habit which Atlnaba never leaves off. If she is sitting near watching me
work, she seizes a piece of yam and puUs on it making it always more even

than it was. When she is weaving she often does the same thing to her own
yam before she lays it in. Uniformly spun yam makes for good texture; it

makes weaving doubly easy for it lessens the need for evening up the tows.

In spite of all care there will remain on the wool of the beginnersome
fibers like thick fuzz which seem to have no connectionwith the main thread.

There is nothing to do with these tufts but pull them off. They will not be

present on the yam of die expert.

The motion of the left hand in spinning weft is a loose twistingpressure

of the thumb on the forefinger at the same time that friction between the

two is pulling along the line of the staple ftom the spindle. The method of

spinning warp is slightly different (PI III, 6). The loose twist is held quite

tightiy between thumb and forefinger and there is, instead of the stretching

through a long distance, a lively twisting motion between thumb and fore-

finger. The distance between left hand and spindle is shorter than for weft

and the spindle is revolved much faster. The emphasis in this case is on

tightness and hardness of twist. I found I had very little trouble spinning

warp if I picked up the spindle of an expert whose initial loose twist was

even. I have the greatest difficulty in getting the first thick strand even. So

far mine would not make good warp. But I cannot be discouraged when I

contrast the small amount of time I have spent spinning with Marie’s nine

years of steady practise until she attained perfection.

Lesson j. Twisting doMe-ply cord

Although the Navajo never use more than single-ply yam nowadays in

the main body ofthe weaving, they nevertheless know how to make multiple

plies and use them for binding strings at sides and ends and for many other

purposes. Such a>rd is of tiie greatest importance because many a good
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weaver gives special thought to her edge cords. She takes pride also in the

kinds of cords and topes she uses for tying and looping the parts of her loom.

Double-ply cord is made by laying the desired amount ofwarp yarn out

on the floor in two diverging curly masses. Take a strand from each mass

and wind the two strands over the fingers of the left hand holding the end

tightly so die wound part wiU not curl and tangle. The spindle will be used

in reversed position for all more-than-one-ply yam or cord. Fasten the end

ofeach of the two warp threads to be twisted at the right end of the spindle

whorl, wrap the two strands, treating them now as one, twice around the

short end of the spindle and roll on the thigh away feom you as in PI. Ill, c.

The yam is fed from the tight loops around the four fingers of the left hand

to the spindle which quickly takes it up. The retwisted two-ply cord is

wound on the long end of the spindle-stick near the whorl, just as it is for

single-ply yarn.

Lessofi Triple-ply cord

To make three-ply cord, double the end of your warp ball for two or three

inches and hold between your left thumb and forefinger. Then with your

right thumb and middle finger within the loop grasp the warp and pull it

through the loop as in PI. Ill, d. PuH this loop to the length of the first one

and again pull the long thread through the last loop. You will see now that

you have a three-strand set of loops. As you continue the looping, the sim-

plest sort of cat’s cradle or string figure really, you will wind the loose three-

strand arrangement firmly about the four fingers of your left hand. When
you have the desired length, spin it over the short end of the spindle as you
did for two-ply.

Lesson /. Four- and more-ply cord

Four-ply cord is sometimes used. It may be made by doubling the two-
ply, or combining the result ofthe three-ply cat’s-cradle with an extra strand

by means of spinning. I have never seen more than four-ply cord but it

could be made easily by using various combinations according to the direc-

tions given.

Lesson 6. Twining lower and upper edge

The worker, sitting at the end of the warpftame over which the warp has
been stretched, holds in her left hand the doubled length of three-ply cord
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whose center she has indicated by a rather long loopknot. She holds the

loopknot in her left hand and catches the end nearest her under the first

warp, the other end falling loose and coming from behind the warp crosses

the first end between the first and second warp and is carried under the

second (PL IV, b. Fig. 4). The first end now has the position the second had

previously and thus each one alternately twines under, and over each warp
loop, crossing the other between each warp. In twining this edge the worker

keeps her left hand under the twining cords where she regulates the tension

and the twist ofthe one coming from above. The right hand moves with one

of the strands catching it tmder each warp as it moves toward the right.

After the warp-stringer has the warp properly spread by means of this

twining to the extent of a hand measure, she inserts a small splinter or pine

needle to mark it, then pushes the warps close together on the cross stick

at her left, and twines another handrspace of the warp. She continues the

operation until the width of the rug is secured.

I had never fiiUy understood the reason for measuring off this way until

I strung up a blanket for myself. Upon this occasion I did not measure off

the hand measures because each was immediately pushed up against the next

one and it seemed tome therewas noneed to do it. But, upon undertabhg the

next step, I found that this is a method of keeping the warps even. I do not

think the Navajo weaver counts the number ofwarps to a hiid but I am sure

shejudges the number as accurately as she does the total number for the

rug, or even more so. I did not subdivide my space and I found my warps

unevenly spaced.

The worker next does the twining to control the width ofthe warp at the

other end. Since the ske ofher hand measure is always the same and since

her tension is likewise consistent, the width ofthe second end will be neatly

the same as the first. However, if it happens not to be accurate, the worker

will divide the remaining cord evenly between the warps, nor will she be

satisfied until the width at both ends is exactly the same.

Lesson 7. Constructing the harness

The weaver passes her batten through one shed, turns it to horizontal, and

withdraws one of the reeds. This reed is to be supported outside of all the

warp strands. The worker holds a rod along the outside of the warp with

her tight hand. It will save trouble ifthis rod is at least six to twelve inches

longer than the blanket is wide. In her left hand she holds a loose ball of
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Fig. 34. Afaking heald loops

string. It should be smoothly and tightly spun but need not be strong or

heavy. She turns her batten horizon^y and carries one end of the string

from left to right through the shed and fastens the end by means of a loose

loop over the rod which now becomes a heald.

With her left forefinger she puUs the string between the first two warps

which the batten holds forward at the right, turns it down so as to make a

loop which she carries over the end of the rod she is holding in her right

hand. The result is as in Fig. 34. It may take a little time to work out ^s
loop, but any slowness the learner may encounter cannot be a quarter as

exasperating as Marie’s casual expertness. Her fingers fly so fast there is no

way to tell, when they are in motion, how she achieves the loop. It is easy

enough to work out when finished however.

Each warp held forward by the batten is caught into one of these loops

and at the end the string is tied once more into a loop which is caught over

the rod. The harness is now complete for the ordinary weave. Tliere are

two sheds, one formed by the heald and one kept in place by the heald rod.

If the reeds used for healds are several inches longer than foe width of foe

blanket^ foere will seldom be difficulty about them slipping out offoe loops.

They must of course be watched. There are times, such as when I worked
with Mk. Kinni’s-Son, when foe reeds are just as wide as foe blanket or

only an inch or two longer. In such a case foe reed slips out offoe loose loops
so frequently as to become a nuisance. A thin string tied tightly around foe
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reed at one end, carried through the center loop and tied as tightly around

the reed at the other end will serve to keep the loops in place wiSiout further

attention.

Lesson 8. Holding Batten and Comb

The position of batten and comb for the various operatons is 'v^ell shown
by the illustrations. The change of the comb from the position of rest when
theweaver is holding the batten to that ofuse when she is not is a simple one.

The comb is held in practically die same way for both operations. At rest

the third and little finger grasp it, and it lies teeth downward along the palm

which is toward the weaver (PI. V, a). When the batten is in horirontal

position in the shed, the weaver slips her little finger to the other side ofthe

comb so that it alone is under the comb, then she turns her hand so that her

palm, instead of being toward her, is toward the ground. Three fingers

instead offour curl about the comb handle, the comb which was in the same

plane as the batten is now turned into one at right angles with it, and there-

fore with the warp. At first it may helpful to practise the swift change in

position by itself when -foe mind is not occupied with all the other things

that must be done.

Lesson The Steps of Coordination

Since all the positions and motions ofthe hands are interrelated and since

all are necessary at one lime, or at least in such close succession that they

can hardly be distinguished, I will enumerate them in outline form in their

proper sequence. The outline may be thought of as related to Navajo

weaving as a slow motion picture is related to a regular one;

1. Push heald rod close to heald loops — left hand.

2. Grasp batten in right hand. -

3. Thrust batten into shed with right hand. The left hand may aid by

lightly flipping the warps — in case their fibers adhere— or by holding a

warp down firmly here and there. The left hand does not touch the batten.

4. Place proper edge strand over batten.

5. Grasp left end of batten with left hand, retain hold of right, and turn

firmly to horizontal.

6. Lay weft in shed.

7. Pound down weft -with comb.
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8. Shift comb so that hand has batten position, grasp batten retaining

comb in hand, and withdraw batten, sustaining position.

9. Push heald rod up — left hand. You have now finished one row
through the shed regulated by the heald rod. The next process is a repetition

of all the movements except that of shifting the healds.

la. Pull heald firmly and evenly forward — left hand — so that all the

warps it controls will be forward on batten.

ib. Flip back of fingers of right hand lightly over the warps.

Repeat 2—8 and start aU over again.

Lesson 10. The Edge

It is necessary to take one strand of the two which form each edge on the

end of the batten each time the weft is thrown across. The two strands of

each edge are slightly twisted. Place the forefinger (right at right side, left

at left) between them so that they have no twist at the bottom; then, with

the thumb bring the inside one forward ftom the inside and place it over

the batten. For about half an inch ofweaving the weft should pass between

the two edge cords in the same position. At regular intervals ofthat distance

— greater or less according to the fineness and style

of foe blanket — with foe thumb bring the outside

cord forward from foe inside so that it crosses the

cord at the inside and over foe batten (Fig. 35).

This operation will cause the edge strands to twist.

The weft wiU be carried through foe strands in this

way for foe same distance as before and they wiU
again be twisted in foe same way. The test of a

blanket is its edge. If foe edge strands are properly

Fig. 35. Detail showing twisted at equal distances and if the width of the
how to twist edge blanket is the same throughout, it is perfect.

The same mefood is used for the edge of the

saddleblanket weaves, but foe worker should remember that of foe three or

more strands hanging at foe edge, foe one she is to use should each tiinft

be inside foe others.
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AppenMxlV. Glossary ofForeign Term

Navajo Sdentific name Common term Part used

tcat’fni Rumex hymenosepalum, dock, sorrel root

tsfidoKoj

ocddentale (canaigre)

"rock-salt” mineral

Kiitsoi ^tsoi Bigelovia

soda-ash

goldenrod flower, stem

didjo-H)

na’acdja’ilkehi Helenium Hoopesii sneezeweed

and leaves

flower

t’sa ? sage leaves

laa’altsadi Juglans walnut shells and

’awe t’sa-1 Cowania Mexicana difficose

twigs

leaves and

t’dl hox'^e’6 Heuchera bracteata Navajo tea

stems

stems

tse’esda’zf Cercocarpus parvifolius mountain mahog- rootbaii

gad Juniperus ocddentalis

any

juniper stems and

gad ni’eli “cedar”

leaves

stems and

Ki’C Alnus incana var. black alder

leaves

bark

ax’ hadli’d

virescens

one of thelichens stems

hwoc ntye'li Opuntia Missouriensis prickly pear ripe fruit

hwoc be’eld(6hi Senedo Douglasii groundsel (spine stem and

t’c6

brush, “cactus

deaner”)

Colorado blue

flower or

leaves

twigs

tadidi-n dot’-K'c Delphinium scaposum

spruce

larkspur petals

ts^didi MirabiEs four o’dodr petals

Kj (tcdltcin) Rhus aromatica, vat. aromatic sumac twigs, leaves

t’cil dily&i tsoh

tadlobata

? rabbitbrush

berries

whole plant

dje*h pinon gum
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die'c

ckt’sa’’

montmoiillonite white day

Phoradendron mistletoe

juniperinum (Engeim.)

plant

Appendix V. Glossary of Special Term.

Batten, a stick about two or two and one-half feet long, broader than thick,

used to make the shed and to pound down the weft.

Qiant, see “sing”.

Harness, the machinery which regulates the sheds, i. e., healds and heald

rod, called also “rig”.

Heald, one of the rods, or rods widi loops which regulates the particular

warps so as to make the shed.

Heald rod, the rod run under certain warps to make a shed. It needs no

loops because it always regulates the topmost shed.

Heddle, same as heald.

Hogan, dome-shaped Navajo house.

Lock, the joining of two weft colors or strands.

Mordant, element in dye which makes it fast

Sacking-needle, coarse curved needle used for sewing up sacks.

Sandpainting, elaborate mosaic made ofcolored sands, an important element

of the “sing” and also of Navajo belief.

Shed, space between warp through which weft passes.

Sing, a rite sung for curing and success.

Vegetable dye, dye made from natural products, native plants and minerals.

Warp, yam strung vertically, the foundation ofweaving.

Warp-beam, the beam from which warp is delivered.

Web-beam, beam which carries off finished web.

Weft (woof), yarn used to weave horizontally.

Woof, same as “weft”.

Yucca (yucca baccata), the soapweed, or Spanish bayonet, commonly seen

in the Southwest country.
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a
ability % 20, 28

accuracy 94, 102, 105

achievement 20

adaptation 51

adapter 169
advantage 91, 142
afterthought 1 1

5

age 162, 164, 184, 194
alfalfa 44
aluminum 57, 41 , 42
Americani2ation 163
ambition 36
Amsden, Charles svii, 125, 128, 129, 130,

151. 132, 164, 167, 170, 171
apprenticeship 3

aromatic sumac 46
arrangement 88, 149, 151, 166

artist 27
artistry 93, 121

attitude 163

awkwardness 3, 72

b
background 24, 33, 34, 88, 89, 91, no, 136,

142, 143. 144, 149. 150, 151. 155
baize, see hayeta
balance 17, 18, 97, 143
balewire 61, 63, 64, 84, 196, 203, 204
band 102, 105, 119, 125, 142, 144
batten 4, 49, 50, 51, 52, 70, 71, 72, 78, 79,

82, 105, 136, 153, 185, 197, 203, 204,

203, 209, 210, 21

1

bayeta 23, 34, 143, 166, 188

beauty 22, 102

belief 158, 162, 202
belt 130, 133, 139, 140, 205
binding 53, 38, 84, 91, 121, KSy, 170, 201

black 24, 26, 30, 33, 46, 99, 102, 113, 114,

115, 116, 121, 133, 143, 143, 148, 149,

131, 132, 160, 175, 192, 193
blanket beaded 100, 124, 171

chief 143, 144, 173
Chilkat 168, 196
Chimayo 142
comb 1 31

fuzzy 94, 132
Hopi 170

mohair 150
outline 151

Pendleton 14^ 174, 175, 190
Two-Gray-Gills 150, 151

yeibichai 134
black alder 42
blessing 2

blue 30, 43, 117, 121, 143, 146. 153, 160

193
bobbin 166
border 32, 71, 92, 133, 137, 144, 145, 146,

148, 149
bow and arrow 180

“braided’^ see twilled

braiding 84
breed 7, 10

breeding 9
brilliancy 27
brown 28, 30, 40, 41, 42, 127, 141, 15 1,

155, 203

c

carding X7, 7, 8, 9, 14, ij, 25, 49, i86, 187,

205, 206

cat’s cradle 208

center of belt 137
of blanket 81, 103, 114
of diamond 120, 128

warp 106

chant see sing

cheapness 27
chevron 97, 119, 172, 180

-children 3, 4, 29, 52
clay, white 47
cli&ose 40

-clothing 121

cloud 117, 119, 138, 181

collections xvii, 141
collector 22, 35
Colton, Mrs. M. R. 170, 172
color 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 33, 33, 38, 41,

43, 54, 71, 87, 88, 90, 92, 94, 97, 98,

99, loi, 103, 108, 113, 113, 122, 128,

129, 141, 142, 143, 144, 146, 15 1, 153,

136, 171, 173, 185, 189, 190, 192, 194,
204
self color 34, 72, 80, 87, 88, 93, 117, 123,

126, i7t, 173
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comb 4, 50, 51, 52, 71, 72, 75, 76, 77, 83,

98, 1J5> 149. 185, 186, 197, 203, 204,
2II

comfort 199, 201

complications 94, 149
composition 86, 112, 113, 118, 142, 145,

148, 151, 156, 160, 167, 175, 178
concentration 3, 18, 99, 118

conception 112

conclusion 164
confidence 195
confusion 109
consistency 131
contact 167
continuity 165
contrast 117
control 86, 87, 134, 209
conventionalization 153
coordination xv, 3, 4, 5, 18, 55, 69, 80, 86,

88, 102, 122, 210
cord, white 133, 135
correction 79
crimp 7, 10, 15, 16, 19
*criticism 3, ii, 115, 146, 150, 154, 156
“curiosity 147

degeneration 188
deity, see god
denudation of soil ii

design 3, 20, 24, 33, 56, 48, 82, 88, 91,

92> 95, 97, 99, lo?, 108, 109, 113, 114,

118, 119, 120, 124, 127, 128, 129, 135,

137, 141, 142, 144, 145, 147, 150, 151,

156, 161, 172, 173, 175, 178, 180, 182,

183, 184, 187, 189, 192, 194.
aliover 15

1

diamond 120
geometric 153
realistic 118, 153, 180

design-elements 86, 87, 88, 95, 134, 141,

142, 144, 148, 15 1, 166, 168

designer 67, 156
detail 113, 116, 157, 168
development 145, 162, 164, 165, 169, 177
dexterity 197
diamond 109, 112, 120, 124, 126, 140, 143,

^71
broken 126

large 103, no
pattern 105

small 105, no

difficulty 79, 95, 99, no, 124, 150, 137,
Z07

dipping 2, 12, 13
direction 87, 123, 181, 207
disappointment 120, 193
discouragement 4, 206

discussion 97
divinity see god
dock }8, 45, 47
double-faced cloth 107, 108, no, 122, 126,

127, 128, 129, 130, 171, 173, 174, 175,

176
drawing 113
dress 121

drought 8

durability 22

dye 37, 40, 47, 134, 185, 204
aniline 26, 28, 36, 37, 42
diamond 29, 30, 31
native 38
Old Navaja 29, 30
vegetable 19, 25, 27, 31, 35, 36, 44, 35,

144, 189, 192, 198

edge 33, 34, 58, 69. 70, 71, 73, 84, 83, 87,

92. 97. 98, 102, 120, 121, 131, 136, 145,

149, 167, 168, 192, 193, 204, 208, 209, 212

scdloped 59, 9^ 118, 119, 131
twining 68, 8o

education 12

effect 92, 93, 96; 123, 172
efficiency 67, 83, 136
elements, see design elements

^emotion 148, 138, 178, 180, 182, 183
endurance 13

enjoyment 193
erasing 133
error, see mistake

evening 84, 207
evenness 93, 191
evidence 130, 164
exactness 112

exaggeration 33
expediency 117
experience xv, 3, 18, 23, 28, 30, 41, 46,

123, 136, 193
experimentation 4, 18, 38
expert 133, 194, 207
expertness 4, 73, 210
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fading 35
failure iic, 113
fatalism 202

fault see mistake

favorite 1 3

1

feather 117
filling in 79, 96
fineness 21, 149
finish 1 16, 1 71

fire 199, 201

fieece 7, 8

flock 6, 198
form 28, 56
Franciscan Fathers 147
friction 15, 16

fringe 140, 205
future 144, 188

g
garter 133, 139

^

generalization xv, xn, rvu, in
Germantown (yam) 22, 23, 84, 125, 133,

135. 145, 166, 188, 205.

goat 6, II, 19, 150
god 154, 156, 180, 202
gold 45
goldenrod 59, 45
gray 16, 30, 31, 33. 102, 115, 116, 143,

192, 195
“sheep” 16, 24, 32, 148, 151

carded 24, 32
tan- 24
-blue 45, 155

grease 8, 33, 185

green 27, 28, 30, 39, 43. 45 ^ ii3»

135. i 3 ^> I43 > ^44, 154, 193

b
hand 55, 113, 209
hardness 20, 166

harmony 144
harness 67, 68, 69, 105, 109, no, 135, 169,

210
hatband 159
headband 133, 139
heald 70, 71, 73

rod 70
herding 10, 19, 32

herd ii

history xvii, 162, 165
hole 90

Hopi 167, 171, 175, 188

Hubbell, J. L. 147, I49> ^73

J. L., Trading Post 147, 150

Roman xiii, 121

i

ideal 119, 186, 197
ideas 123
ignorance 8, 76, 193
imagination 36, 153
imitation 148, 156, 193, 194
imitator 169, 172
implements 4, 5, 7, 15, 18, 49, 77, 202, 205

improvement 188, 189, 194
of color 3

1

of flesh and fleece 10

of herds 7, 8, 9
of technique 121

indigo 39, 43> 44
synthetic 45

individualism 153
inefficiency 73
inexperience 72, 74
infection 12

influence 33, 155, 162, 169, 170, 190

ink 46
inspiration 27, 34, 112, 114, 146, 176

intensity 30
interlocking 92
interpretation 169
irregularity 33, 53, 152

James, George Wharton 119, 1
31,"146,

153, 156, 174
joining yarn 74, 119
judgment 18, 47, 192, 209

k
knot 55, 56, 79

/

larkspur 44
left-handedness 65

lessons xvi, 205
lichen 42, 47, 168

lightning 12, 119, 131, 132, 180

line 150, 134, 157
limitation 118

literature xvi, xvii

lock 90, 91, 93
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nloom 4, 5, 53, 77, 8c, 8z, 133, 134, 139,

157, 167, 174, 177, 188, 194, 196, 205
belt 172
horizontal i66

Jacquard 53
moveable 58, 59, 81, 109, no
proper 63
vertical 166

loomframe 24, 53, 56, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64,

66, 67, 69, 82, 98, 197
loomstick 59
loop 20, 54, 56, 59, 70, 73, 74, 75, 80, 83,

84, 85, 90, 91, 94, 105, II9, 127, 134,

135. 166
loopknot 209
lozenge 125

m
machinery 8

magenta 42
manipulation 79, 82, 85, 108, 109, 130,

136, 137, 168, 172, 173, 175, 204
market 29
matching 143, 189
material 3, 18. 23, 27, 28, 34, 47, 95, 133,

141, 156, 166, 170, 171, 175, 176, 177,
182, 188, 204,
lack of 95

Matthews xvi, 170, 171, 173, 174
meat 7
medicine 159
medicine-man see singer

method xv
mineral 36
mishandling 146
mishap 201

mis-matching 32, 33, 81, 189
mistake 33, 35, 77, 87, 90, 97, 105, no,

114, 118, 120, 139, 141, 142,

159, 168, 191
mistletoe 40
misunderstanding 8

modernism 192
modification 118

mohair n, 16, 19, 25, 24, 25, 33, 112, 150,

151, 188, 204
mordant 29, 37, 38, 39, 44, 46, 47
motion 119
motives xv, 152
motor habits 153
mountain mahogany 41
museum xvii, 29, 35

natural dye see dye

nicotine 12

0

observation 18

ochre 43, 46
oil 8, 10, 15

opinion 165, 184
of Navajo 97, 186

orange 26, 30, 38, 162, 175
^-origin 165, 182, 184

of blanket 164
of sheep 6

of style 120
originality 48, 121

outlining 115, 116, 117, 15

1

overdoing 33, 160
overlapping 206

owFs-ckw 39, 48
oxidation 37

pairing of sheds 107
parallelogram 142, 143, 145
path, see trail

patience 20, 36, 46, 197
pattern 20, 86, 88, 97, 98, 99, 109, 114,

118, 119, 122, 123, 126, 127, 135, 136,

142, 152, 153, 172, 175, 176, 178, 182,

192, 204
diagonal 101

diamond 105, 124, 150
diaper 121, 126

herringbone 123
saddleblanket 109

peculiarities xv
perfection 27, 102, 151, 186, 191, 207

perseverance 4
perspective 33, 35, 1 12, 154
pink 34, 35, 40, 41, 42, J54> 155, ^93
plaid 100, 122

-ply cord 133, 203
two-ply 22, 68, 172, 204, 207, 208

three-ply 22, 54, 68, 204, 208

four-ply 22, 204, 208

many-ply 170, 207, 20S

position 87
pottery 169
pounding 50
power 148, 158
practise xv , 87, 154, 185, 186, 207
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preference 93
prehistoric 165, 167, 169, 177
preparation of yam i

pressure 207
price II, 33, 36, 160, 186, 188, 192

prickly pear 42
pride 15, 51, 208

principle 87, i4Q> 1S5

progress 3, 128, 188

proportion 113, 143, 154, 156

protection 2, 67
Pueblo 167, 173, 177, 188

purple 45, 193

€
quality 13, 31

r

rain 198
rainbow 117, 148

rectangle 112

red 24, 28, 30, 31, 34, 41, 42, 45 > 99> ^^4,

115, 116, 129, 135, 137, 146, 152, 155,

160, X92
ochre 43, 46

reed 50, 56, 67, 71. 74, 82, loj, 129, 166,

203, 204, 209, 120

regularity 21, 95
religion 160, 18

1

remuneration 27, 28

repetition 212
reproduction 121, 154, 156
resistance 62

of stock 7
of yam in spinning 18

resourcefulness 48, 195, 196

respect 51

responsibility 2, 35, 201

restriction 124
result 120

revival 36, 38, 39, 145
rhythm 102, 15

1

rigidity 62

rite, see rz^ua/

’ritual 2, 159, 202

“rock-salt” 37, 38, 41, 42, 44, 46

rose 34, 36, 42, 43, 45, 144. 193

s

sacking-needle 51, 80, 81, 84, 196, 203

saddleblanket xvi, 35, 86, loi, 107, 109,

140, 193

saddle-cinch 140
sage 40, 48
sand color 30, 40, 155

“-sandpainting 16, 24, 25, 31, 33, 47, 56, 87,

115, 117, 148, 150, I 53 > 154, ^55,

157, 158, 159, 161, 180, 181, 187, 188,

189, 190
sash 133
Saxonys 22, 23, 165, 188

sqfibies 12

scallop 77, 97, 98, 120, 125

scarcity 95
of saddleblankets 171

selection of wool 1

3

self-reliance 196
sequence 102

shades 27, 34, 41, 144
shearing 15
shed 49> 5^> 5 <3> 74, 7^, 82,

84, 94, loi, 102, 105, 106, 107, 127,

132, 135, 136, 137, 166, 172, 175, 196,

204, 210, 21

1

reverse order of 102

sheep 6, 12, 165, 190, 203

G^rriedaie 10

gray 16

merino 7, 8

‘‘Navajo” 6, 7
Rambouillet 7, 8

“showing” XV, xvi, 3, 4, 18, 32, 71, 76
shuttle 49, 82, 129, 135, 136, 196, 203

simplicity 19, 32, 142
- “sing” 2, II, 46, 85, 159, 160

-singer 155, 159, 160, 190

size of blanket 24, 57, 149, 173

skein 20, 24, 25, 31, 37, 41

skm 5, 8, 12, 13, 17, 37, 46, 72> 121,

X49, 160

slave 176
smoothing yarn 21

snake X48

soap 25
soapweed, setjucca

softness 2X, 93
sorrel 38
spacing 128

span, see band
Spanish 165, 166, 167, 176
“speckled” 100, X07, 108, 126

Spier, Leslie 140
spindle 17, 18, 19, 20, 49, 133, 203, 205,

206, 207, 208
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spinning xv, i, i8, 19, 20, 21, 166, 172,

185, 187, 203, 206, 207
spiral 1 19
spirit 196
splicing 18

spruce 41
Colorado blue 42, 47

standards 3, 22, 79, 97, 162, 186, 191, 192
straightening 69, 88
straightness 19

1

strain 18, 62, 77
strpgth 15, 20, 62, 134, 136, 185, 205
string figure, see fa/’s cradle

stripe 50, 77, 78, 82, 86, 97, 109, 142, 143,
diagonal 89, 90, 91, 93, 96, 97, 98, 119,

120, 123, 131, 132, 142, 145, 168
horhontal 88, 92, 96, 100, 119, 142, 144
vertical 88, 91, 92, 93, 99, 100, 117, 118,

124, 142
style III, 131, 133, 140, 141, 142, 143,

I44> 145, 148, 152, 162, 192, 193
subtlety 204
success 102
sulphur 12

sunray 117
superiority 21

"supernatural 202
survival 7, 8

swastika 181

sword 137
symbol 32, 147, 160, 178, 181, 183, 184
symbolism 178, 181, 182, 183, 184
symmetry 112, 143, 157

/

taboo 159
tan 26, 30, 35, 40, 41, 144
tannic acid 40, 42
tannin 46^ 47
tapestry i6, 73, 87, 139, 149, 153, 134, 136,

157. 158. 159. 166, 187, 190
tassel 84
taste xvi, 27, 93, 118, 119, 122^ 141, 190
tautness, see tension

teacher 141
teaching, see ^^sbowin^^

teazels 15
tension 17. 33, 61, 67, 72, 73, 77, 79, 84,
204

texture 20, 21, 22, 23, 52, 122, 123, 207
theory 126
thunder 18

1

thunderbird 181

tightening 63, 67, 74, 76, 79, 81, 98, 134,

.
*30. 157. 196

tightness, see tension

time 186

towcards 14, 13, 17, 49, 187, 197, 206
tracks i8o, i8i

trade 2, 50, 123, 132, 171, 181, 182, 197
trader 32, 33, 36, 49, 32, 119, 131, 141,

148, 171. 173. 191. 192
trading 43, 191
tradition 119
trail 148
trial and error no
triangle 88, 89, 94, 96, 97, 112, 114, 113,

117, 118, 143, 143, 131, 181
twilled 101, 102, 103, 107, 109, no, 123,

124, 123, 126, 130, 132, 140, 171, 172
twine 205, 209
twining 33, 36, 68, 167, 196, 204, 209
twist 17, 19, 21, 33, 34, 82, 92, 136, 203,

206, 207, 212
two-faced cloth, see double-faced cloth

u
umbrella

rib 83
rod 196

unevenness 79, 131, 206
uniformity 18, 191, 192
unity 56, 193

V

value 192, 194
variation 91, 122, 125, 129
variety 48, 166, 191
vegetable dye see dye

versatility 171
vest 121

virtuosity 28, 149, 195

walnut 40
warp I, 20, 21, 22, 34, 49, 50,^51, 53 > 55 >

58, 59. 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 73,

76, 77
warp-beam 63, 66, 67, 68, 69, 80, 84, 121

warpframe 54, 56, 57, 58, 109, 134
warp stringing 33, 203
washing of wool 14, 34, 185, 189
water 13, 31, 42, 185, 189
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weave
dk^oal 125, 171, 174, 203

ordinary 56, 107, 108, 109, 112, 120,

121, 123, 126, 127, 128, 130, 131, 132,

136, 142, 174, 210

saddleblanket 107, 122, 152, 166, 170,

212

warp 133, 142, 205

web-beam 63, 66, 67, 68, 69, 79, 80, 81,

84, 1 12

wbori 18, 49, 52
'witchcraft 159

wood 47, 49, 52, 166, 199
Wyman so^^Amsden

y
yellow 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 37, 38, 40,

41, 44, 45, 47, I44> 145, 152, 155* 19^5

ochre 46
yucca 25, 31

it

zigzag 105, 119, 124, 136, 142, 145, 146,

180, 181,

Zufii 140, 166, 194
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